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Editorial 

I apologise for the late appearance of this year's Nature in Cambridgeshire 
and hope that readers will think that another 'bumper' issue, with a record 
number of pages, was worth waiting for! We are grateful to Christ's College, 
Cambridge, for a grant towards the publication of Dr David Coombe's 
24-page account of the colonisation of Cambridgeshire roads by plants of 
maritime origin. Last year, offprints were produced of Chris Preston's paper, 
'The distribution of the Oxlip Primula elatior (L.) Hill in Cambridgeshire', and 
we intend to do the same for Dr Coombe's paper in view of the interest shown 
by British field botanists in the spread of maritime plants along inland roads. 

In the last issue I wrote that this year we hoped to redress the balance 
between botanical and zoological contributions. We are pleased to publish 
Tim Bennett and Dr Val Perrin's article (with maps) describing the 1985-1992 
Cambridgeshire Butterfly Survey and providing what they call its "main 
highlights". There are two ornithological items - Martin Walters' commentary 
on a series of remarkable photographs of nesting Sparrowhawks taken eighty 
years ago in or near Cambridge by William Farren (who kept a "Naturalist
Furrier's shop in Regent Street") and recently rediscovered by Peter Sell, 
and an account by Peter Bircham and others of a two-year survey of bird 
populations and communities at Madingley. Mark Robinson and Dr Bob 
Stebbings' paper on the effects of land-use changes on Serotine Bats in south 
Cambridgeshire complements the former's account of the distribution of this 
species published in 1992. There are also two further papers on invertebrates, 
one with a botanical element also - on oak galls- by a seasoned contributor, 
Dr Colin Welch, and the other by Duncan Painter, who has been carrying out 
research at Wicken Fen in Cambridge University's Department of Zoology. 

But botanical topics are included also. James Cadbury and his collaborators 
provide a summary of some of their findings in a survey of ditches and pools at 
the Ouse Washes in 1992, comparing these with the results of a similar survey 
carried out in 1978 and described in the 1980 issue of this journal. Drs Hilary 
Belcher and Erica Swale contribute an article for the seventh year running, this 
time on the apparently improbable subject of 'Ferns in Girton drains' ! 

Reports from Wicken Fen, a review by Dr Franklyn Peering of a book by a 
local author, Will Garfit, the usual accounts of vascular plants and bryophytes, 
and John Clarke's 35th annual weather notes complete this year's menu. 

We warmly thank all our contributors, Graham Easy for his drawings and 
Dr Ken Joysey for the use of the Macintosh LaserWriter at the University of 
Cambridge Museum of Zoology. 

In my editorial in 1991 I mentioned, in the context of Dr Max Walters' article 
on Mycelis muralis, that I had not seen this plant "growing on a free-standing 
wall in Cambridge" during the then prevailing drought. David Coombe quickly 
pointed out that Wall Lettuce grows on the top of the archway at the back of the 
Market branch of Marks & Spencer. I am interested to see that, despite the long 
hot spell this summer, it now also flourishes on top of Downing College's wall 
in Tennis Court Road - no doubt a result of the overall increase in rainfall. 
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The butterflies of Cambridgeshire: 
highlights of a county survey (1985-1992) 

Tim Bennett & Val Perrin 

Introduction 
With one or two important exceptions, Cambridgeshire is not a county that 

has been notable for its butterflies. Compared with the riches of more 
southern and western counties, Cambridgeshire has suffered considerable 
habitat degradation from agricultural intensification during the 20th century, as 
well as a massive loss of typical fenland habitat through drainage in historical 
times. Wicken Fen is the prime example of a site in the old county of 
Cambridgeshire that has been thoroughly studied for well over a century for its 
insect fauna. Indeed, the main reason for its survival and designation as one of 
Britain's oldest nature reserves is that it attracted the efforts of Victorian 
collectors of Lepidoptera. Other sites have gone largely unnoticed for their 
butterflies and as a result have become impoverished over the years through a 
mixture of neglect and land management practices unsympathetic to butterfly 
conservation. The chalk grasslands to the south of Cambridge are a good case 
in point. 

Historical butterfly records 
Perusal of the literature reveals that the species list for v.c. 29 was originally 

far richer and included about 60 species 100 to 150 years ago (Table 1). 
Admittedly, a number of these records are hard to corroborate today, while 
others were almost certainly of non-breeding species or casual or rare vagrants, 
or simply misidentifications. The resident county species list is now around 30, 
and most of these are pushed to the furthest limits of the arable land, such as 
road verges or river banks. Even here, frequent mowing can easily wipe out 
butterfly colonies. The few remnants of ancient woodland in the county, such 
as Hayley Wood, lack the large fritillaries that were commonplace up to the 
1940s, and wetland drainage has put paid to species such as Marsh Fritillary 
and Swallowtail, although the latter has recently been reintroduced again at 
Wicken Fen. 

Most of the literature records for established Cambridgeshire species are out 
of date and fragmentary, and some are anecdotal. Because no attempt had been 
made previously to survey the county's butterflies in a thorough and systematic 
way, it was decided in late 1984 to mount a survey which would establish the 
exact occurrence and distribution of species in the county. A number of other 
counties (including Suffolk, Norfolk, Hertfordshire, Dorset and Devon) have 
already undertaken and published butterfly surveys in recent years. 

Survey methodology 
The main aim of the Cambidgeshire Butterfly Survey was to map, in as 

much detail as possible, the distribution of all species within the defined area. 
It was decided to limit the survey area to v .c . 29 (essentially 'old' 
Cambridgeshire), both to make the results comparable with previous 
information and because of the limitations of manpower and the detail of 
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coverage to be adopted. Coverage was to be on a 1-km square basis (4-figure 
O.S. grid reference), with a full 6-figure grid reference given wherever possible 
for unusual or rare species. It was felt that this level of coverage would be 
sufficiently sensitive to detect colonies of certain species which could be quite 
small in extent (e.g. Small Blue Cupido minimus). 

Table 1: Status of Cambridgeshire (v .c. 29) butterflies 

Recorded during the survey (35 spp.) 

Small Skipper 
Essex Skipper 
Large Skipper 
Dingy Skipper 
Grizzled Skipper 
Clouded Yellow 
Brimstone 
Large White 
Small White 
Green-veined White 
Orange-tip 
Green Hairstreak 
Purple Hairstreak 
White-letter Hairslreak 
Small Copper 
Small Blue 
Brown Argus 
Common Blue 
Chalk Hill Blue 
Holly Blue 
White Admiral* 
Red Admiral 
Painted Lady 
Small Tortoiseshell 
Large Tortoiseshell* 
Peacock 
Comma 
Speckled Wood 
Wall Brown 
Marbled White* 
Meadow Brown 
Ringlet 
Gatekeeper 
Small Heath 
Monarch* 

Former records (29 spp.) 

Chequcred Skipper 
Silver-spotted Skipper 
Swallowtail** 
Scarce Swallowtail 
Wood White 
Pale Clouded Yell ow 
Black-veined White 
Bath White 
Brown Hairstreak 
Black Hairstreak 
Large Copper 
Scarce Copper 
Silver-srudded Blue 
Adonis Blue 
Mazarine Blue 
Large Blue 
Duke of Burgundy Fritillary 
Purple Emperor 
Camberwell Beauty 
Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary 
Pearl-bordered Fritillary 
Queen of Spain Fritillary 
High Brown Fritillary 
Dark Green Fritillaryt 
Silver-washed Fritillaryt 
Marsh Fritillary 
Glanville Fritillary 
Heath Fritillary 
Graylingt 

* Sec p. 15. ** Reintroduced to Wicken Fen in 1993: seep. 15 . t Sec p. 5. 

Recording took place throughout the summer season (May to September) on 
warm sunny days. People were asked to record systematically all species from 
as many squares as possible within a given area, ideally by making repeat 
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v1s1ts. Within each square the most promising butterfly habitat was given 
prominence. Although all records were welcome, particularly of unusual or 
threatened species, casual recording by people unconnected with the survey was 
not generally encouraged, since it was felt that less reliance could be placed on 
records from uncommitted or inexperienced observers. In order to try to cover 
the county evenly, a number of people 'adopted' 10-km squares and acted as 
organisers for their square, to co-ordinate recording by others and avoid 
duplication of effort. Wherever possible, rare or unusual records were 
independently confirmed by a second observer. 

A pre-survey meeting was held in early 1985, which was essentially planned 
as a pilot year in order to test the fieldwork requirements and recording forms. 
Detailed guidelines were given to each recorder as part of a standard pack. 

Meetings were held annually at Wicken, before the butterfly season, in order 
to provide feedback on coverage and keep recorders informed of results and to 
plan work for the coming year. 

Standardised recording forms provided spaces for the recorder's name and 
address. the species seen, the date and place, with a 4- or 6-figure O.S. grid 
reference, and additional observations. These were returned to Tim Bennett at 
the end of each season, for transcription of data by hand on to master species 
maps for the county. It is unfortunate that no validated and reliable 
computerised system for handling data was available during the period of the 
survey, as this would have been invaluable. 

Although it was originally hoped to achieve 100% coverage of all 1-km 
squares (totalling 2,491), diminishing returns in the later years of the survey 
necessitated setting a lower target of at least 80% coverage by the end of 1992, 
when it was decided to terminate the formal survey. 

Results 
It is not possible in an article of this scope to report all the results of the 

survey in detail. A separate publication is intended for this purpose. This paper 
will therefore concentrate on the main highlights. 

In all, 85 people contributed records either regularly or occasionally over the 
period of the survey, which covered eight years (1985-1992). Approximately 
12,750 records were submitted during this time. The coverage of v.c. 29 
achieved was in fact 88% (Figure 1), which was highly representative of all 
habitat types within the old county. 

The total of all butterfly species recorded during the survey period was 35 
(Table 1). However, a few of these were single sightings of rare species, 
which were almost certainly wanderers into the area and not breeding. In 
addition, another three species have been recorded in recent years just outside 
the survey period - a single Grayling Hipparchia semele in 1984 at New 
Grounds, Newmarket, just inside the Cambridgeshire boundary, a Dark Green 
Fritillary Argynnis aglaja on the Devil's Ditch in 1993 and a Silver-washed 
Fritillary Argynnis paphia at Chippenham Fen in 1983. 

Although the majority of species were already known to occur, their exact 
distribution had not been recorded. 

From the survey list of butterflies found in Cambridgeshire currently, we 
have chosen to show the distributions of 12 species which illustrate some of the 
more interesting findings from the project 
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Figure 1: Coverage for the Cambridgeshire Butterny Survey 
Each dot represents at least one record of one 
species from the 1-km square. 
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Dingy Skipper Erynnis tages 
This species is now confined to the Devil's Ditch and the old railway line 

near Bourn (Figure 2). Nationally it is widely but very locally distributed. 
Having a drab, moth-like appearance, it may be overlooked. It has poor 
mobility, never straying far from its breeding sites. Its habitat preferences seem 
to be for rough ground with short grass where Common Bird's-foot-trefoil 
Lotus corniculatus is found in sunny, sheltered positions. Sheep- or rabbit
grazing may be important factors in maintaining the ideal habitat. The nearest 
neighbouring colonies are probably in the Breckland of Suffolk at King's 
Forest, but even here colonies are isolated and small (Mendel & Piotrowski, 
1986). 

Before the survey, records of the Dingy Skipper also came from the Devil's 
Ditch in 1980/81 (N.D. Riley, pers. comm. toT. Bennett), which was also the 
site of the earliest county record in 1825 (Jenyns, 1868). Thus this site has 
been important for the butterfly for some considerable time. It has also been 
seen at other chalk grassland sites in the intervening period. 

Grizzled Skipper Pyrgus malvae 
This delightful little butterfly is now very localised in southern Britain, and 

the discovery of five sites for the species (Figure 2) illustrates the real value of 
surveys such as the present one, since it was not known beforehand whether 
the butterfly still survived in the county. Historical records include one by 
C.C. Babington at Bottisham Fen in 1829 (Babington, 1876), and other 
specimens in the University Museum of Zoology, Cambridge, (UMZC) came 
from the Devil's Ditch in 1947/48. It is said to have occurred at Wicken Fen in 
the 1940s and at Orwell clunch-pit until1982. 

The current sites are widely scattered but all possess stony or chalky 
substrates with low vegetation and rosaceous species such as Wild Strawberry 
Fragaria vesca, Creeping Cinquefoil Potentilla reptans, Bramble Rubus 
fruticosus agg. or Raspberry R. idaeus. It may even occur in similar habitat 
elsewhere, even in quite small areas, but such colonies are very prone to dying 
out as a result of increasing scrub and shade, ' tidying-up' and intensification of 
agriculture. Management is very important to preserve the habitat characteristics 
for the butterfly, and more research is needed here. 

Three of the colonies are on disused railway lines- at Over, Bourne and 
close to the Devil's Ditch at Reach - and it is interesting to speculate whether 
these colonies have been present for a long time or have developed more 
recently. A further site is on an industrial estate near March. The Over site has 
now been made a nature reserve by the Wildlife Trust, and specific management 
has been instituted to safeguard the colony, with good results. 

The Grizzled Skipper has a short flight season in May and is fast-flying, 
being difficult to see when in motion. A further complication for the unwary is 
that it superficially resembles the day-flying Latticed Heath moth Semiothisa 
clathrata clathrata, with which it frequently coexists. 

Orange-tip Anthocharis cardamines 
This butterfly has an early and short flight period, which is over by about 

mid June in an average season. It is a very mobile insect and can be found 
anywhere and is not confined to colonies. The distribution map would be likely 
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to show under-recording (Figure 3), especially if the weather was inclement 
during the flight season. Furthermore, only the males are very distinctive in 
flight, the females being almost impossible to distinguish from Small Whites 
Pieris rapae or Green-veined Whites Pieris napi without much closer 
observation. Allowing for these factors, it is reassuring therefore that the map 
shows the butterfly to be surprisingly well distributed in the county, and it 
probably reflects the true picture. The species is commoner in the south, where 
more hedgerows and verges provide shelter and its food-plants, Cuckooflower 
Cardamine pratensis and Garlic Mustard or Jack -by-the-hedge Alliaria petiolata, 
are more abundant. 

Green Hairstreak Callophrys rubi 
In the survey the Green Hairstreak Callophrys rubi was found only on the 

Devil' s Ditch and at Wicken Fen. Both these sites are well visited and recorded 
and therefore it is not surprising that the insect has been located there. The 
species has quite a wide range of larval food-plants, but in Cambridgeshire it is 
thought to favour Buckthorn Rhamnus catharticus, which is common at both 
these sites. Certainly at Wicken it is most often seen around prominent bushes, 
although as yet it has not been seen to lay eggs on them. There is one further 
site for the butterfly in the extreme south-east of the county (Figure 4). 

Although it is not easily seen, being well-camouflaged by its green underside 
when at rest among vegetation, it occurs in many different habitats throughout 
Britain and utilises a wide range of plants for egg-laying. It is the most widely
distributed hairstreak nationally. Logically, therefore, it should be found at 
other sites in the county, and so it may yet be discovered elsewhere. For 
example, in the 19th century there were records from Madingley Wood, Fen 
Ditton, Cherry Hinton, Ely, the Devil 's Ditch, the Roman Road and the Fleam 
Dyke. Pre-survey 20th-century sightings have come from Chippenham Fen 
and Cherry Hinton chalk-pit, with a single sighting at Hayley Wood. 

Purple Hairstreak Quercusia quercus 
The Purple Hairstreak's Latin name indicates its preferred habitat: it spends 

most of its time high up in the canopy of mature oak trees, only rarely coming 
down to lower levels. Few sites in Cambridgeshire harbour suitable oaks, but, 
where these occur as in ancient woodlands, the butterfly ought to be found . 
Indeed, in Hayley Wood it has been recorded by one of the authors. The 
butterfly may even be discovered on single isolated oak trees. Because of the 
difficulty in locating it, it is possible that it has been overlooked. The survey 
revealed scattered sites for the Purple Hairstreak in the south of the county, 
e.g. around Gamlingay, where oaks are more prominent (Figure 4). 

There are old 19-century records from Linton, Shelford and Cambridge, 
from near Ely, and from White Wood, Gamlingay. In addition, there are 
pre-survey records from Hayley Wood from the 1930s (T.R. Jenkyn, pers. 
comm. to V. Perrin) and 198 I (Wildlife Trust records). 

White-letter Hairstreak Satyrium w-album 
This butterfly probably suffered a severe decline nationally as a result of 

Dutch Elm Disease, and its current status is still unknown. It is perhaps 
recovering again now as it can probably survive at very low densities on 
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Figure 3: Orange-tip Anthochllris cardamines 
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suckers of elm (Ulmus spp.) in hedgerows. It is also very elusive, usually only 
isolated specimens turning up here and there. In fact, sightings came from only 
two 1-km squares during the survey (Figure 4), but again this species could 
well be overlooked. Even with special effort it is hard to see, since the butterfly 
often remains sedentary, preferring to feed on bramble (Rubus fruticosus agg.) 
flowers high up in tangled hedges. 

Historical records have come from Madingley Wood and from widely 
scattered sites around the county this century, particularly in southern woods. 

Since the survey period, one of the authors found another single butterfly 
near Cambridge in August 1993, at a site where it was recorded 60 years ago 
but at which all the mature elms have died. Further records of this species in 
particular would be very welcome from anywhere in the county. 

Small Copper Lycaena phlaeas 
The Small Copper is an unmistakeable species, being a jewel-like rich orange 

and black. It is therefore easily identified. In a good season the butterfly has 
three broods, appearing in May, July/August and September/October. It can 
thus be found on the wing more or less continuously for most of the season. 
For these reasons the map (Figure 5) probably reflects its true distribution in 
v.c. 29. However, it shows that this butterfly is sparsely scattered throughout 
the county, and all records were in very low figures, since nowhere is it 
numerous in Cambridgeshire. This can be contrasted with some sites in 
neighbouring Breckland, where sometimes many specimens crowd the flower
heads of thyme Thymus spp. or Marjoram Origanum vulgare. The Small 
Copper needs rough grassland with Common Sorrel Rumex ace rosa or Sheep's 
Sorrel R. acetosella. Provided that they are long-established, rough corners of 
fields, some road verges and even uncut dykeside banks in Fenland can be very 
important in this regard. The butterfly is unlikely to colonise newly-created 
grasslands such as motorway verges. 

The current picture of distribution reflects the historical picture too. There 
have been scattered, widely-distributed records throughout the county since 
1842. The Small Copper has known fluctuations in abundance, but over the 
past hundred years its national status has not changed markedly (Maitland 
Emmet & Heath, 1989). 

Small Blue Cupido minimus 
This butterfly is now very rare in the county, being recorded in just four 

1-km squares (Figure 6). These include two at Girton golf course, one at a 
traditional site for the butterfly on the Gog Magog Hills near the Beechwood 
Reserve, and another on the Devil's Ditch near Reach. At none of these sites 
can the butterfly be said to be safe. Although widely distributed, this, our 
smallest butterfly is secretive and lives in small, close-knit colonies (sometimes 
of only a few square metres) where its food-plant Kidney Vetch Anthyllis 
vulneraria flowers. South-facing chalk slopes or pits are favoured. Such sites 
are very easily swamped by rank vegetation or scrub invasion. 

The Small Blue was formerly more widespread in Cambridgeshire on chalk 
grassland, e.g. on more of the Devil's Ditch and the Gog Magog Hills and at 
Newmarket, Cherry Hinton, Guilden Morden , the Roman Road and the Fleam 
Dyke. Specimens in UMZC testify to some of these localities. More research 
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Figure 5: Small Copper Lycoena phlaeas 
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is needed into factors important for its wellbeing. Without proper safeguarding 
of its habitats this species may well be lost from Cambridgeshire in the future. 

Brown Argus Aricia agestis 
Another open chalk grassland species, the Brown Argus is essentially found 

nowaday·s only on the Devil's Ditch and at one or two other sites in the south of 
the county (Figure 6). Steep south-facing banks with short turf are the likely 
sites on which to locate the butterfly. The species can sometimes be confused 
with female Common Blues Polyommatus icarus when seen at rest, since the 
underwings of the two species are superficially similar, but with care the two 
species can be clearly distinguished. 

Formerly, southern chalkland sites were the main location for the butterfly, 
which was more widely distributed before many of these sites became 
overgrown. Old records have come from Cherry Hinton chalk-pits, the Gog 
Magog Hills (1921), the Fleam Dyke (1925) and the Roman Road (1978). It is 
likely that with sympathetic management such sites could again harbour the 
butterfly. 

Chalk Hill Blue Lysandra coridon 
This is another of our rarest butterflies in Cambridgeshire, where it is on the 

edge of its national range (Figure 6). A thriving colony, however, occurs at 
Therfield Heath, just inside the Hertfordshire border, and this square overlaps 
into Cambridgeshire. More correctly, Cambridgeshire s tatus can be claimed for 
the Chalk Hill Blue on the Devil's Ditch, which appears from the survey to be 
the only remaining site for the butterfly now. Even here it is far from numerous 
and was in fact thought to have died out during the late 1980s. Management 
work has been instituted by members of the Cambridgeshire and Essex group 
of Butterfly Conservation to try to retain the open grassland necessary for its 
continued existence, and the butterfly population is being monitored by this 
group from 1993 onwards. It is likely that the butterfly can exist at low 
densities, since no individuals were recorded for several years, yet it did well in 
1991 and 1992. 

Like other species of ' blues ', the Chalk Hill Blue is dependent on certain 
ants for part of its life cycle, in particular the larval and pupal stages. Such a 
requirement may affect the vigour of a colony at a given site if such ants suffer 
as a result of microclimatic or other change. 

As with the other chalkland species referred to above, the Chalk Hill Blue 
was originally found more widely in the county, with records from Cherry 
Hinton chalk-pits, the Gog Magog Hills (1921), the Ream Dyke (1954) and the 
Roman Road (1978). 

Speckled Wood Pararge aegeria 
The Speckled Wood is a very interesting species in terms of its distribution in 

this part of the country, since very few specimens were recorded in the first 
year of the survey, 1985. From then on, it became gradually more widespread 
in the county with successive seasons, despite the decline in recorder effort 
during the last years of the survey. This is illustrated in Figure 7, where 
three sizes of dot indicate the build-up of sightings in three time periods. Up to 
1987, records of the Speckled Wood were confined to just seven 1-km squares. 
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By 1990, another 15 squares had sightings, while in the final two years of the 
survey (1991 and 1992) the species was found in a further 25 squares. Thus. 
despite diminishing recorder effort , the number of localities for this butterfly 
increased some sixfold over the period of the survey. reflecting the spread of 
this butt~rfly into our area. 

The species is unusual in having two overwintering phases - larva and pupa. 
Additionally, in good summer seasons the butterfly may be bivoltine or partially 
trivoltine, with the result that adults emerge continuously from early April until 
mid October (Maitland Emmet & Heath, 1989). Thus it can be observed by 
recorders at virtually any time of the season and is unlikely to be missed. It is 
now very common in the rest of southern Britain and Ireland in woodlands, 
along hedgerows and even in gardens. However, its national range was 
drastically reduced in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, becoming 
essentially restricted to Wales, the south-west, Wiltshire and West Sussex 
(Maitland Emmet & Heath, 1989). 

The survey results indicate that the Speckled Wood is still recovering from its 
former contraction of range in this part of the country. Certainly, records from 
Cambridgeshire appear very sparse before the survey and provide no real 
indication of its abundance. It may be that, as Cambridgeshire is the least 
wooded county in Britain, this may have held up its recovery. At Wicken Fen 
the Speckled Wood first appeared in 1985, but it was rarely seen until 1990. 
By 1993 it had become a very common and familar species. This suggests that 
some of its spread in the county may be as a result of its ability to adapt to less 
typical habitats. It will be interesting to observe its future fortunes in the 
county. 

Meadow Brown Maniola jurtina 
Again, this is a species with a long flight period in high summer, being on 

the wing from June through to September. It is very abundant and widespread 
throughout the county, as the map shows (Figure 8), and this is typical of the 
national picture. Indeed it may be the most abundant British butterfly (Maitland 
Emmet & Heath, 1989). It is to be found wherever rough grassland occurs and 
is absent only from the most intensively farmed areas. However, it is less 
common in gardens and towns, since it does not s tray far from its breeding 
sites. As with the Small Copper, it is noticeable how the species has failed to 
colonise reseeded areas of grassland. A certain amount of recorder bias may be 
inherent in the distribution map, particularly if squares were visited only once 
during the early part of the season before the Meadow Brown had emerged. 
Given an unlimited amount of time and recorder effort, it would probably be 
recorded eventually in virtually every square. Former records indicate that it 
has probably always been common in Cambridgeshire. 

The results of the survey are still being analysed, but, of the other species 
recorded in the survey, Small, Essex and Large Skippers (Thyme licus 
sylvestris, T. lineola and Ochlodes venata respectively), the three species of 
'whites ' Pieris spp., Small Tortoiseshell Aglais urticae, Peacock Inachis io and 
Gatekeeper Pyronia tithonus were all very common, as expected. Other species 
such as Brimstone Gonepteryx rhamni, Common Blue Polyommatus icarus, 
Red Admiral Vanessa atalanta , Comma Polygonia c-album, Wall Brown 
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Lasiommata megera, Small Heath Coenonympha pamphilus and Ringlet 
Aphantopus hyperantus were also well distributed throughout the county in 
varying numbers. The Holly Blue Celastrina argiolus, although widely 
distributed, showed marked fluctuations in abundance between certain years in 
the survey, a well-recognised phenomenon. Most records of this species came 
in 1990 to 1992. Also varying in abundance from year to year was the Painted 
Lady Cynthia cardui, which was thinly recorded throughout the county. Its 
distribution varies greatly and depends on the numbers migrating from southern 
Europe and North Africa, especially early in the season, and the degree of 
subsequent local breeding. This is one species, along with the other Vanessids, 
which is observed frequently in gardens, e.g. nectaring on Buddleja spp. 

The Clouded Yellow Colias croceus was recorded in 1985 (two sightings), 
1986 (one sighting) and 1992 (six sightings). This species' British distribution 
varies considerably from year to year, depending on the time and size of 
immigrations from the continent, since it does not survive our winters. A few 
usually reach southern counties every year, but in some years more spectacular 
'invasions' occur. Such was the case in 1983 and 1992; during the latter year 
the butterfly reached Scotland and Northern Ireland in unprecedented numbers. 

Some of the more extraordinary highlights during the survey included the 
sighting in 1989 of a single White Admiral Ladoga camilla in the National Trust 
car park at Wicken Fen by a visitor familiar with the species, who was able to 
give detailed written information concerning its identification. This was clearly 
a wandering individual, since the nearest established colonies are at Brampton 
Wood near Huntingdon and Mildenhall plantations in Suffolk. Another was the 
record of a single Large Tortoiseshell Nymphalis polychloros, feeding with 
Small Tortoiseshells Aglais urticae on Hemp-agrimony Eupatorium cannabinum 
in a pit at Up ware on 26 June 1992, by one of the recorders, who again gave a 
detailed description, clearly distinguishing it from its far more common 
relatives. This butterfly is now thought to be on the verge of extinction in 
Britain, but lone individuals do continue to be reported from time to time in 
different parts of the country. But perhaps most extraordinary of all was the 
reported sighting of a Monarch Danaus plexippus at Wicken Fen by two 
American visitors in 1992, who seemed quite unsurprised by its occurrence, as 
they knew the species well from its natural homeland! 

Also in June 1992 a visitor from Devon reported two separate sightings of 
Marbled White Melanargia galathea from rough grassland bordering the railway 
line at Nine Wells south of Cambridge. Again, a detailed written description 
was provided, and the observer claimed familiarity with the butterfly from his 
home territory. Despite searches by two or three other observers, these 
sightings remained unconfirmed, but there is little reason to doubt the likely 
authenticity of the records since the site appeared eminently suitable and the 
butterfly is, in any case, unmistakeable. Sporadic sightings have in fact taken 
place throughout the county during the last hundred or so years. 

One year after the survey, in the summer of 1993, the Swallowtail Papilio 
machaon subsp. britannicus was reintroduced to Wicken Fen (see pp. 86-87), 
one of its previous strongholds in the county, as the result of co-operation 
between the National Trust, English Nature and Butterfly Conservation. It is to 
be hoped that future years will see this magnificent insect once again gracing 
Wicken Fen and providing a fitting enrichment to our butterfly fauna. 
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Discussion 
The present survey has been invaluable in assessing the exact status of 

Cambridgeshire butterflies. As well as providing definite information on the 
distribution of our resident species, it has produced some surprises and has also 
raised concern about the future of certain scarce species. It will also act as a 
baseline against which to compare future trends in distribution of our local 
butterfly populations. 

Another product of the survey was the identification of sites that are 
particularly rich in species or hold threatened or localised species. Such sites 
may be in need of closer study, special protection or active management to 
retain critical habitat features. In the cases of the Grizzled Skipper and Chalk 
Hill Blue, active steps for conservation have already been taken as a result of 
their discovery. Results of the survey are being made available to the Biological 
Records Centre at Monks Wood, the Wildlife Trust and English Nature. The 
survey data may also provide invaluable information for the Planning 
Departments of County and District Councils, especially where important 
butterfly sites may be threatened by development. It is fortunate that two of the 
richest sites, Wicken Fen and the Devil' s Ditch, are already designated nature 
reserves. However, it should be pointed out that fens in themselves are not 
typically good butterfly sites, so Wicken's prominence in this regard is 
probably due more to its being well-watched and having a diversity of 
additional habitats. The Devil's Ditch, on the other hand, is in need of careful 
management if it is to continue to harbour the range of butterflies that it still 
holds. 

As regards the level of coverage achieved in the survey, this was considered 
to be fairly complete in terms of habitat representation, although some squares 
may not have been revisited at alternative seasons or in subsequent years to 
ensure that species with different flight periods were not missed. It is unlikely, 
on the whole, that any additional species would have been detected in those 
areas not covered, which included the fruit-growing and arable area to the 
south-west of Wisbech, some farmland around Peterborough and Chatteris, and 
a few squares in the south of the county; such areas would generally hold only 
the commonest species. There remains a faint possibility, however, that the 
unrecorded squares in TL 65 south of Newmarket, within which lie some 
private woodlands and old grassland, could harbour some additional species. 

For these reasons no survey can ever be considered really complete, since 
butterfly populations are not static but dynamic systems, changing rapidly from 
season to season with climate, land-use and habitat evolution. Recording will 
therefore be encouraged to continue in the future. This will now take in all of 
modem Cambridgeshire (i.e. 'old' Cambridgeshire, v.c. 29; the former Soke of 
Peterborough, part of v.c. 32; and 'old' Huntingdonshire, v.c. 31). Records 
from 1993 onwards are now being entered into a computer database, which will 
considerably enhance data management. This system is part of a new national 
database of butterfly recording which is being organised through local branches 
of Butterfly Conservation and which has been designed to be fully compatible 
with systems in use by the Biological Records Centre. 

Anyone interested in butterfly recording is asked to notify Dr Val Perrin 
at 12 The Crescent, Impington. Cambridge, CB4 4NY (Tel. 0223 233690), 
from whom new and easy-to-use site recording forms may be obtained. 
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Tim Bennett's address is 15 Lode Lane, Wicken, Ely, Cambridgeshire, 
CB7 5XP (Tel. 0353 624165). 
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The ditch flora of the Ouse Washes 
(Cambridgeshire and West Norfolk): 
a comparison between 1978 and 1992 

James Cadbury, Lesley Halshaw & Richard Tidswell 

Introduction 
Ditch systems of lowland wet grasslands have at least the potential to support 

species-rich assemblages of aquatic, emergent and riparian plants. The habitat 
is, however, a threatened one. With the massive loss and degradation of wet 
grassland in the East Anglian Fens (Thomas et al., 1981) and elsewhere in 
lowland Britain, many of the associated ditches have been lost or have suffered 
from lack of management. They have become choked with silt and vegetation, 
and in many instances the water quality has deteriorated as a result of 
eutrophication. Twenty-six macrophytes associated with ditches have become 
nationally scarce (for definition see p. 24) or rare (Perring & Farrell, 1983), 
most of them over the last 30 to 40 years. 

The Ouse Washes (2,403 ha) in Cambridgeshire and West Norfolk constitute 
one of the largest lowland wet grassland areas remaining in Britain and Ireland. 
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Apart from the main river channels that extend on either side of the 32-km 
length of the Ouse Washes, there are about 183 km of ditches that run between 
the washes (Figure 1 ). 

In the summer of 1978, the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds 
(RSPB) conducted a survey of the aquatic and emergent plants of the ditches, 
pools and rivers (the Counter Drain, Old Bedford River and Delph) at the Ouse 
Washes (Grose & Allen, 1978; Thomas et al. , 1980, 1981). Fourteen years 
later, in August and September 1992, a team comprising staff from English 
Nature (EN), the RSPB and the Wildfowl and Wetland Trust (WWT) 
resurveyed the ditches and ponds (Cadbury et al., 1993) but not the rivers, 
which had been covered in 1986 (Alder & Holmes, 1986). 

In the intervening 14 years not only had the Bedfordshirc and 
Cambridgeshire Wildlife Trust, RSPB and WWT acquired more land at the 
Ouse Washes (by the end of 1993, 1,473 ha, 61% of the total area), but these 
conservation organisations had achieved better control of the ditch-cleaning, 
grazing and mowing and to a certain extent the summer water levels in the 
ditches. 

Tbe Ouse Washes Graham Easy 
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The aims of the new survey were to compare the species-richness of the 
ditch flora and the distribution and abundance of the individual plant species 
at the Ouse Washes in 1978 and 1992 and thereby to evaluate the effects 
of 14 years ' management. By identifying the main factors influencing the 
changes, it should be possible to refine the prescriptions in the reserve 
management plans and the Ouse Washes Management Strategy (Lambert, 
1993). 

Methods 
As far as possible, the same methods were used in the two surveys. In 

1992, 700 ditch samples were recorded in the washes and an additional six in 
ditches outside the banks; 42 pool samples were also recorded. Though the 
exact 1978 sampling points could not be relocated, all ditches sampled in 1978 
were resurveyed. 

Ditches were sampled in 10-m stretches, together with both banks, 
approximately every 100m, covering the whole of the washes from Earith to 
Wetmore (Figure 1). Smaller pools were surveyed in their entirety, but in the 
case of large pools a 10-m stretch of bank and adjacent water was sampled. 
The following details were recorded for each sample: ditch profile and 
dimensions, water turbidity, substrate, and percentage cover of each species of 
plant over the whole sampled area, including the water and both banks. The 
date when each ditch was last cleaned out and the grazing records (livestock 
units/ha) for the adjacent fields in 1991 and 1992 were supplied from RSPB 
and wwr management data. 

Processing and analysis of the large data set were undertaken by computer 
by one of the authors (R.T.). The 'Match' program was used to assign the 
ditch vegetation to communities of the National Vegetation Classification 
(Rodwell, 1984, 1989). 

Site description of the Ouse Washes 
Substrate 

The main substrate of the lower parts of the Ouse Washes is peat, while gley 
soils formed from clayey riverine alluvium predominate in the upper levels. 
Around the Welney Road (Figure 1) there are deposits of a fine estuarine 
alluvium that is calcareous. At the north-eastern (Welmore) end, deposits of 
calcareous shell marl occur as lenses in the peat. There are also small areas of 
such marl between Earith and Sutton Gault. 

Flooding 
The main function of the Ouse Washes is flood relief. The Hundred Foot 

River takes the main flow from the Great Ouse River past the Ouse Washes 
down to the sea at the Wash. When it becomes over-full, threatening to flood 
adjacent farmland, water is diverted through a sluice at Earith onto the washes 
via the Old Bedford and Delph Rivers. Water is discharged from the washes 
back into the Hundred Foot River at Wetmore Sluice. The Ouse Washes also 
receive drainage water from the farmland in the Fens via the Counter Drain and 
Old Bedford River (Figure 1). 

The Ouse Washes are flooded from bank to bank at some stage in most 
winters. Between 1952 and 1974 (23 years) there were only three years in 
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which there was extensive and deep flooding in spring or summer. However, 
between 1975 and 1992 there was bank-to-bank flooding for periods between 
mid April and mid September in 10 of the 18 years (Anglian Water, 1986). 
Comparisons of the spring/summer flooding in the eight years up to the 1978 
ditch survey and for the 14 years subsequently are made in the table below. 
The increased flooding has resulted from more rapid run-off of water from the 
Great Ouse catchment upstream and from increased deposition of sediment in 
the Hundred Foot River. 

Spring/summer flooding (15 April to 14 September 1971-1992) 

Water level (O.D. Newlyn) 1971-1978 (eight years) 
in River Delph, Welches Dam 

Days with level above 1.2 m 8.8 days pee year (average) 
(bottom third of the washes Five summers with 
flooded) over 20 days 

Days with level above 1.7 m 
(bank-to-bank flooding) 

Grazing 

3.8 days pee year (average) 
1bree summers with 
over20days 

1979-1992 (14 years) 

26.1 days per year (average) 
Eight summers with 
over20 days 

9.2 days per year (average) 
Seven summers with 
over20days 

The traditional land-use of the washes in summer is the provision of pasture 
for cattle. These are nonnally brought onto the washes in May and taken off in 
October and November to avoid the winter floods. In drier summers, such as 
1991, the maximum numbers of livestock between Mepal and Welmore have 
been between 2,270 and 2,720 cattle, with 1,500 sheep and 100 horses. In 
1992, as a result of extensive summer flooding, the maximum was 2,200 cattle, 
700 sheep and 30 horses. In that year two-thirds of the washland remained 
ungrazed or were only lightly grazed, compared with a quarter in 1991. 

Overall in 1992, the Welney-Welmore section of the Ouse Washes was 
grazed at a higher stocking level than the Mepal- Welney section - 86% above 
100 livestock units/halyear compared with 53%. Many of the washes between 
Earith and Mepal, which are higher than much of the land downstream, were 
heavily grazed by cattle, even in 1992. 

Ditch management 
The ditches at the Ouse Washes have two main functions. One is to 

distribute water throughout the washes and facilitate the evacuation of flood 
water. The second is to provide 'wet fences' that retain livestock. In order to 
maintain a high water level in the ditches during the late spring and summer, 
most cross-ditches have four or five dams, each of which is fitted with a 
flexible water control pipe. It may also be necessary to top the ditches up with 
water run in from the Hundred Foot River when its levels are high. Since there 
is only a 30-40 em fall between the top and bottom of the washes, there is only 
a slow flow in the ditches. 
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Of the 706 ditch samples recorded in 1992, 65~ were from ditches with one 
or both banks steeply sloping (greater than 45°). Such profiles were a feature 
of the upper levels of the Ouse Washes. Ditches with gently sloping banks 
represented 29% of the total and occurred mostly in the lower levels. In 17% of 
the ditches one or both of the banks had a shelf or step. There are also gently 
sloping 'grips' in the banks to enable cattle to drink or to be pulled out if they 
fall in. 

Ditches that are not cleaned out regularly soon become infl.lled with silt and 
detritus during flooding, as a result of bank erosion by cattle and the 
encroachment by Glyceria maxima and other vegetation. Of the 496 samples 
for which ditch clearance dates were available, 69% had been cleared within 
the last three years and 82% within the last four. Sections of the Cradge 
Bank Ditch that feed water from the Hundred Foot River into the wash 
ditches are cleared out almost annually. Ditch clearance ('stubbing out') 
is undertaken by hydraulic excavator, mainly between July and September. 
The spoil is deposited 5- 10 m from the lip of the ditch. 

At the time of the 1992 survey, 140 km of ditches had at least some open 
water and were functioning as 'wet fences'. The remaining 43 km (23% of the 
total) were choked with vegetation and normally only held water in winter. 

Pools 
In 1992 there were 43 pools that held water throughout the summer at the 

Ouse Washes; 27 of them were wildfowlers' flight ponds, 14 were 'lagoons' 
created by the RSPB and WWT, and two were broad ditches. Flight ponds 
were mostly small (less than 0.2 ha), steep-sided with spoil banks, and planted 
with willows. Nine of the 'lagoons' were created by the WWT on the upper 
levels of the Welney Washes; the other five were at the bottom of RSPB 
washes, between Purl's Bridge and Pymore railway viaduct. The ' lagoons ' 
were shallow (0.5 m deep in summer). Many of the pools, including the 
'lagoons', were badly silted up and in need of cleaning out. 

Aquatic plant communities 
All the aquatic communities of the National Vegetation Classification 

(Rodwell, 1989) recorded in the ditches at the Ouse Washes are characteristic 
of standing or sluggish water in lowland Britain and are associated with 
meso trophic or eutrophic water. The most frequent were the following three: 

A2b Lemna minor, Lemna trisulca sub-community, which occurred in 33% 
of the 706 samples. L. trisulca is prominent beneath a floating mat of L. gibba 
and L. minor. 

A5b Ceratophyllum demersum, Lemna minor sub-community, which 
occurred in 30% of the samples. It features dense, free-floating masses of 
C. demersum with L. gibba and L. minor on the surface. Formerly Elodea 
canadensis was normally constant, but at the Ouse Washes, as in some other 
areas, it has now been replaced by E. nuttallii. C. demersum may outcompete 
other submerged aquatics. This community, which is associated with eutrophic 
water, is becoming increasingly common in south-east England. 

Al Lemna gibba, which occurred in 25% of the samples. L. gibba is 
abundant, forming a dense floating mat. The community is associated with 
more base-rich but still eutrophic water; submerged aquatics tend to be scarce. 
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Swamp communities 
The most frequent of the emergent and riparian plant communities of the 

NVC (Rodwell, 1984) at the Ouse Washes were the following two: 
S5 Glyceria maxima swamp, of which the G. maxima sub-community 

occurred in extensive stands in 12% of the ditch samples and the Alisma 
plantago-aquatica-Sparganium erectum sub-community was present as narrow 
or fragmented stands along ditch margins in 22% of the samples. 

SI4c Sparganium erectum swamp, Mentha aquatica sub-community, which 
is richer in species than S5. It was the second most frequent emergent/riparian 
plant community at the Ouse Washes, occurring in 19% of the ditch samples. 

Another six emergent/riparian plant communities occurred at frequencies 
between 3% and 8% of the ditch samples. 

Species-richness 
Twenty-one species of aquatic macrophytes were recorded in the 1992 

survey of ditches, though for the analysis all Callitriche species were treated as 
one aggregate, as were Lemna gibba and L minor. Green algae, Enteromorpha 
species and 'blanket-weed' (probably mostly Cladophora, Rhizoclonium and 
Vaucheria species) were also recorded. The mean number of species per 
sample was 3.8, with 5% of the ditch samples on the washes having none and 
only 7% having more than six species. Blanket Lemna gibba cover on the ditch 
surface had little effect on the number of aquatic species. 

Twenty emergent and 50 riparian species were recorded in the ditch survey, 
but for the species-richness analysis these two categories were lumped. The 
mean number of species per ditch sample was 9.8. Over 13 species were 
recorded in 18% of the 706 samples. More than a 20% cover of Glyceria 
maxima resulted in reduced numbers of emergent species. 

In the 42 pool samples, 12 aquatic species (up to six per pool, with a mean 
of 2.6) and 58 emergent/riparian species (up to 27 per pool, with a mean of 
12.6) were recorded. Of the pools with a total of over 20 species including 
aquatics, six were flight ponds, two were former flight ponds and three were 
shallow 'lagoons'. 

Species losses and gains 
Since 1970, seven species of vascular plants may have become extinct at the 

Ouse Washes, four of them aquatics (Cadbury et al., 1993). These are Bidens 
cernua (last recorded in 1959), Hydrocharis morsus-ranae (1973), Baldellia 
ranunculoides, Cardamine amara and Groenlandia densa (a111978), Elodea 
canadensis (which was replaced by E. nuttallii some time after 1978) and 
Potamogeton friesii (1986). The last was previously classified as a nationally 
scarce species. Utricularia vulgaris (1973) and Alisma gramineum (1976), a 
Red Data Book species (Perring & Farrell, 1983), occurred just outside the 
washes, at Welches Dam. Both Baldellia ranunculoides and Groenlandia densa 
were still present in a small ditch just outside the Ouse Washes, near Fortreys 
Hall pumping station, from 1990 to 1993 (C.D. Preston). Persicaria minor 
(Polygonum minus) was refound in 1993, in v.c. 29, but just inside Norfolk 
(T. Strudwick), having not been seen at the Ouse Washes since 1988. 

Over the same period, four species have been added to the list of plants 
recorded at the Ouse Washes. They are Cuscuta europaea and Sonchus 
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palustris, a nationally scarce species (see below), (both found in 1989), Elodea 
nuttallii (which had become widespread by 1992) and Impatiens glandulifera 
(1992), which probably owed its presence beside the Welney Road to an 
escape from a garden. The tall Sonchus was probably a genuine new coloniser, 
but it is likely that the Cuscuta had been overlooked. (Who would go 
botanising in nettle beds, even stingless ones?) Spirodela polyrhiza, having 
been present in 1977, was not recorded in 1978, but by 1992 it had become 
re-established. 

Status changes in the ditch and pool plants between 1978 and 
1992 

Of the 58 ditch species for which comparative data were available for 
the two years, 17 (29%) had increased significantly (p<0.05) and 11 ( 19%) 
had decreased significantly (p<0.05). Two of the species that had increased, 
Potamogeton trichoides and Sium latifolium, are nationally scarce (see below). 
Increased summer flooding could have contributed to increases in the following 
species: 

Alisma plantago-aquatica 
Berula erecta 
Butomus umbellatus 
Carex riparia 
Eleocharis palustris 
Equisetum fluviatile 
Glyceria maxima 

Iris pseudacorus 
Mentha aquatica 
Myosotis scorpioides 
Oenanthe aquatica 
Persicaria amphibia (Polygonum amphibium) 
Sium latifolium 
Sparganium erectum 

]uncus compressus (Figure 2) and Rorippa palustris had probably also 
increased, for the same reason, but there were no 1978 data for comparison. 
Relaxed grazing pressure by cattle in summer, associated with increased 
flooding, may have contributed to the increase in some of the emergent 
and riparian species, notably Alisma plantago-aquatica, Butomus umbellatus 
(Figure 3), Phalaris arundinacea and Sium latifolium. 

Baldellia ranunculoides was recorded in 1978 at 12 sampled sites on the 
washes (including three in v.c. 28) and seven in the Counter Drain, but it was 
not observed on the washes in the 1992 survey. Groenlandia densa is another 
species that has apparently disappeared from the Ouse Washes ditches; it was 
recorded at one site in v.c. 28 in 1978. Many of the decreases were probably 
associated with nutrient enrichment of the ditches (see pp. 28- 29). The reason 
for the marked decrease in the frequency of Rorippa amphibia (21 % to 4%) 
remains a mystery. 

Ditch and pool plants of conservation importance 
Nationally scarce species 

Six species believed to be confined to between 16 and 100 1 0-km grid 
squares in Great Britain (nationally scarce species) were recorded at ditch and 
pool sites at the Ouse Washes. The first table on p. 27 shows the numbers of 
sample sites and of 1-km grid squares in which these were recorded in 1992. 
In the case of two species additional sites are also included, and one record is 
for 1993. 
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Figure 2: Maps of three sections of the Ouse Washes (as in Figure 1), showing all1992 ditch sampling points ( ·) 
and sites where }uncus compressus (•) and }uncus subnodulosus (*)were recorded during the survey 
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Figure 3: Maps of three sections of the Ouse Washes (as in Figure 1), showing alll992 ditch sampling points ( · ) 
and sites where Butomus umbellatus ( •) and Rumex hydrolapathum ( *) were recorded during the survey 



V.c. 29 (Cambridgeshire) V.c. 28 (West Norfolk) 
Sites Squares Sites Squares 
(521) (227) 

Nymphoides peUata 2 +rivers 29 (?) 2 +rivers 6 (?) 
Persicaria liuijlora 2 2 0 0 
Potamogeton trichoides 14 8 3 2 
Rumex maritimus 16 5 17 6 
Rumex palustris 9 7 17 5 
Sium latifo/ium 10 + 15 5 1 other 1 (1993) 

Nymphoides peltata has its main British stronghold in the Fenland of South 
Lincolnshire (v.c. 53), Cambridgeshire and West Norfolk. It is abundant along 
the Counter Drain, the Old Bedford River and the Delph (which were not 
surveyed in 1992), but it only extends onto the washes close to where ditches 
intersect with the Old Bedford River and the Delph. 

Both sites for Persicaria laxiflora (Polygonum mite) were in the proximity of 
willows in ungrazed areas close to the bank of the River Delph. Since 1980 this 
species has been recorded from two other 1-km squares at the Ouse Washes. 

Twelve (70%) of the 17 sites for Potamogeton trichoides in 1992 were in the 
Cradge Bank dyke that runs the length of the Ouse Washes, parallel to the 
Hundred Foot River. 

The two Rumex species have now been recorded from more than 100 10-km 
squares in Great Britain (Stewart et al. , 1994). At the Ouse Washes they were 
associated with sparsely vegetated mud exposed by draw-down in water level 
on the banks of ponds or in areas which had been subjected to long periods of 
flooding. They were therefore most frequent in the lower half of the washes, 
below the 1.5 m O.D. contour; this applied to 61% of sites for R. maritimus 
and to 92% of those for R. palustris. R. maritimus was also frequent on spoil 
dredged from ditches the previous winter. 

Sium latifolium has undergone a marked contraction in range in Britain. It is 
now very local and occurs mainly in central east England, with seven known 
stations in v.c. 29 since 1975. The centre of its distribution at the Ouse Washes 
is on either side of the Pymore Viaduct, but since 1978 it has spread north
eastwards, downstream, and one plant was observed near the Welney Road in 
v.c. 28 in 1993. Near the viaduct there were several hundred plants in 1992; 
they were growing not only on the banks of ditches and pools, but also out in 
the centre of lightly-grazed washes. 

Regionally scarce species 
Three species which occur in more than 100 10-km squares in Britain are 

very local in v.c. 29. The table below again shows numbers of sites and of 
1-km grid squares for these species. 

V.c. 29 (Cambridgeshire) V.c. 28 (West Norfolk) 
Sites Squares Sites Squares 
(521) (227) 

Bolboschoenus maritimus 0 0 5 2 
Juncus compressus 26 +9 7 43 + 3 7 
Stellaria palustris 3 + 1 (1993) 2 0 0 
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Bolboschoenus (Scirpus) maritimus is a scarce plant far inland. In 1978 it 
was recorded in one of the 'lagoons' in front of the WWT Observatory in the 
Welney section of the Ouse Washes (v.c. 28). It was still present there in 
1992 and had spread to other sites in the vicinity, where it was growing with 
Schoenoplectus tabemaemontani (Scirpus lacustris subsp. tabemaemontani). 

Juncus compressus (Figure 2) is a local plant in both Cambridgeshire and 
West Norfolk. Of the sites where it was found, 46 (57%) were in v.c. 28, but 
there were large colonies on either side of the Pymore Viaduct in v.c. 29. This 
rush was usually growing on peat in damp depressions where the vegetation 
was short as a result of heavy grazing. It was present in 1978 but was not 
included in the survey then. 

Stellaria palustris is a species mainly of base-rich fens; it has become 
extinct in many of its former sites in central England. It is a rare plant in 
Cambridgeshire, where since 1980 it has been recorded in very few sites. In 
1988 it was recorded by R. Payne in three places near Whittlesey in the Nene 
Washes (N. in C., No. 31 (1989): 63). In 1992 it was present in small 
quantities at three sites in the upper levels of the Ouse Washes between Mepal 
and Welches Dam (v.c. 29). In 1993 it was frequent in a wash near Welches 
Dam. It also occurs in two sites in v.c. 29 just outside the Ouse Washes; in 
one of these, an osier bed, the plant is locally abundant. At the Ouse Washes, 
S. palustris is associated with ungrazed or lightly grazed wet grassland or fen 
that is not subject to flooding of long duration. 

Effects of ditch clearance 
The 1978 survey showed that species-richness of the ditch flora declined 

from one year after clearance. Aquatic species declined in frequency or 
disappeared over three years since the last clearance, probably as a result 
of their low tolerance to shade. For the same reason, many of the emergent 
and riparian species had also declined by the third growing season (two years 
since clearance), except when the banks were grazed (Thomas et al., 1981). 
The 1992 study showed a similar pattern of declining variety and a marked 
decrease in frequency of many species, particularly the aquatics, after two 
or three years since ditch clearance. Callitriche species and Potamogeton 
pectinatus exhibited their highest frequency one year after ditch clearance and 
Ceratophyllum demersum and Lemna species two years after, while Alisma 
plantago-aquaticum, Apium nodiflorum, Berula erecta, Butomus umbellatus 
(Figure 3) and Elodea nuttallii showed little difference in frequency between the 
first and second year but declined subsequently. A few robust species, notably 
Glyceria maxima, continue to invade ditches after three years, becoming 
dominant and shading out the less competitive species. Eventually the ditches 
become choked with Glyceria maxima and contain little water in summer, losing 
their stock-retaining function. 

Effects of nutrient enrichment 
There was a long-term rise in the level of nitrate (as N03 N) in the Great 

Ouse River system at an average rate of about 2% per annum between 1957 and 
1985 (Wilkinson & Greene, 1982; Roberts & Marsh, 1987). Phosphate levels 
also increased. Nutrient levels have probably continued to rise as a result of 
sewage and industrial effluent discharges upstream and fertiliser run-off from 
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farmland. With the flooding of the Ouse Washes and the use of water from the 
Hundred Foot River to top up ditches in summer, this nutrient enrichment is 
likely to have an impact of the ditch and pool flora, but no water quality 
analyses were carried out in either 1978 or 1992. The abundance of 
Ceratophyllum demersum and Lemna species, notably L. gibba, in the ditches 
indicates highly eutrophic conditions. On the other hand, nutrient enrichment 
may have contributed, either directly or indirectly through increased turbidity 
and the blanketing effects of the species mentioned, to the decrease of 
Callitriche species, Chara vulgaris, Myriophyllum spicatum, Ranunculus 
circinatus, Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum and possibly Zannichellia palustris. 
Groenlandia densa and Ranunculus aquatilis were still present in small quantity 
at the Ouse Washes in 1978 but were not recorded in 1992. Hydrocharis 
morsus-ranae has not been observed at the Ouse Washes since 1973. 
Charophytes, Ranunculus circinatus and Hydrocharis morsus-ranae are known 
to be sensitive to eutrophication (Haslam & Wolseley, 1981; Palmer, 1989). 
Spirodela polyrhiza is another such species. In the 1960s it was locally 
frequent at the Ouse Washes, but it was not recorded in 1978; it was however 
present at 43 (6%) of the sampled sites in 1992. The significant decreases of 
Enteromorpha (in ditches and pools) and of Cladophora (in pools) in 1992 in 
comparison to 1978 did not reflect the general increase of these two green algae 
at the Ouse Washes in recent years. Both flourish under eutrophic conditions. 
The relative scarcity of green algae in 1992 was possibly related to the extensive 
flooding that spring. 

It is instructive to compare the apparent effects of eutrophication at the Ouse 
Washes with findings in the drained marshland area of Broadland. Here the 
aquatic flora of 2,834 dykes in grazing marshes was surveyed by Clive Doarks 
for the Nature Conservancy Council in 1988 and 1989, including 321 dykes 
previously sampled by Rob Driscoll between 1972 and 1974. There had been 
"major declines in the status of the mesotrophic, species-rich communities 
which form such a special feature of the dyke system", characterised by the 
presence of species such as Potamogeton natans, Stratiotes aloides, Hottonia 
palustris, Myriophyllum verticillatum and Ceratophyllum demersum. "In 
contrast, eutrophic and brackish-water communities, many of which contain a 
preponderance of filamentous algae and Enteromorpha, rather than flowering 
plants, have become more widespread." (George, 1992). Doarks (1990) 
accepts that some dykes have probably been impoverished as a consequence of 
the unsympathetic way in which they have been managed in recent years, but he 
suggests that pollution of the dykes by nitrogenous fertilisers and perhaps other 
chemicals has also been an important factor. 

Future management for the conservation of ditch and pool plants 
The Ouse Washes have in their 183 km of ditches one of greatest extents of 

this habitat in one area in the United Kingdom. However, the 1992 survey 
revealed that 23% of the total length consisted of ditches that were choked with 
vegetation. Judging by the abundance of Lemna species and Ceratophyllum 
demersum that blanket many ditches, the water was highly eutrophic. The 
aquatic flora of the ditches was somewhat impoverished, with only five species 
of pondweed (Potamogeton spp. and Zannichellia palustris); Chara vulgaris, 
Hottonia palustris, Myriophyllum spicatum and Ranunculus circinatus were all 
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scarce in the ditches; and both Hydrocharis morsus-ranae and Utricularia 
vulgaris are extinct. 

With 61% of the total area of the Ouse Washes under management by nature 
conservation organisations, there should be better opportunities to improve 
conditions for ditch and pool plants. 

One aSpect that is receiving attention is the clearing-out of ditches. On the 
RSPB's reserve, £5,000-7,000 are spent annually to clean out over 13 km of 
ditches (about one-sixth of the total) with the use of two hydraulic excavators. 
In view of the different rates that ditches (or parts of them) become silted up and 
choked by Glyceria maxima, it has proved impracticable to undertake this on a 
simple rotational programme. The Senior Warden assesses which sections are 
in most need of attention in June, and the work is undertaken between then and 
the late autumn or whenever flooding brings the work to a halt. The intervals at 
which sections of ditch are cleaned out varies from almost annually (where there 
are sluices through which silt-laden water from the Hundred Foot River is fed 
onto the washes) to about every seven years. Each year one or two ditches are 
widened by cleaning out from both sides. The widening extends the interval 
before a ditch needs cleaning out again. Ditches are cleaned out in sections, not 
in whole lengths in one season, so that there are always sources of propagules 
and seed for regeneration. In the future, as an experiment, vegetation alone 
may be raked out of certain ditches, to compare the effects on them and on those 
ditches from which mud and detritus have been excavated in the traditional way. 

Within the constraints imposed by summer flooding, summer grazing at 
the Ouse Washes is closely controlled over the land managed by conservation 
organisations. Grazing reduces the shading effects of bank vegetation. 
Moreover, a reduction in the density and height of the otherwise dominant 
Glyceria maxima sward and the trampling ('poaching') of the ditch margins 
benefit the less competitive species, including annuals. It should therefore be 
the aim that at least one of the fields adjacent to each ditch is moderately heavily 
grazed (100-250 livestock units per hectare per year). Some washes should be 
more heavily grazed, to benefit certain plants that are important as food for 
wildfowl, for example Alopecurus geniculatus (stems and leaves), Eleocharis 
palustris and ]uncus compressus (seeds). 

The nutrient enrichment of the water in the ditches is probably indirectly 
detrimental to many aquatic species of plants. It is therefore important to limit 
the inflow of river water into the ditches in spring and during summer droughts, 
when the nutrient levels may be high. 

Ponds that provide areas of permanent water on the Ouse Washes during the 
summer have a high potential to benefit the flora and fauna of the site. They 
should, however, be constructed with wide and shallow margins and gently 
graded banks which allow wet mud to be exposed as a result of the draw-down 
in water level in summer. This should provide not only feeding sites for broods 
of waders and wildfowl but also valuable habitat for emergent plants and 
wetland annuals. Grazing of the margins by cattle and wildfowl is generally 
beneficial, since it reduces the Glyceria sward and allows the less competitive 
species to flourish on the trampled mud. If, on the other hand, a reedbed is 
desired, cattle should be excluded and the water level kept permanently high. 
The planting of willows on the banks is generally detrimental to the 
conservation interest of such ponds. 
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Comparisons between the flora of the Ouse and Nene Washes 
The Ouse Washes are only 20 km from the Nene Washes, which lie wholly 

within v.c. 29 (Cambridgeshire). The total area of the Nene Washes is 
1,310 ha, 73% of which is grassland and the rest arable. These figures contrast 
with 2,403 ha, over 90% of which is grassland, at the Ouse Washes. Whereas 
the Ouse Washes have about 183 km of ditches, there are only 36 km at the 
Nene Washes. The ditch flora at the Nene Washes was surveyed by the RSPB 
in 1984 (Evans, 1985) and by English Nature in 1993 (Jerram, 1993). 

The table below lists wetland vascular plants recently recorded only at the 
Ouse Washes or only at the Nene Washes. On the basis of known records 
since 1980, there are 17 species of wetland vascular plants which have been 
recorded at the Ouse Washes but not at the Nene Washes. In addition, 
Bolboschoenus maritimus (seep. 28), though recorded at the Nene Washes in 
1984, was not found there in 1993. Hippuris vulgaris, Juncus compressus, 
Potamogeton natans and Ranunculus trichophyllus might be expected at the 
Nene Washes, but they were not recorded in either the 1984 or the 1993 
survey. Hydrocharis morsus-ranae and Utricularia vulgaris, which apparently 
became extinct at the Ouse Washes in the early 1970s (being last recorded in 
1973), are locally frequent in the ditches of the Nene Washes; Hydrocharis 
morsus-ranae occurred in 65% and Utricularia vulgaris in 11% of the 138 ditch 
samples at the Nene Washes in 1993. Azollafiliculoides was frequent in some 
of the ditches of the Whittlesey Washes (Nene) in the early 1990s, but it has not 
become established at the Ouse Washes. Carex acutiformis occurs in several of 
the Nene Washes but is absent from the Ouse Washes, where C. acuta is 
frequent. At the Ouse Washes Elodea canadensis has apparently been totally 
supplanted by E. nuttallii since 1978; at the Nene Washes in 1993 E. nuttallii 
occurred in 31% and E. canadensis in 7% of the samples. 

Among the plants that occur at both washlands, Berula erecta was by 1992 
more frequent at the Ouse Washes. Rumex hydrolapathum (Figure 3), on the 
other hand, is rare at the Ouse Washes but is a feature of many of the 
ditches at the Nene Washes, occurring in 38% of the ditch samples in 1993. 
Potamogeton trichoides seems to be coping with eutrophic conditions 
somewhat better than some other members of the genus such as P. berchtoldii. 
P. trichoides was recorded in 2% of the ditch samples at the Ouse Washes and 
6% of those at the Nene Washes in 1992 and 1993 respectively. 

Wetland species recorded only at the Ouse or Nene Washes (1980-1993) 

Ouse Washes 
Care.x: vesica ria 
Cuscura europaea 
Hippuris vulgaris 
Juncus acutiflorus 
Jui!Cus compressus 
Myosurus minimus 
Oenanthe fluviatilis 
Oenantlre silaifolia 
Persicaria Laxijlora 

(Polygonum mite) 

Persicaria minor 
(Polygonum minus) 

Potamogeton/ucens 
Potamogeton natans 
Potamogeton praelongus 
Ranunculus lingua 
Ranunculus trichophyl/us 
Sium latifolium 
Sonchus palustris 
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Nene Washes 
Azollajiliculoides 
Carex acutijonnis 
Ophioglossum vulgatum 
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The Sparrowhawk - a story in pictures 

Martin Walters 

For most of my birdwatching life (about 35 years) the Sparrowhawk 
Accipiter nisus has been rare or absent as a breeding bird from Cambridgeshire, 
and indeed this was still the case until as recently as five years ago. 

Before the 1950s Sparrowhawk numbers were linked to the level of 
persecution by gamekeepers. Keepering virtually ceased at the time of the First 
World War and Sparrowhawk numbers rose. After that time fewer keepers 
were employed anyway, although they probably still kept raptor numbers down 
to some extent. The irony is that research has shown that Sparrowhawks in fact 
take very few gamebirds and that, even when they do take some, they have very 
little effect on their numbers. In 1934 Sparrowhawks in Cambridgeshire were 
"resident but sparsely distributed, being considerably less numerous than the 
Kestrel" (Lack, 1934). 

The Second World War saw a similar increase, again probably reflecting the 
absence ofkeepering, but the real crash came after the mid 1950s, and by 1964 
Sparrowhawks were no longer commonly breeding in any county of Britain. 
The big decline was between 1957 and 1963, and this has been incontrovertibly 
linked to the introduction of new organochlorine pesticides. These persistent 
chemicals became concentrated in the bodies of predators at the top of food
chains, killing adults and also lowering their fertility and breeding success. 
In south-east England, where the proportion of arable land (and hence the 
amount of pesticide used) was highest, the decline was most dramatic, to the 
point where the Sparrowhawk was effectively extinct as a breeding species by 
1960. 

After the restriction of the use of the most pernicious organochlorines 
(aldrin, dieldrin and heptachlor) in the early 1960s, Sparrowhawks began to 
recover, at first in their relative strongholds of the north and west, and then 
more gradually in the rest of the country. 

Finally, by 1990, Sparrowhawks had recolonised all their traditional 
breeding areas, including the heavily cultivated areas of south-east England, 
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and there are probably well over 30,000 breeding pairs in Britain today 
(Gibbons et al., 1994). Newton (1986) predicted that "there is every prospect 
of pairs overflowing into the timbered parks and large gardens of towns and 
cities", a prophecy which has certainly now been fulfilled in Cambridge. The 
new co~.mty atlas of breeding birds (Bircham et al., 1994) notes that 
Sparrowhawks began to return to Cambridgeshire in about 1984, since when 
they have spread steadily to occupy much of the county. The only exception is 
the Fens, where the general absence of trees and woodland seems to have 
prevented colonisation (as indeed it has in the Highlands and Islands of 
Scotland). It is possible that the population in the county is even higher now 
than in the pre-pesticide 1950s, since keepering is now less significant. 

We are grateful to the patience and photographic prowess of William Farren 
for recording details of the complete breeding season of a local family of 
Sparrowhawks eighty years ago. His black-and-white portraits bring these 
secretive, rather nervy birds alive as few other photographs seem able to do, 
even those produced with the benefit of today's sophisticated equipment. 
In Farren's day Sparrowhawks were clearly alive and well and nesting in 
Cambridge. 

William Farren was born in 1866, the son of an amateur entomologist, also 
called William. He and his father spent most of the spring and summer 
weekends (and numerous other days) in 1885 and 1886 at Wicken Fen, mainly 
to collect moths. They had rented a cottage down on the edge of the Fen. 
Farren (1932) describes the setting thus: 

"All who know the fen will remember the large reed-fringed ponds on the 
left of the drove just before it enters the Sedge Fen. At the time of which I write 
these ponds were gault pits, and the rough ground near them a brick-making 
yard. The brick-makers lived in two or three cottages facing the drove; 
our cottage was opposite. There are in the fens small farm houses, little 
more than cottages, dignified as "Halls", e.g. "Pout Hall", so we called ours 
"Catch-em-all" and letters so addressed were duly delivered. The cottage stood 
in an orchard, and, although the building has been demolished a good many 
years, some of the old fruit trees still stand. How many house-less folk to-day 
would envy us; a good reed-thatched cottage of three rooms - true if one slept 
in the upper room one had to stand on the stairs to dress - and an orchard for 
£4 a year, and no rates!" 

By the time he was 19, William Farren was something of an expert in 
Lepidoptera, particularly the 'micro' moths. Later on he became a professional 
furrier and taxidermist, and his shop in Cambridge was a familiar haunt of 
naturalists in the inter-war years. Professor W.H. Thorpe, who wrote an 
obituary (Thorpe, 1955), speaks very warmly of his enthusiasm for natural 
history, especially, but not exclusively, for ornithology: 

"[He] was an attractive and impressive person with his pointed beard, his 
white tie and his infectious delight and enthusiasm for everything connected 
with natural history. Business at his Naturalist-Furrier's shop in Regent Street 
always seemed secondary to naturalist gossip. He was a first rate Lepidopterist 
with a special knowledge of the "micros" which not many people in the country 
could rival; and he was a good field botanist. But it is as an ornithologist that 
he will be remembered . ... He was a well known member of the pioneer band 
of nature photographers which followed the Keartons and which included 
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such people as E.L. Turner, Douglas English, Riley Fortune etc. He travelled 
extensively and was always ready to give beautifully illustrated lectures on the 
birds of the Spanish Marismas, the Highlands, or the Dutch Meres." 

The rediscovery and rescue of Farren's photographs by Mr Peter Sell has 
happily coincided with the nationwide increase in Sparrowhawk numbers. 
Sparrowhawks have now recolonised traditional breeding areas, to the point 
where one is no longer surprised to see these fine predators, even in the city of 
Cambridge. Indeed, as I write, I see a Sparrowhawk circling and prospecting 
for prey above the Victorian terraced houses of south Cambridge. Perhaps the 
population has again attained the levels of William Farren's time? 

The last twenty years have seen phenomenal progress in technology, with 
wildlife videos and television programmes of staggering quality and drama 
now easily accessible to armchair biologists. But, armed with an early large 
black-and-white camera, such as is nowadays seen only in museums, Farren 
was able to produce pictures with a truly timeless aura, photographs which 
really look as if they could have been taken yesterday. The Sparrowhawk of 
eighty years ago is, one feels, the same bird as today - a sleek, gimlet-eyed, 
finely-tuned killer. 

So clear are Farren's portraits that we can read them as a study in raptor 
ecology and behaviour. Their uniqueness lies in part in the sequential treatment: 
Farren went back day after day to his hide near the nest and painstakingly 
captured a record not just of a pair of wild hawks, but also of their growing 
brood of four young, to the point of fledging. 

In the middle pages and on the front cover of this issue of Nature in 
Cambridgeshire we have reproduced a selection from the series of photographs, 
together with notes on the biology of these beautiful predatory birds. The 
sequence follows the nest over a vital period of two weeks, from 8 until 22 July 
1914. Figures in square brackets give the estimated age of the young in days. 
The eggs take about 40 days to hatch and would therefore have been laid in 
mid May. 

Photo 1: 8 July 1914 [13] 
William Farren's hide, with access ladder propped against a tree. The site is 
probably in an orchard, either in the city of Cambridge itself or very close. The 
nest is not visible, but it must be near to the hide, in either the same or the 
adjacent tree. 

Photo 2: 8 July 1914 [13] 
The female at the nest, with at least four young chicks. At this stage the young 
are covered in soft down. Note the rough, twiggy nest Sparrowhawks build 
their own nests, usually a new one each season, often on the base of an old 
Woodpigeon's nest. Both sexes help in this task, with most of the work being 
done by the female. The numbers of young that hatch varies, being usually 
between three and six. 

Photo 3: 9 July 1914 [14] 
The female at the nest the following day. Note her alert posture, the large eye 
and the deeply notched bill. When disturbed, the chicks squat down tightly in 
the nest, literally keeping a low profile. 
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Photo 4: 16 July 1914 [21] 
A week later the chicks are beginning to get their adult feathers, particularly on 
wings and tail. Note the markedly smaller size of the adult male, seen visiting 
in this shot. This size discrepancy is typical of hawks of the genus Accipiter, 
and it allows the adults to exploit different sources of food: males usually hunt 
small songbirds such as sparrows, finches or tits, while females can kill birds 
up to the size of pigeons or doves. The male does all the hunting from egg
laying until the young are about half-grown (for the first three weeks of the 
nestling period). 

Photo 5: 16 July 1914 [21] 
A beautifully balanced portrait, with the female in side view. Note the eyes 
placed to give good binocular vision, with a very wide field of view. Also the 
shaggy, barred 'trousers' and the long, banded tail. At this stage the female 
helps feed the young, which can now cope with the larger birds she is able to 
catch. 

Photo 6: 18 July 1914 [23) 
This excellent photograph shows the female with three young birds crouching 
and begging for food. Possibly only three of the four have survived. This 
often happens, particularly if food supplies are limited, with a smaller chick 
getting progressively weaker, to the benefit of the siblings, and eventually 
dying. 

Photo 7 (front cover): 19 July 1914 [24) 
Close-up of the female and young. 

Photos 8 and 9: 22 July 1914 [27) 
A pair of photographs, clearly taken on the same occasion. At this stage the 
young are beginning to move away from the nest to sit on nearby branches, 
but they will stay close to the nest for the next three or four days. The three 
survivors will soon be ready to take their first flight and are testing their wings 
and flight feathers. 
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'Maritime' plants of roads in Cambridgeshire (v.c. 29) 

D.E. Coombe 

Introduction 
'The first report of maritime plant species invading British roadsides was for 

north-eastern England by Matthews & Davison (1976). Since then there 
have been reports of similar invasions elsewhere in Britain .... " So wrote 
N.E. Scott and A.W. Davison of Newcastle upon Tyne University in 1982. 
The most widespread species then was Puccinellia distans; others reported 
(including records from Bedfordshire and Kent) were Aster tripolium, 
Atriplex littoralis, Cochlearia danica, Hordeum marinum, Plantago maritima, 
P. coronopus, Puccinellia maritima, Spergularia marina, S. media, Suaeda 
maritima and the North American adventive Hordeum jubatum. Cochlearia 
offtcinalis and Puccinelliafasciculata were added to the list of maritime roadside 
plants in north-east England by Scott & Davison (1982), but the Puccinellia was 
later thought to be a misidentification (Scott, 1985). The title of the 1982 paper 
by Scott & Davison is 'De-icing salt and the invasion of road verges by 
maritime plants', and they gave an excellent account of the distribution of such 
plants, mainly in eastern and north-east England, and their rates of invasion 
between 197 5 and 1980. They considered the habitats of these plants in relation 
to the heavy salting of the roads in winter, the dates of construction of the roads 
and the tolerance of the plants to salinity (or even their requirement for sodium 
chloride). They also discussed the plants' origins and possible methods of 
dispersal. They thought that the invasion was primarily from coastal sites, 
assisted by vehicles along the major roads, and only to a lesser extent from the 
source of the salt, Salt Union's salt mine at Winsford, Cheshire. Hordeum 
jubatum has been widely introduced both in bird-seed and in imported 
grass-seed; it is listed as stocked by six suppliers in The Plant Finder (Philip & 
Lord, 1994) and recommended for cutting and drying by Chiltem Seeds of 
Ulverstone, Cumbria. In its natural habitats in North America it is found on the 
upper edges of saltpans - but, like some other upper saltmarsh plants (e.g. our 
native Frankenia laevis), it grows perfectly well in ordinary garden soil. 

In 1983 Geoffrey Kitchener described the maritime plants of A-classified 
roads (but not motorways) in West Kent. Species not included in Scott & 
Davison's (1982) list were Armeria maritima, Bupleurum tenuissimum, 
Catapodium marinum, Elytrigia atherica (Agropyron pungens), A triplex 
(Halimione) portulacoides, ]uncus gerardii, Parapholis strigosa, Puccinellia 
fasciculata (det. P.J.O. Trist) and P. rupestris. Of the species recorded by Scott 
& Davison, the most notable absentee from roadsides in West Kent was 
Cochlearia danica: it is interesting that this species is absent from the Thames 
estuary and is found in Kent mainly on the coastal dunes of Sandwich and the 
shingle of Dungeness, but not on the chalk cliffs of Dover (Philp, 1982), where 
the A2 dual carriageway carries heavy traffic to and from the harbour between 
Shakespeare Cliff and South Foreland. Kitchener showed that, of the roads he 
surveyed in West Kent, A2 carried the greatest flows of heavy goods vehicles 
(in 1980) and also supported the greatest density of Puccinellia distans, with a 
great number of other maritime plants. He also gave rates of salt application, 
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from an average of 1,761 tons per winter over the five years from 1957/58 to 
1961/62 up to a 'normal' annual application of 22,000 tons by 1978179, in 
which severe winter 55,000 tons were used. The lengths of treated roads are 
not given by Kitchener. 

In 19.84 E.T. Daniels recorded four "salt marsh plants (halophytes)" 
growing on the verges of A146 between Norwich and Gillingham in East 
Norfolk, Puccinellia distans, Hordeumjubatum, Spergularia marina and ]uncus 
gerardii. 

In 1985 Scott gave an updated account of the distribution of maritime species 
on British roads, noting that, as a roadside species, the widely-spread 
Puccinellia dis tans was almost confined to eastern and northern England, where 
the climate is colder and drier; he concluded that invasion appears to originate 
from local coastal sites, with seeds being carried to roadsides either on vehicles 
or in their slipstream. 

In 1986 Mrs E.M. Hyde recorded Cochlearia danica along much of the 
length of A45* from Felixstowe and Ipswich nearly to the Cambridgeshire 
border; she pointed out that it is native on the Suffolk coast. She also recorded 
Puccinellia distans, Spergularia marina, Atriplex littoralis, Armeria maritima and 
Parapholis strigosa on the trunk roads near Ipswich; of these only P. distans 
was found as far west as Woolpit on A45 in 1982. A very detailed survey of 
Cochlearia danica on the western or northern verges of All and A45 from Six 
Mile Bottom to just east of Bury St Edmunds was made in the summer of 1993 
by M.D. Crewe, who has kindly made his records available to me: he found it 
in all the 1-km grid squares in v.c. 29 through which this road passes - an 
observation amply confirmed by Philip Oswald and myself in April 1994. 

In 1993 and 1994 there has been a flurry of records of and correspondence 
about the widespread appearance of Cochlearia danica on roads in southern 
England and the Welsh borders (BSBI News, Nos. 64 and 65). Mostly, this 
annual scurvygrass has been seen on the central reservations of dual 
carriageways (e.g. of M5 near Bristol) rather than on the sides or verges of the 
roads. Despite some important exceptions discussed later, this is also the case 
in Cambridgeshire and adjoining counties. The detailed records given later 
show how C. danica has spread along A45 from Suffolk to the border with 
'old' Huntingdonshire on A604 and to the Essex border on Mll, as well as 
south down the 'dualled' part of All. Outside v.c. 29, Philip Oswald has 
reported it in 1993 and 1994, mainly on central reservations, on A604 almost to 
its junction with A 1 north of Alcon bury; further north, on A I, near the Glatton 
turning (B660), south of Norman Cross and at Stibbington (as well as north of 
the River Trent); on Mll to just south of the Harlow-Chelmsford road (A414); 
on A12 in Essex from the Suffolk border to the M25 crossing; on A l l at 
Roudham Heath in Norfolk; and on M2 and A2 in East Kent (though he has 
seen none in West Kent). 

* On 15 July 1994, after this paper was written, A604 N.W. of Cambridge and the eastern 
part of A45 (including the Cambridge northern bypass and the Newmarket bypass), which 
together form part of the trunk road from M I south of Leicester to Felixstowe, were 
renumbered A14, and the western part of A45 (from its interchange with the northern end of 
M 11 to St Neots and beyond) was renumbered A428. 
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I myself have seen Puccinellia distans on Al north of Alconbury and in some 
quantity on a notably steep section of Ennine Street (here B6403), the Roman 
road to Ancaster and Lincoln, north of Colsterworth, on Christmas Eve, 1993. 
While driving to Salisbury in October 1993, I saw it at the crossing of M40 at 
Beaconsfield, Bucks, on the M3 fly-over near Bagshot, Surrey, and on the 
A303 roundabout just north of Amesbury, Wiltshire, a county for which the 
only (uncertain) previous record is from Froxfield in 1928, possibly on the 
busy Great West Road (A4), rejected as an error in three subsequent Floras of 
Wiltshire! 

What are 'maritime' plants? 
Are all the plants so far mentioned (a) maritime and (b) saltmarsh plants? 

Many plants commonly thought of as maritime also occur in a variety of open 
habitats inland, on mountains, for example, like Armeria maritima, Cochlearia 
officinalis and Plantago maritima, or in unusual habitats such as lead-mine 
spoil, like Silene uniflora (S. maritima) on the Mendips of North Somerset, 
where, although the plants clearly differ morphologically (and no doubt 
physiologically) from coastal ones, the variation has received no formal 
taxonomic recognition. Plantago coronopus has also been included in the 
portmanteau of 'maritime species'; yet it is very well known in dry, sandy 
and often heavily trampled places inland, in Breckland for example, where it 
is very characteristic of sandy trackways or heavily used car parks on graveL 
The same is true of many heathy places around London (e.g. Blackheath). 
In Cambridgeshire it was noted by John Ray in his 'Cambridge Catalogue' of 
1660 in "sandie grounds about Gamlingay, also about Newmarket, and about 
Wisbich in the Isle of Ely, and all places thereabout near to the salt water." 
In the 18th century it was recorded from the 'Hill of Health' in Cambridge, 
more or less where Mount Pleasant now is, probably on the gravels widespread 
from there to Girton. A bizarre example is Corrigiola littoralis, native only on 
coastal wet shingle at Slapton Ley in South Devon but found for a time on 
railway sidings at Barnet, Middlesex. 

Some species now almost exclusively maritime were formerly much more 
widespread inland. An interesting example from Cambridgeshire is Bupleurum 
tenuissimum, hanging on in the tidal marshes of the Nene at Foul Anchor (still 
there in a tractor track on 16 September 1992, but precariously in the absence of 
cattle-poaching, which the National Rivers Authority do not like on their 
embankments). It was fonnerly quite widespread in Cambridgeshire. It was 
recorded at Eltisley in the 1663 appendix to Ray's 'Cambridge Catalogue' and 
by John Martyn (1727) "on that side of Hinton Moor which is next to the Hills 
Road", that is somewhere near Fendon (=fen valley) Road, Cambridge. Later, 
both A. Fryer in 1884 and C.E. Moss in 1913 preserved excellent specimens 
from Sutton-in-the-Isle on the edge of the fens, and A.H. Evans (1911) gave 
unsubstantiated but plausible records for Reach and Ely. A remarkable fact 
about this Bupleurum is that, although still widespread in wet saline places by 
the sea in England and Wales, it was recorded well inland in several places near 
Malvern, Worcestershire, in 1834; and it still grows there according to John 
Day, the botanical recorder for the county, along with other rather strictly 
'maritime' plants such as Erodium maritimum (in lit., 12.1.93). Although it 
has turned up on the central reservation of A2 near Dartford (Kitchener, 1983), 
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it has not yet reappeared on Cambridgeshire roads - either near Hills Road or at 
Eltisley, where Puccinellia distans was abundant in 1993 - but it should be 
looked out for. Other Cambridgeshire plants now extinct in the county but 
which persist precariously in a few maritime localities elsewhere are Lactuca 
saligna,_ surviving on a heavily cattle-poached and manured sea wall near 
Fobbing in Essex, and Chenopodium vulvaria, formerly found in very 
insanitary places in Cambridge and surviving, for example, on a very well 
manured bird-cliff on the Dorset coast. I last saw it inland in the 1940s, in 
fields of tomatoes near Bath heavily treated with sewage sludge. 

As for 'sallmarsh', this word has been used variously of different saline 
habitats (or plant communities). If it is used strictly of intertidal maritime places 
(as by Adam, 1976), then Puccinellia distans is only rarely a 'saltrnarsh' plant, 
as at Foul Anchor- and that is a highly artificial marsh made by the canalisation 
and embanking of the Nene outfall to the Wash in 1830. It does occur, 
however, in the landward parts of intertidal saltmarshes, as described by Hyde 
(1986) in Suffolk and by Clarke & Tittley (1980) between the Isle of Sheppey 
and the Kent mainland (the Swale). (Adam (1976) had not visited any of the 
saltmarshes of north Kent.) But, like many other 'interesting' coastal plants 
(Alopecurus bulbosus, Trifolium squamosum, etc.) , it is predominantly a 
plant of damp saline habitats which are not normally inundated by the sea. 
These include the Cheshire and Worcestershire saltmarshes (so called in 
19th-century floras) and a fortiori the saline semi-deserts of southern Spain, 
the Camargue and the Austro-Hungarian borders where halophytes can survive 
in saturated brine - Chenopodiaceae and species of Aster, Puccinellia and 
Lepidium related to 'maritime' ones. Puccinellia distans subsp. borealis grows 
in Caithness in narrow but deep crevices of rocks drenched with sea-spray, but 
not intertidal. 

As implied in the earlier comments about Cochlearia danica in Kent, it is by 
no means either a saltrnarsh or a chalk-cliff plant. It is extremely abundant in 
many places on fine coastal shingle or coarse sand (for example on the 
landward side of Chesil Beach in Dorset, where it commonly occurs with non
halophytic annuals such as Trifolium scabrum), but it is also common on dry 
shallow soils on rocky cliffs in much of western Britain, as well as on walls 
and old buildings at some distance from the sea in south-west England. It has 
occurred widely as a casual on railways, and indeed the first Cambridgeshire 
record was from the old railway alongside Hayley Wood in 1946 (and not 
below Wisbech, where only Cochlearia anglica grows on the tidal marshes of 
the River Nene). Interestingly, on the new dual carriageways of A30 over the 
northern edge of Dartmoor and across Bodmin Moor in Cornwall, between 200 
and 600 m, Cochlearia danica, abundant near sea-level on M5 near Exeter, is 
replaced by C. officinalis, in full bloom in early June 1994. 

Puccinellia distans is the prime example of what many now think of as a 
'maritime' plant on salted roads. The epoch-making Atlas of the British Flora 
of Perring & Walters (1962) accepts several of the inland records as "not 
casual", without explicitly saying "native". These include the Worcestershire 
and Cheshire saline areas, quite reasonably. Twenty other inland 10-km 
squares are given crosses for "casual" records. However, the large number of 
19th-century specimens in the Cambridge Herbarium (CGE) and records in the 
excellent old Floras of Herefordshire (Purchas & Ley, 1889), Worcestershire 
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(Amphlett & Rea, 1909) and Suffolk (Hind, 1889) and a more recent Flora of 
Leicestershire and Rutland (Horwood & Noel, 1933) produce some surprises. 
Thus in 1864 it was found on the banks of the River Wye at Wilton near 
Ross: the present tidal limit of the river is at Bigswear only 5 km or so 
north of Tintem, but at Wilton the Wye is already at about 30 m O.D. and 
is perhaps unlikely ever to have been tidal in historical times, let alone 
brackish. Other Herefordshire records of 1849 onwards are "about quarries" of 
Carboniferous Limestone on the Great and Little Dowards. Puccinellia distans 
also occurred on Carboniferous Limestone outliers - "By the side of the railway 
below Cloud Wood limeworks, Breedon, Leicestershire, 23 June 1837" (Herb. 
C. C. Babington in CGE, det. P.J.O. Trist). There are several other specimens 
from this general area of limestone quarries from 1837 to 1902, and also 
specimens collected by A. Bloxam and Churchill Babington by the canal at 
Congerstone in Leicestershire in both 1836 and 1843. A much later canal-side 
specimen is labelled "Abundant on waste ground by canal, Shireoaks, 
Worksop, Notts., v.c. 56, 28 July 1953, SK 551811, coli. F.W. Adams. 
?Introduced with ballast." 

Reflexed Saltmarsb-grass Puccinellia distam~ Graham Easy 

The relatively recent Flora of Nottinghamshire (Howitt & Howitt, 1963) 
considers P. distans to be native (p. 226). The most remarkable record in 
~is flora is by. T. J owen, writing i!l 1826: "Near the Leen and its tributary 
nils from Nottmgham to Bulwell m a course of at least six miles." (The 
River Leen rises in the grounds of Byron's Newstead Abbey.) Other 
records include "Nottingham Meadows", now a suburb of the city south 
of the Trent. The Howitts state that P. distans was very restricted in range, 
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though often occurring plentifully. The most recent Flora of Leicestershire 
(Primavesi & Evans, 1988) records it as a "constituent" member of the 
vegetation of Aylestone meadows beside the River Soar just outside the city of 
Leicester. 

From Breckland (West Suffolk) there is a specimen (det. P.J.O. Trist) 
labelled "Culford Heath, bank near Parsonage, leading to Church. J.D. Gray, 
August 1879." This can be taken in conjunction with a remark of J.E. Lousley 
(1976): "It is found occasionally in Surrey as a casual, and usually associated 
with horse-manure." The first record of Puccinellia distans in v.c. 29 is that 
given by Relhan in the first supplement (of 1786) to the first edition of his Flora 
Cantabrigiensis of 1785. This record is tentatively accepted by Perring et al. 
(1964), but they quote the third edition of 1820: "By the sides of Dunghills. 
Common near Cambridge. Cottenham. Wisbeach, &c." The 1786 localities 
are "Watery places. Near the first Dunghil [sic] by the road to Madingley. 
Paper-mills." Evidently dunghills were regarded by Relhan as landmarks. 
(Compare Muckdungle Comer, still so named, on Al303 near Bottisham.) 
The "paper-mills", beside Coldham's Brook where it is crossed by the 
Newmarket Road, were given by John Ray in 1660 as a locality for Hippuris 
vulgaris and Lysimachia vulgaris. It is noteworthy that in Central Europe 
Puccinellia distans is described (Hegi, 1935, p. 424) as occurring sporadically 
on saline soils, especially on the coast, in places soaked with liquid manure, on 
roads, on dunghills, and near stables . .. distributed over most of Europe and 
Siberia; probably not native in North America. 

A.R. Horwood's remarks attached to specimens of P. distans in CGE from 
Coleman Road, Leicester, throw light on its appearance in 1992 in a field at 
Gamlingay: "Entrance to a grass-field on stiff clay, June 1905 .... The plant 
has taken hold of a good portion of the field at the side of a little-used cart-road 
just outside Leicester, completely covering an area of twenty or more square 
yards .... How originally it was introduced is unknown." 

What is evident is that over a period of six decades or so in the 19th century 
Puccinellia distans occurred widely from Herefordshire and the Midlands to 
West Suffolk, mostly in man-made habitats, but in some, for example by the 
River Wye at Ross, the River Leen north of Nottingham and the River Soar 
south-west of Leicester and in the 'saltmarshes' of Worcestershire and 
Cheshire, appearing native well away from the sea - and all long before the 
days of heavy goods vehicles, apart from the odd steam traction engine. How 
one would like to know the longevity of the seed: is it, like many ]uncus 
species, half a century or more? 

Very recently, Shaw (February 1994) has described P. distans as one of the 
early colonists of pulverised fuel ash (PFA) produced by coal-fired power 
stations. Typically, fresh PFA contains 2- 5% by weight of water-soluble salts, 
dominated by sodium, potassium, sulphates and chlorides, with lower but 
phytotoxic quantities of boron compounds. Fresh PFA is extremely alkaline, 
pH values of 9- 11 being typical. Nevertheless, where PFA is deposited near 
coasts, halophytes growing on it include not only P. distans but P. fasciculata , 
P. maritima, Polypogon monspeliensis, Parapholis strigosa and Spergularia 
marina. This fascinating paper describes the succession from virtual saltrnarsh 
to enormous populations of Dactylorhiza species and to dense birch/willow 
carr. 
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'Maritime' plants in inland Cambridgeshire (v.c. 29) 
The species seen by Philip Oswald (P.H.O.) and me (D.E.C.) in 1992, 1993 

and the first eight months of 1994, as well as the numerous and valuable 
records of Graham Easy (G.M.S.E.) from 1970 onwards, are given below 
alphabetically. Relevant records made in the summer of 1993 by Mike Crewe 
(M.D.C.) on All and A45 from Six Mile Bottom to the River Kennett 
(excluding those for Exning parish in West Suffolk) have also been included. 
Nomenclature follows Stace (1991). The 10-lcm National Grid squares 24-49 
are all in the 100-lcm square TI.. (52), except for the northern squares 20, 30, 
40, 41 and 50, which are in TF (53) and are listed after the other squares, as by 
Perring et al. (1964) and Crompton & Whitehouse (1983). We have no records 
for 59, 67 and 68 despite several searches. 

The abundance and visibility of species can change rapidly with 
roadworks, such as the extensive repairs to AllOl between Littleport and 
Shippea Hill, closed to all through traffic in the autumn of 1993. Roundabouts 
have been remade between 1992 and 1993 to make them more obvious at night, 
notably on the southern and western Ely bypass. Intensive and late mowing 
(e.g. between Isleham and Prickwillow) was a nuisance in 1993; roads with 
little or no autumn mowing, such as the Barton Road (A603) from the 
Cambridge city limit to Mll, still had noticeably upstanding Puccinellia distans 
in January 1994. Indeed, Philip Oswald and I had no difficulty in identifying 
it even on 24 March 1994 on the northern section of the Sawston bypass. 
P. distans apparently increased explosively on the Ely southern bypass from 
1992 to 1993. 1992 was a good year for seeing Atriplex littoralis, 1993 a 
bad one. Some apparent absences are not easily explained, for example from 
the Soham bypass or the Old North Road (Ermine Street) from Royston 
to Papworth. A few main roads were not surveyed, such as AlO from Harston 
to Royston and (unforgivably) A47 from Guyhirn to Peterborough (where 
P. distans is locally very abundant on the Frank Perkins Parkway east of the 
cathedral, and just possibly in v.c. 29). 

Atriplex littoralis 
44 Rubbish tip, Thriplow, G.M.S.E., 1975. 
4 5 Spontaneous, University Botanic Garden, G.M.S .E., 1987. Sparse and depauperate on 

N. edge of Al303 just W. of the 3rd milestone from Cambridge, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 
30.9 .93. 

4 6 Roadside verge, Milton, G.M.S.E., 1978: "could have arrived with [him] after a coastal 
visit". A45. S. side W. of Fen Ditton junction. and abundant on both sides from Milton 
Road fly-over to and on the main line railway bridge, D.E.C., 5.9.92. A45, Cambridge 
bypass, S . side just W. of Histon Road fly-over; S. verge mown W. of bridge over the old 
St Ives railway, but very good on the bridge (S . side) and E. of it, D.E.C., 17.9.92. 

4 8 Recent Chatteris bypass, with A. potu/a and A. prostrara, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 16.9.92. 
5 s A45, lay-by, 541598, and nearby for some 200 metres, D.E.C., 26.8.92 and 5.9.92. 

A45, one large plant, 503597, D.E.C., 27.8.92. A45, S. side, one plant among many 
A. parula, 561595, D.E.C., 5.9.92. All the stretch from Quy to Nine Mile Hill (E. of 
Spring Hall) was remade before Sept 1993. 

S 6 A45, S.E. side in lay-by, one plant with much A. patula, 591618, D.E.C., 6.11.92-
the only plant seen in any legal stopping place on the Newmarket bypass. 

57 A10, abundant on S.W. side of the road between the two roundabouts on the Ely 
bypass, D.E.C., 27.9.92. 
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66 Al304, disturbed ground between theN. and S. carriageways, with Chenopodium 
ficifo/ium, 674667, M.D.C., summer 1993. 

7 6 A45, N. verge beside Kennett Station bridge, 701602, M.D.C., summer 1993. 
3 0 A141, by roadside salt-heap, Hobbs Lot Bridge, near Rings End, G.M.S.E., 18.7.79. 
4 0 All along roadside verge/infJ.lled Wisbecb Canal, near Elm, 485063-499052, G.M.S.E., 

1975. 
50 All along roadside verge/infilled Wisbech Canal, near Outwell, 500052-513040, 

G.M.S.E., 1975. 

Cochlearia danica 
2 5 Casual on the railway, now disused, beside Hayley Wood, 29-53-, E.G. Jefferys, 1946. 
3 5 Remains of fruiting plants, central reservation at W. end of A45 dual carriageway N. of 

Hardwick, 381596, D.E.C., 27.6.92. 
36 A604, central reservation near Bar Hill, 383640-395631, G.M.S.E., 1.5.84; Bar Hill, 

1.0. Mountford, 1991; S.W. side of central reservation on both sides of Bar Hill bridge, 
Longstanton parish, 382640, 381641. and island at Oakington turning off S.E.-bound 
carriageway, 395630, P.H.O., 12.4.94; also by golf course, Oakington parish, c. 387636, 
P.H.O., 14.4.94, and by Bar Hill slip-road off N.W.-bound carriageway, 384638, 383638, 
P.H.O., 5.5.94. A604, near Friesland Farm, 346665, E.M. Hyde. 1987; S.W. side of 
central reservation, 343666, Conington parish, P.H.O., 14.4.94. A604, S.W. side of 
central reservation from Cambridge Crematorium to Dry Drayton turning, Oakington 
parish, 399627-396630, P.H.O. & D.E.C., 24.3.94. A604, S.W. verge just inside v.c. 
boundary, c. 326677, P.H.O., 14.4.94. 

44 Mll, edge of bard shoulder (only), southbound, Wbiulesford, 461474, Ashley Arbon, 
1991; W. side of central reservation (only) N. of Duxford slip-road, Whittlesford parish, 
461473-462471, P.H.O. & D.E.C., 24.3.94. M11, E. side of central reservation at 
N. end of cutting E. of Newton, Little Shelford parish, P.H.O., 454494, 31.3.94. W. side 
of exit road from S.-bound carriageway of Mil. Duxford (A505) roundabout, Wbittlesford 
parish, 465467, P.H.O., 31.3.94. Mil, E. side of central reservation on embankment just 
inside N.W. parish boundary, Ickleton, 480443, P.H.O., 25.4.94. 

4 5 Edge of central area of A 1 0/ A 1309 roundabout above M 11, opposite entry road from 
north-bound carriageway of Mll, Cambridge city, 439533, P.H.O. & D.E.C., 24.3.94. 
M11, central reservation, W. sideS. of bridge over Shelford Road and E. side N. of Clunch 
Pit Hill, Little Sbelford parish. 446508 and 448504-449503, P.H.O. & D.E.C .. 24.3.94; 
also a patch on W. side, 450502. P.H.O., 31.3.94. A1303 (Newmarket Road). N. verge 
by Quy Waters, Fen Ditton parish, 498593. P.H.O., 16.4.94. 

46 A604, central reservation near Cambridge Crematorium, 401627, G.M.S.E., 1.5.84; 
seen here only on S.W. side of central reservation, Oakington parish, P.H.O. & D.E.C., 
24.3.94. A45, central reservation near Fen Ditton junction and N. of King's Hedges Farm, 
E.M. Hyde, 21.4.85; Cambridge bypass, where bridge crosses old railway to St Ives, 
Impington parish, 454619, G.M.S.E., 1.5.85; N. side of A45 at start of slip-road to 
B 1047 (Horningsea Road), 486615, and especially abundant on both verges and central 
reservation S.E. of B1047 fly-over, mainly in 49-60-. Milton, Horningsea and Fen Ditton 
parishes, D.E.C., 3.4.94. Central islands N.W. of Grange Drive turning, Huntingdon 
Road (Al307), Girton, 421611, H. Belcher & E. Swale, 1.4.89; abundant from here, past 
Animal Research Station. to northern verge of N.W.-bound carriageway, Girton parish, 
421611-415614, P.H.O. & D.E.C., 24.3 .94; at 415614 the substrate is sandy with some 
fine gravel; no C. danica was seen on the southern verge, where the substrate is Gault clay; 
photographed by D.E.C., 29.3.94; also in three places on N.E. verge between A45 
crossing and Girton College. P.H.O., 12.4.94. N.E. verge of N.W.-bound carriageway of 
Huntingdon Road (A1307) near turning to Madingley (The Avenue), Girton parish, 
408620, P.H.O. & D.E.C .. 24.3.94; also on N.E. side of other carriageway, from opposite 
N.W. end of Catch Hall houses to Grange Farm cottages, especially lining both sides of 
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footpath, Oakington and Girton parishes, 405623-410619, P.H.O., 12.4.94. A45, S. side 
E. of Huntingdon Road fly-over, Girton parish, 421613-427614 (see Spergularia marina 
entry on p. 53), D.E.C., 15.5.94. 

Danish Scurvygrass Cochlearia danica Graham Easy 

54 Remains of fruiting plants, central reservation of A604 W. of Linton, c. 551471, 
P.H.O., 12.6.94. 

55 A 11, continuously on W. side from Six Mile Bottom to A45 junction at top of Nine 
Mile Hill (E. of Spring Hall), 57-56-, 57-57-, 57-58-, 51-59-, M.D.C., summer 1993; 
confumed when in flower as abundant on both verges but sparse on central reservation, 
LitUe Wilbraham, Bottisham and Swaffuam Bulbeck parishes, D.E.C., 10.4.94 (photos) 
and, with P.H.O., 12.4.94. A45, on both verges and central reservation near lay-by on 
E.-bound carriageway W. of Newmarket Road roundabout at 502598, Fen Ditton parish, 
D.E.C., 3.4.94 (photo). A45, scattered, especially on N. verge, from Nine Mile Hill 
to bridge under LitUe Wilbraham Road, 57-59-, 56-59-, 54-59-, 53-59-, and on both 
verges and central reservation west of bridge, 52-59-, Swaffuam Bulbeck, Bottisham and 
Stow-cum-Quy parishes, P.H.O., 16.4.94; withered plants still very obvious on S. verge, 
52-59-, P.H.O., 27.6.94. A1303 (Newmarket Road), N. verge W. of Quy Water Bridge, 
Fen Ditton parish, 507594, and S. verge at exit from A45, Stow-cum-Quy parish, 515596, 
P.H.O., 16.4.94. 

56 All records for A45 dual carriageway. Central reservation near Nine Mile Hill, 
G.M.S.E., April 1984. In many stretches of central reservation of Newmarket bypass, 
G.M.S.E., E.M. Hyde, G. Crompton, D.E.C., P.H.O. and others from 1984 to 1990, in 
v.c. 29 as far N.E. as the Exning (West Suffolk) parish boundary (in 66). N.W. edge by 
lay-by S.E. of Devil's Ditch footbridge, D.E.C., 17.4.88 and April 1989; still there 
29.1.94. A45, still on central reservation on Nine Mile Hill, D.E.C., April 1993, before 
its drastic reconstruction from there to Quy in 1993; the central reservation of the 
Newmarlcet bypass was completely remade with large cobbles and no Cochlearia danica was 
seen by D.E.C. anywhere on it early in 1993. N.W. side from junction with All to 
v.c. boundary (in 66), M.D.C., summer 1993. On frequent journeys both ways on the 
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Newmarket bypass from March to June 1994 it became evident to D.E.C. and P.H.O. that 
Cochlearia danica was present at frequent intervals on both verges where the marginal 
drainage had been improved, with plants flowering abundantly in the early spring and again 
in early June; it was also present asymetrically on the central reservation on the side where 
the single crash-barrier was nearer to the curving carriageway. 

6 6 See 56 for records W. of Newmarket. A45, central reservation in Snail well and Kennett 
parishes, E.M. Hyde, 26.4.84 and 21.4.85; in Chippenham parish, E.M. Hyde, 24.1.85. 
Slip-road from A45 to All, 67-67-, G. Crompton, 1991. A45, N. side, Burwell, 
Snailwell, Chippenham and Kennett parishes, in all eight 1-km squares from 60-63- to 
69-67-, M.D.C., summer 1993; confirmed in several squares by D.E.C. & P.H.O., April
June 1994 (and see observations at end of account for 56). N.B. AI 1 was 'dualled' in 
Chippenham parish (part of Red Lodge bypass) in 1993. 

7 6 Possibly E.M. Hyde's record for Kennell (see 66) includes part of A45 in this square; 
certainly recorded in v.c. 29 in this square on N. side of A45 between Kennell Station and 
River Kennett, 70-67-, M.D.C., summer 1993; D.E.C. & P.H.O., 12.4.94. 

Bermuda-grass Cynodon dactylon Graham Easy 

Cynodon dactylon 
4 5 First vice-county record by G.M.S.E. on the edge of what was known to the Cambridge 

Bird Club as "Romsey tip", 19.9.82. The grid reference, 480577-479577, clearly refers to 
what was the Norman Cement Works pit, now the Cherry Hinton Landfill Site; Cynodon 
dactylon might persist on the N .E. edge of this in fill site, near the pavement along 
Coldham's Lane. Well established and flowering on the roadside edge of the broad, mown 
grassy verge on N. side of Al303, both sides of an entrance to a field just W. of the third 
milestone from Cambridge, opposite emergency gate 3 of Marshall's Airport, Fen Dillon 
parish; flowering especially well where stolons extended over concrete kerbstones and 
asphalt of field approach, D.E.C., 29.9.93; revisited with P.H.O., 30.9.93, when much 
Plantago coronopus was also seen in fruit on edge of kerb and a little Atriplex littoralis and 
Puccinellia distans, all outside the city limit at 488592; photographed by D.E.C., 
19 .11.93, with numerous infructescences extending over asphalt; withered remains still 
identifiable, P.H.O., 20. 1.94; in full flower on both sides of A1303, but only on W. side 
of emergency gate 3, 488591/2. D.E.C. & P.H.O., 8.8.94; S. side of road mown by 
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13.8.94 (D.E.C.), but plants on N. side photographed by P.H.O. on 29.8.94. This grass, 
not previously recorded from the verges of salted roads, has long been established on sandy 
foreshores in S.W. England, notably at Marazion, Mount's Bay, West Cornwall, where it 
was ftrst reported by John Ray (1688). C.C. Babington (1839) knew it on the sandy 
shores of N.W. Guernsey, but in some sandy maritime sites it seems to be a recent 
introduction, as on the lawns of the sea-front at Weston-super-Mare, North Somerset 
(R.M. Payne, 1979, in Roe, 1981). It was known on waste ground beside the Avon at 
Bath for over fifty years, along with the adventive Astragalus odoratus, until both were 
destroyed in flood control works. 

46 Second vice-county record by G.M.S.E. on the Cambridge Sewage Farm, 480617, 
14.9.83, on extreme northern edge abutting on A45; not looked for recently. 

Hordeum jubatum 
45 First recorded by A.C. Leslie on S.E. side of A10 near Hauxton, N.E. of R. Granta, 

436531, 15.7.83; roadside verge near A10/Mll junction, 436531-437532, G.M.S.E., 
5.8.91; also seen on roundabout over M11 by P.H.O. in 1991. 

48 Chatteris bypass constructed between 1988 and 1991, 405856, D.E.C. and P.H.O., 
16.9.92, with much Puccinellia distans, Atriplex littoralis, A. patula and A. prostrata on a 
verge which was obviously fairly recently sown; seen again on both sides of the road in 
increased quantity by D.E.C. & G. Crompton on 23.9.93; it was almost certainly a 
contaminant of the seed-mixture, but it is, as elsewhere, resistant to de-icing salt on the 
verges. 

4 1 20-30 plants on bank of North Level Drain resown with Festuca rubra mixture, Tydd 
Gote (South Holland District of administrative county of Lines, but in v.c. 29), 462179, 
T.C.E. Wells, 19.9.85. 

Lepidium latifolium 
54 Although recorded by Peter Dent (1685) from Maid's Causeway in Cambridge and well 

known since 1944 (H. Gilbert Carter in Perring et al., 1964) as an escape (perhaps 
originally from old herb-gardens) on both sides of the railway between Hills Road and 
Long Road, Cambridge (45), Dittander is probably native in estuaries in East Anglia 
and elsewhere. D.E.C. knows it well on the tidal Deben at Woodbridge, East Suffolk, and 
W. Skrimshire recorded it in 1795 on the tidal Nene (Anon., 1829) before most of the 
estuarine saltmarshes there were reclaimed in 1830. Graham Easy found it on a roadside 
verge on A604 near Hildersham, 536489, in 1991 and commented that the site looked 
exactly like those colonised by Puccinellia distans; the latter does indeed occur on the A604 
verges at Little Abington, Hildersham, Linton and Horseheath. Lepidium latifolium 
certainly occurs on other roadsides; for example, it is abundant by A605 east of Baldock 
(Herts), where it was ftrst recorded in 1929 (Dony, 1967) and can still be admired during 
the frequent tail-backs of traffic on this road, and there is a fme patch on the north side of 
A45 in West Suffolk by the Cavenham-Higham fly-over (photographed in flower by 
D.E.C., 4.9.89, and also recorded by M.D.C., summer 1993, as well as at two spots on 
the A45 Bury St Edmunds bypass). 

Lepidium ruderale 
As the word rudera/is so aptly implies, this smelly and scmffy cress has been widely recorded 
on tips and other waste places around London and across the Midlands, and in v.c. 29 in many 
such insalubrious spots by Graham Easy. It has, nevertheless, a marked concentration of sites 
on the Thames and Essex estuaries and in other coastal locations. D.E.C. ftrst got to know 
this plant on a holiday at Great Yarmouth in 1945: it was and is a very rare casual of inland 
sites in his native Somerset, but reported along the coast from Bridgwater to Portishead. The 
1992 and 1993 roadside records should be considered in this light. Parallels with Puccinellia 
distans and Lepidium latifolium are evident. 
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1 

These photographs of nesting 
Sparrow hawks and of his hide 
in a nearby tree were taken by 
William Farren in July 1914. 
They are more fully described 
on pp. 35- 36. Photo 7 is on 
the front cover. 
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3 4 On sewage waste, Royston sewage farm, G.M.S.E., 1970. 

Narrow-leaved 
Pepperwort 
Lepidlum ruderale 

Graham Easy 

4 4 With Puccinellia distans, on verge of Sawston bypass, 479487, D.E.C., 23.10.93. 
4 5 Many tips and waste places in Cambridge, G.M.S.E., 1971 onwards. 
4 6 Waterbeach tip, 483687, G.M.S.E., 1970. Cambridge sewage farm, G.M.S.E., 1976. 

Girton roadside verge, on Al307 near Washpit Road, G.M.S.E., August 1991. S. side of 
A45 just E. of Huntingdon Road fly-over, a notably damp verge with Puccinellia dis tans 
and Spergularia marina, 420613, D.E.C., 16.7.92; not found with the other two species. 
D.E.C., 15.5.94. 

48 AI42, verge at Toll Farm near the Counter Drain, with Puccinellia diswns, and with 
the Iauer abundant from Hiam's Farm to the Horseway turning, D.E.C. & P.H.O .. 
16.9.92. 

54 Edge of kerb in lay-by on A604 between Little Abington and Four Went Ways, and 
thence towards roundabou~ P.H.O., 13.10.92, 8.10.93 and, with D.E.C., 21.10.93. 

56 Reach tip. G.M.S.E .. 1980; Burwell Fen, 575684 etc., G.M.S.E., 1980. 
6 6 Newmarket silo, 647629, G.M.S.E., 1978. 
29 Whittlesey brickyards, etc., G.M.S.E., 1971, 1975; generally distributed and still 

widespread on waste ground, G.M.S.E., 1992. 
40 Muddy verge on A47 between Wisbech and Guyhim, close to the tidal River Nene, 

opposite entrance to Primrose Farm, Waldersea Farm and an old pumping station, with 
Puccinellia distans and Spergularia marina, 433063, D.E.C., 1.10.93. 

41 Wisbech sewage farm, 473173, G.M.S.E., 1983. Roadside verge, Leverington, 
442113. G.M.S.E., 1983. 
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Plantago coronopus 
Recorded in Crompton & Whitehouse (1983) since 1950 in 25 (Gamlingay), 76 (Kennett area) 
and 41 (Wisbech north) and before 1949 in 45 (Cambridge city), 66 (Newmarket area, 
excluding Exning) and 40 (Wisbech south). Records by G.M.S.E., D.E.C. and P.H.O. since 
1983 are: 
3 4 Abundant with Puccinellia distans on S.E. verge of A603 between entrance to Hoback 

Farm and New Wimpole, Wimpole parish, 343495-345497, D.E.C., 24.11.93. 
4 5 Plants well established for 11 years in crevices in concrete, 6th floor of the Lasdun 

Building, Christ's College, escaped from a pot of Trifolium occidentale collected on the 
coast of North Devon by D.E.C. in 1983. One rosette in paving, Bateman Mews, 
Cambridge, 455573, P.H.O., 20.9.92. Edge of mown grassy verge, A1303, N. side, just 
W. of third milestone from Cambridge, opposite Marshall's Airport, Fen Ditton parish, 
with or near Cynodon dactylon, Atriplex littoralis and Puccinellia distans, D.E.C. & 
P.H.O., 30.9.93; in five places on this verge, 487592-489592, P.H.O., 20.1.94. 

55 All, W. verge, 57-58-, M.D.C., summer 1993. 
56 Al303, 'Hare Park Hill' (also known as Nine Mile Hill), with Puccinellia distans, 

575601, G.M.S.E., 17.6.92; abundant from 572601 to 577602, D.E.C., 13.10.92; still 
there, D.E.C., 24.9.93; a few plants at foot of northern parapet near west end of A1303 
bridge over A45, W. of Four Mile Stable Farm, 577601, P.H.O., 20.1.94; all in 
Swaffbam Bulbeck parish. 

57 In gravel brought in for the National Trust car park, Lode Lane, Wicken, D.E.C., 
22.11.87. 

6 6 A45, N. side, in all five 1-km squares from the Chippenham Avenue bridge to Kennett 
Railway Station, Snailwell, Chippenham and Kennett parishes, 66-66- to 69-67-, M.D.C., 
summer 1993. Al304, N.E. of Newmarket, abundant for over a kilometre on both sides 
between The Railway Field and The Limekilns from the Chippenham Avenue lodge to One 
Mile Plantation, Snailwell parish, 659651-{)69662, with abundant Puccinellia distans, 
D.E.C., 29.9.93 (photos): also with P.H.O., who took further photos, 30.9.93. 

Grass-leaved Oracbe Atriplex littoralis (left) and Buck's-horn Plantain 
Plantago coronopus (right) Graham Easy 
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Puccinellia distans 
2 3 W. edge of road opposite Jester Inn, just N. of Ashwell and Morden Station approach, 

Steeple Morden parish, 297386, P.H.O., 6.11.93; D.E.C., 24.11.93 (photos); probably 
the only site in this square in v.c. 29. 

2 4 Pull-in by demolished building on S.W. side of unclassified road from Steeple Morden 
to Ashwell, Guilden Morden parish, 280415, D.E.C. & P.H.O .. 21.10.93 (photo); only 
site detected; the glaucous leaves of P. distans were very distinct from the yellow-green 
leaves of P. a11nua. 

2 5 Set-aside field with Galinsoga parviflora and Trifolium striatum, several mettes S. of 
West Road, Garnlingay, 235519, D.E.C., 12.9.92; same grid reference, "waste ground", 
G.M.S.E., July 1992. Abundant along B1040 Eltisley western bypass and along S. side 
of A45 Eltisley northern bypass, D.E.C., 22.10.93. 

2 6 Small patches on gravelly edge of B1040 N. of Eltisley, 273604/5, D.E.C .. 22.10.93. 
For a few hundred mettes on S. side of the minor road, on a rather steep slope, from 
Elsworth to Papworth Everard, 295642-297641, D.E.C., 22.10.93. 

2 9 One patch just W. of Eastrea on A605, 291972; two small patches between Whittlesey 
and North Bank bridge, B1040, D.E.C., 1.10.93 (photos). 

3 3 N.W. verge of A505 S.W. of public bouse near The Thrift, Steeple Morden parish, 
317394, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 21.10.93; probably the only site in this square in v.c. 29. 

3 4 Abundant for a few hundred mettes on S .E. side of A603 between New Wimpole and the 
entrance to Hoback Farm, D.E.C., 12.9.92 & 24.11.93; a little on the same road where it 
crosses the Wimpole Avenue, D.E.C., 12.9.92. A small patch opposite Brickyard Farm 
on B1042 near the bottom of Larkins Road, Croydon parish, 309483, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 
21.10.93. A505, almost continuous for 300m on S.E. side where the camber drains to 
that side N.E. of entrance to Heath Farm, Melbourn, 39 1418-388416, D.E.C., 4.10.93; 
then switching to N.W. side, as the camber drains to that side S.W. of entrance, 385412-
384411, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 21.10.93. Not seen on any part of the A505 Royston bypass 
on several dates in 1993. 

3 5 Where a heap of salt bas stood on N.W. verge of A603. Fox Hill, Orwell, 364511, 
James Cadbury, 1988; confirmed by D.E.C., 3.9.92. Kingston to Longstowe, August 
1991: the only record by G.M.S.E. not confumed by D.E.C. or P.H.O. in 1993 . N. side 
of A45 for several hundred mettes where the dual carriageway ends N. of Hardwick, D.E.C., 
27.6.92. 

3 6 Not seen on several ttansits of A604 (Huntingdon Road), including several walks from 
lay-bys; only seen as three clumps on a tight curve of the Boxworth fly-over at 357656, 
D.E.C., 22.10.93, and one large clump on the Swavesey side of the same fly-over, 
D.E.C., 25.10.93; also in flooded tyre-ruts at turning off N.W.-bound carriageway, 
359655, P.H.O., 12.4.94. Frequent along 50 metres of the gravelly S. side of the rather 
steep bill W. of Elsworth, c. 307637, D.E.C., 22.10.93. 

3 7 For about 5 metres only on the muddy verge N. of entrance to Cold Harbour Farm 
between Over and Willingham, 394703, D.E.C., 25.10.93. 

3 8 Locally abundant on A141 western Cbatteris by-pass, D.E.C., 1.10.93. 
3 9 Frequent to abundant along A605 from Hobbs Lot Bridge to Coates, D.E.C., 1.10.93 

(photos). A small patch on S. side of B1093 W. of Doddington, 384907, D.E.C., 
1.11.93. On the bridge over the Twenty Foot River at junction with Whittlesey Dyke, 
309955, D.E.C .. still at anthesis on 1.11.93. 

(43 None of this square is in v.c. 29, and no Puccinellia distans was seen on the boulder 
clay roads around Heydon and the Cbisbills, D.E.C., 6.11.93 .) 

44 Abundant on S.E. side of A505 N.E. of Al301 roundabout, Pampisford parish, 
494474--498478, D.E.C. & P.H.O. 28.9.92 and 21.10.93. and a little on N.W. side, 
492474-493474, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 21.10.93. On the Duxford fly-over where A505 
crosses Mil and for several hundred metres of A505 N.W. of Duxford, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 
28.9.92 and 21.10.93. Just W. of Mil on the Newton road out of Whittlesford at junction 
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of old road and the newer Mll fly-over, D.E.C., 20.10.93. Locally abundant just N. of 
A505 on Chrishall Road, Fowlmere, on disturbed road edge, D.E.C., 23. I0.93. Very 
abundant along considerable stretches of the Sawston bypass (A1301), notably on the 
downside of the camber, in one place (479487) with Lepidium ruderale, D.E.C., 23.I0.93 
(photos). 

4 5 Widespread on most main roads outside the city, except Mil, and found at three places 
within the city limits - on A10/Al309 roundabout over Mll, 440534, D.E.C., I992; 
opposite the petrol station on A1307 N.W. of Shelford Bottom, 476543, P.H.O., 
13.I0.92, and D.E.C., 24.9.93; on AI303 bridge over Mll, c. 421594, for some distance 
on both sides of the Madingley Road nearby, and a few plants on the south-bound Mil 
slip-road, D.E.C., I2.9.92 and 25.9.93: the verges of the Madingley Road were being 
disturbed and remade in January I994. The earliest records in 45 are by G.M.S.E. on 
verges at Hauxton and the Barton Road/Mil junction, both in I987. Remarkably 
abundant on both sides of Barton Road from the city limit at Stonebridge to the Mll fly
over, D.E.C., 3 and 6.9.92 (photos), and also near Mll fly-over ori the Granchester Road, 
D.E.C., 11.10 .93; still conspicuous on the Barton Road (unmown verges) on 26.1.94; 
the N.W. side of the road was converted into a grandiose cycle-way in April to June 1994, 
but Puccinellia distans has survived where its kerb does not come right up to the 
road. Colonising network of cracks in compacted clay, uncharacteristically over a kerb, 
N.W. verge of AlO approaching roundabout over Mll, Haslingfield parish, 438532, 
P.H.O., 10.9.92; abundant along both kerbed verges, 436531-438533, P.H.O., 16.7.94 
(photos). A1307, on a11d near Shelford Bottom roundabout, Great Shelford parish, 478541, 
477542, P.H.O., 13.10.92. Airport Way, on both sides midway between the two 
Teversham turnings, 494582, 495582, D.E.C. & P.H.O. (photos), and also on W. side 
nearer Al303, 494587-496590, 30.9.93. Locally on N. verge of A1303 (outside the city, 
W. of the third milestone), 488592, with Atriplex littoralis, Cynodon dactylon and 
Plantago coronopus nearby, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 30.9.93 (photos). Al307, between Magog 
Farm and Copley Hill Farm, Babraham parish, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 21.10.93. Abundant on 
chalky substrate on both verges of Sawston bypass (A1301) N. of turning into village, 
476500/1, and locally in wet areas on gravelly substrate on W. side only (E. side with 
kerb) by turning to America Farm, 474507/8, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 24.3.94. 

4 6 Recorded on A45 in July 1992 by G.M.S.E. and D.E.C. independently; also "1992" by 
A.C. Leslie between Cottenham and Westwick. S. side of A45 just E. of Huntingdon 
Road fly-over, 420613, where P. distans was growing in a moist depression on the edge of 
the caniageway with Spergularia marina and (on first occasion only) Lepidium ruderale, 
D.E.C., 16.7.92 and 15.5.94. At many places on A45 from the Girton interchange to the 
bridge over the main line railway, e.g. on and between the bridges over the old St Ives 
railway and over the Mere Way; often very abundant on slip-roads, e.g. for 200 metres on 
the west-bound slip-road from the Histon Road fly-over, S. side, D.E.C., 17.7.92. 
Sparsely on N.E. side of A45 S.E. of the Fen Ditton fly-over, despite drainage gratings at 
frequent intervals at and near the lay-by, D.E.C., 24.9.93; abundant above kerb in lay-by 
after a very wet winter and spring, D.E.C., 5.6.94. Scattered on A10: seen at N. end of the 
Milton bypass, near the crossing of the Car Dyke near Landbeach, and near Chittering, 
D.E.C., 1.10.93. 

47 Al42, frequent on recent (post-1986) Witchford bypass, Witchford and Wentworth 
parishes, D.E.C., 6.8.92; D.E.C. & P.H.O., 21.9.93. A142, Sutton bypass, D.E.C., 
16.9.92 and, with G. Crompton, 23.9.93. A1421, on both sides (mostly on W.) of 
Haddenham Road on hill down to the parish boundary at Pingle Lane, Wentworth, 
463788-464782, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 21.9.93. B1049, W. side along Middle Cuts, 
Wilburton parish, 479730-478725, 478724-478722, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 21.9.93. 

4 8 A142, S.W. edge just N.W. of the Counter Drain near Mepal, A.C. Leslie, 7.9.80. 
Al42, very abundant on Mepal bypass, along Ireton's Causeway, and along most of recent 
Chatteris bypass, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 16.9.92, with Hordeum jubatum on Chatteris bypass, 
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and again D.E.C. with G. Crompton, 23.9.93. With abundant Lepidium ruderale, from the 
Counter Drain on Al42 to the Horseway turn, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 16.9.92. 

49 A141, on the line of the old Chatteris-March railway near Doddington, and almost 
continuously near Wimblington and on the March western bypass, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 
16.9.92. 

54 Several spots on A604 near Hildersham, G.M.S.E., June 1991; 536485, P.H.O., 
13.10.92; abundant from 542480 to 546477, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 28.9.92, and D.E.C., 
22.10.93. Scattered on A604, Little Abington, N.W. of R. Granta, D.E.C. & P.H.O .. 
28.9.92, and D.E.C. 22.10.93. A604, Linton bypass. along at least 500 metres, D.E.C., 
22.10.93. 

55 Abundant on both sides of AI303 from Quy Water Bridge to A45 Quy Church fly-over 
of A45, D.E.C., 29.9.92 and 16.9.93. Abundant on slip-road from A45 eastwards to 
Al303, D.E.C., 25.11.92, but destroyed (?temporarily) by extensive remaking of slip-road 
verges and A45 verges and central reservation from Quy Church to All junction at Nine 
Mile Hill (no P. distans on this stretch of A45 in 1993). A1304, N.E. end of short stretch 
of central reservation near Bungalow Farm, Burrough Green parish, 591587, P.H.O., 
8.10.93; found nearby on S.E. edge of road, D.E.C., 12.11.93. A604, abundant just N.W. 
of Copley Hill Farm, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 21.10.93. Not seen anywhere on All between 
Four Went Ways and Six Mile Bottom: extensive road works in 1993. 

56 Abundant on slope of Al303, Nine Mile Hill from Spring Hall and Chalk Farms 
turnings to A45 fly-over, G.M.S.E., 17.6.92, with abundant Plantago coronopus; both 
still there, D.E.C., 13.10.92 and 24.9.93. S. side of AI303 W. of the Prince Albert Inn, 
locally abundant, 526601, D.E.C., 13.10.92. Between Anglesey Abbey and Quy, a few 
plants (but Bll02 verges 'manicured'), D.E.C., 17.9.93. Scattered along 200 metres of 
Bll02 opposite Haynes' yard, Long Meadow, 545626, D.E.C .. 17.9.93. Locally on N.W. 
side of B 1102 Swaffham Prior bypass, 568637, P.H.O., 18.9.93, and D.E.C. & P.H.O., 
21.9.93. On both sides of Bll02 N.E. of Burwell, 598681-599682, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 
21.9.93. Not seen by D.E.C. on A45 six-lane Newmarket bypass in this square in 1992 
or 1993, but seen on All, 57-60-, and A45, 59-62-, by M.D.C., summer 1993. 

57 All23, W. end of the 'Military Bridge' over River Cam near Dimmock's Cote, 
C.D. Preston, CGE, 2.7.88; abundant eastwards from the Cam for at least a kilometre 
(to the Upware tum) and a few plants on the bridge over the river, D.E.C .. 4.8.92. 
AlO, Elford Closes, N. of Old West River, G.M.S.E., July 1992; D.E.C., 1.10.93. 
On roundabout at junction of AlO and Al42 on Ely bypass, 527794, D.E.C., 20.7.92, but 
this and the roundabout to the south of Ely both remade winter 1993/94; abundant on 
bypass (AlO) between these two roundabouts, D.E.C., 6.8.92 and 1.10.93. Al42, only a 
few plants on Ely southern bypass, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 16.9.92, but greatly increased along 
most of this stretch, 21.9.93. AlO, Stretham roundabout, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 16.9.92; 
roundabout being completely remade, D.E.C., 10.2.94. Al42, abundant on S.E. verge on 
both sides of turning to Paradise Farm, 526793-523790, 522790-521790, D.E.C. & 
P.H.O .. 16.9.92 and 21.9.93. Al42, muddy verge with standing water, N.E. side just 
E. of electricity power lines, N. of Soham Cotes, and a little on S.W. side of road, 
580755, D.E.C. & P.H.O. (photos), 21.9.93; further photos by D.E.C. after heavy rain, 
17.11.93. Al42, S.W. verge just S.E. of Harlock's Farm, Stuntney, 562773. D.E.C. & 
P.H.O., 21.9.93. Al42, S. verge of Witchford bypass. 504794-500793, D.E.C. & 
P.H.O .. 21.9.93. AlO, Stretham bypass and N. to Grunty Fen tum, both sides. D.E.C., 
1.10.93. 

58 AlO, Littleport western bypass, a little at 552864, D.E.C., 27.7.92; two plants in 
lay-by j ust S. of AIO/AllOI roundabout, D.E.C., 3.8.92. AlO, Ely western bypass, a 
little at 535815, D.E.C .. 3.8.92. 

64 A604, abundant and continuous along S. side from 600474 to 607473, and beyond 
Horseheath bypass on S. side, 622467 (and probably more to county boundary, but verges 
very muddy), D.E.C., 22.10.93. 
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6 S East side of B 1052, Brinkley Road, Dullingham, near the site of a pile of winter salt 
(all used) at 63 1575; drains on the side of this rather steep stretch of road were blocked and 
much P. distans was flourishing in the salty, muddy verge; photographs taken by D.E.C., 
24.9.93; site shown to P.H.O., 30.9.93. (Compare James Cadbury's OIWell site in 35.) 

6 6 Snail well Road, Fordham parish, verge at 634684, G.M.S.E., June 1992; not found 
there by D.E.C., 5.11.93 (after heavy traffic had pounded verges). but found nearby on 
A142 S. of Snailwell- Exning cross-roads; not seen elsewhere on A142 in this square. 
A45, N. verge E. of Devil's Ditch, Burwell parish, 60-63-, 61-63-, and near junction with 
All, Snailwell and/or Chippenham parish(es), 66-66-, 67-66-, M.D.C., summer 1993. 
B1102, N.W. side on both sides of Lark Hall, Ness Road, BuiWell parish, 601685-
602687, 603688- 604690, D.E.C. & P.H.O., 21.9.93. A1304, N.E. of Newmarket, 
abundant for over a kilometre on both sides between The Railway Field and The Limekilns 
from the Chippenham Avenue lodge to One Mile Plantation, Snailwell parish, 659651-
669662, with abundant Plantago coronopus, D.E.C., 29.9.93 (photos); also with P.H.O., 
who took further photos, 30.9.93. 

2 0 Not seen on B 1040 in this square (all verges carefully 'manicured'), but a few patches 
on road beside New South Eau, 0.6 km W. of French Farm, 276083, D.E.C., 1.10.93 
(photos). 

3 0 First recorded near Hobbs Lot Bridge at a salt heap site by G.M.S.E. in 1979. Frequent 
from Hobbs Lot Bridge to Ring's End on A141 , D.E.C. & P.H.O., 16.9.92. A605, near 
Hobbs Lot Bridge (photos) and at frequent intervals along this road towards Whittlesey, 
D.E.C., 1.10.93. Occurring at intervals along a kilometre of B1167 on N. side of New 
South Eau from 318088 to 332089, S.W. of Gedney Hill, D.E.C., 1.10.93. 

4 0 First recorded by G.M.S.E. at 478070 by the infilled Wisbech Canal at Elm in 1972. 
Guyhim, G.M.S.E., 1990; still there on A47 despite extensive roadworks, D.E.C. & 
P.H.O., 16.9.92. A47, between Wisbech and Guyhim seen by D.E.C. only on 1.10.93 on 
a very muddy verge opposite entrance to Primrose Farm, Waldersea Farm and an old 
pumping station, 433063, with Spergu/aria marina and Lepidium rudera/e, less than 50 m 
S. of the tidal River Nene. 

(50 Not recorded by G.M.S.E., 1979, by the inf!lled Wisbech Canal at Outwell, where he 
found Atriplex littoralis.) 

41 This 10-km square includes the tidal Nene in v.c. 29 at Foul Anchor, where many 
Saltmarsh (intertidal) species still occur. Here Puccinel/ia distans is truly intertidal, and 
both Spergularia marina and S. media (seeN. in C., No. 35 (1993): 83) have been seen in 
recent years, as well as Bup/eurum tenuissimum in 1992 (D.E.C. & P.H.O., 16.9.92); 
Limonium vulgare was last seen here by D.E.C. in 1975 before it was eroded away by 
increased scour. Puccinellia distans was seen on the side of AllOt N. of Wisbech at 
134449 by D.E.C. & P.H.O. on 16.9.92. 

(Despite repeated forays around Fordham, lsleham, Soham bypass, Prickwillow and Shippea 
Hill, no 'maritime' species have been found in 67 or 68, nor on AlO between Littleport and 
Brandon Creek. A1101 between Littleport and Welney requires more searching.) 

Spergularia marina 
4 6 A few typical plants, with Puccinellia distans and Lepidium ruderale, in a damp 

depression besideS. edge of A45 just E. of Huntingdon Road fly-over, 420613, D.E.C., 
16.7.92 ; increased on waterlogged edge of road to many thousands of plants, some just 
coming into flower, D.E.C., 15.5.94 (when no Lepidium ruderale was seen, but, in some 
places nearby, where raised gravel ridges abutted onto the road edge, Cochlearia danica was 
present, profiting from improved drainage: see pp. 45 and 58). 

4 0 Several plants (one taken for C.U. Botanic Garden, which came into flower in a frost
free glasshouse on 24.4.94 and showed typical S. marina characters), with Puccinellia 
distans and Lepidium rudera/e, on a very muddy verge opposite entrance to Primrose Farm, 
Waldersea Farm and an old pumping station, between A47 trunk road from Wisbech to 
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Guyhirn and the tidal River Nene (from which seed may have spread), 433063, D.E.C., 
1.10.93. 

(Also found on AlO in West Norfolk on Southery bypass - three patches with abundant 
Atriplex littoralis and Puccinellia distans, the two latter extending for 1 km on E. side of road, 
D.E.C., 27.7.92.) 

Rates of application of de-icing salt 
Cambridgeshire County Council holds a stock of 32,000 tonnes of rock salt 

at the beginning of each winter- enough for about two years' supply. About 
1,200 miles (or some 2,000 km) of inter-urban roads are treated each winter. 
The cities of Cambridge, Ely and Peterborough and towns such as Wisbech and 
Huntingdon hold their own stocks for urban de-icing. This is an average rate of 
application of eight tonnes per kilometre of inter-urban road per year, or 8 kg 
per metre. If all of this were washed off by melt-water or rain or were 
splashed and sprayed by vehicles, on a straight road with a central crown, 4 kg 
of salt per metre would go on average to each verge. An independent 
calculation by Ashley Arbon is that a typical rate of application of rock salt 
(93% NaCl) is 15 g per square metre on about 45 nights in an average winter. 
On a metre stretch of road six metres wide, this works out at 4 kg NaCI per 
metre of road per year. Although this is only about half the rate estimated from 
tonnage and distance, the orders of magnitude agree; and it is a great deal of salt 
to let loose on approximately one square metre of verge. The death or inhibition 
of 'glycophytes' (plants not tolerant of salt) is not surprising, and those 
Saltmarsh or salt-tolerant ('halophytic') plants dispersed by traffic or wind or in 
materials used in road construction will be free from competitors on the salted 
verges. 

The salt used comes almost exclusively from Salt Union's salt mine at 
Winsford, Cheshire, where the rock salt is crushed underground, so that, while 
some dispersal of seed from the few halophytes which grow thereabout 
(Puccinellia distans, Spergularia marina and Aster tripolium) is a possibility 
(as suggested by Daniels, 1984), it cannot be a major source of seed on treated 
roads. 

Figures similar to those provided by Cambridgeshire County Council are 
given by other highway authorities. As long ago as 1966 between half and one 
million tons of rock salt were used annually for de-icing in Britain (mostly in 
England). These figures are quoted from Hogbin (1966) by Davison (1971). 
Figures given for Kent by Kitchener (1983) showed an increase from about 
10,000 tonnes yearly in the early 1960s to 22,000 tonnes on average by the end 
of the 1970s. Figures given by Davison (1971) for Northumberland agree 
rather closely with Ashley Arbon's figure of about 34 g per square metre, that is 
one ounce per square yard of road on any one occasion. He estimated that the 
amount 'splashed' onto the verges dressed the soil with 3 or 4 kg of salt per 
square metre per year, roughly agreeing with the Cambridgeshire figures for 
1992. 

The salt in the soil at any one time varies enormously according to a great 
number of factors. The figures given by Belcher & Swale (1993) are more 
illuminating. They found that the water flowing out of a culvert under M11 at 
Girton had on average about one-tenth the salinity of sea-water and was 
brackish enough for a number of 'mesohalibous' diatoms to flourish. 
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Puccinellia distans and daily traffic flows 
Kitchener (1983) gives a map of the heavy goods vehicle (HGV) flows on 

inter-urban roads in West Kent in 1980. As might have been expected, the 
heaviest flows then were on the London-Dover road (A2), with 8,100 HGVs 
per day between Dartford and Gravesend and 11,100 per day between 
Gravesend and the start of M2 near Rochester. At that time M20 was not 
completed all the way to Folkestone but was nevertheless carrying up to 6,100 
HGVs per day. Kitchener says that "all-traffic" flows were "similar" to 
HGV flows and concludes (p. 93): 'The occurrence on inland road verges of 
maritime species, especially Puccinellia distans ... , corresponds closely to 
traffic intensity." He also gives the dates of construction or reconstruction of 
the main roads, in the majority of cases since the mid 1960s. He notes that 
older roadsides are more frequently shaded by hedges and trees and their verges 
are often dominated right to the edge by Elytrigia repens (Elymus repens), 
which, when already established, can withstand high salt applications. This 
phenomenon has been observed also in Northumberland and Cambridgeshire. 
Philip Oswald and I have often noted stretches of road which, from a passing 
car, looked suitable for P. distans but which, on closer examination, proved to 
have predominant Elytrigia repens, which, after being mown once or twice, can 
be mistaken at a distance for P. distans. 

The Transportation Department of Cambridgeshire County Council (the 
present administrative county including Huntingdonshire and the Soke of 
Peterborough) has kindly provided traffic flow data for inter-urban roads 
in 1992, with figures for all vehicles and the percentage of these which 
were HGVs. It will not surprise many Cambridge commuters that the busiest 
stretch of road is A604 between the Girton interchange and Bar Hill, with 
61,000 vehicles per average annual working day, of which 17% or 10,000 
are HGVs. Even AI south of Nonnan Cross has only 48,000 vehicles per 
day, of which 9,000 are HGVs. The next highest flows are on the A45 
Newmarket bypass, the A45 Cambridge northern bypass between Girton and 
Histon Road, and M11 between A45 and the Barton Road (A603). Heavy 
goods vehicles were about 11,000 per day north of Newmarket (equal to the 
busiest sections of A2 in 1980), 8,000 north of Cambridge and only 6,000 to 
7,000 on M11. 

Paradoxically, except for stretches of the A45 Cambridge northern bypass 
from Girton to Quy, Philip Oswald and I have not noticed Puccinellia distans 
anywhere on the most heavily used roads in Can1bridgeshire, for example A604 
north-west of Girton (except on the Boxworth- Swavesey slip-roads), A45 
anywhere east of Quy, and M11, even after repeated transits between Girton 
and Duxford in the left-hand ('slow') lanes; yet it occurs on all road bridges 
or approach roads to them over Mil on the Madingley Road, Barton Road 
and London Road (Trumpington to Hauxton), on the Whittlesford-Newton 
road bridge and at the Duxford complex with A505. However, Mike Crewe 
recorded it in 1993 in five 1-km squares on the north side of the A45 
Newmarket bypass in 10-km squares TL 56 and 66 (see details above), perhaps 
on some of the few stretches where drainage is poor, and Philip Oswald has 
noticed it in 1994 fanning a solid row in a junction between the hard shoulder 
and the verge at the foot of a steep bank on the east side of M11 just over the 
Essex border at Heavy Hill, Littlebury (TL 50-40-). 
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The road in v.c. 29 along which P. distans is most abundant and often 
continuous for considerable distances is that from Ely to Guyhim (A142 and 
A141) via the relatively new bypasses of Witchford, Sutton-in-the-Isle, 
Chatteris and March - 26 miles or 42 km (TL 57, 47, 48, 38, 49; TF 30). This 
is not a particularly busy road, with 'all-traffic' flows ranging from 6,000 to 
12,000 per day, HGVs 1,000 to 2,000. Other roads with considerable 
stretches of P. distans are the Barton Road to M11 (TL 45; with some 7,000 
vehicles per day) and sections of B 1102, for example near the Swaffhams and 
between Burwell and Fordham (TL 56, 66; with 4,000 to 6,000 vehicles per 
day). Rather busier are sections of A505, especially near Pampisford (TL 44), 
with 18,000 vehicles, and between Flint Cross and Royston (TL 34), with 
13,000, and A604 near Linton and Horseheath (TL 54, 64), with 11,000 
to 14,000 vehicles per day. A605 from Hobbs Lot Bridge to Coates (TF 30, 
TL 39) has many fine stretches of P. distans, but very low traffic densities of 
about 4,000 vehicles per day. It must be said that many of the minor or 
unclassified roads in v.c. 29 appear to have no P. distans, or it only occurs on 
what pass in Cambridgeshire for steep slopes, sometimes where Parish 
Councils have asked for heaps of winter salt - Fox Hill, Orwell (TL 35), and 
Brinkley Road, Dullingham (TL 65), for example. 

Clearly, factors other than traffic density determine the abundance of 
P. distans on roadside verges. (Incidentally, I can recall only one spot where it 
occurs on a central reservation, on the little-used A1304 Newmarket-Six Mile 
Bottom road by Bungalow (formerly Bangalore!) Farm (TL 55)). K.itchener 
(1983, p. 90) gives an important clue: "The environment most favoured by this 
grass would appear to be . .. unshaded verges of fairly recent origin bounded 
by low or flat kerbs .... " This is certainly true of the Sawston bypass (TL 44, 
54) and many other roads on which it is particularly abundant in v.c. 29. 
A further refinement, not noted by Kitchener, is that, where the road is 
cambered on a bend, the run-off is mostly towards the inside of the curve, 
which consequently shows the greater density of P. distans. This is apparent 
on the Sawston bypass, but even more diagrammatically on A505 between Flint 
Cross and Royston (TL 34), where the camber of the road changes with its 
curvature - and the grass switches from side to side. On the Barton Road 
(TL 45), until the new cycle-way was built in the spring of 1994, there were no 
kerbs at all, but the tarmac edge of the road stood a few centimetres proud of 
the verges, onto which all of the run-off soaked, there being no gutters, 
gulleys or gratings. In contrast, many roads on the Boulder Clay plateaux of 
Cambridgeshire, for reasons that I do not wholly understand, have their verges 
raised well above the carriageway, and little or no salt reaches them. 

The busiest and most recently improved roads in the county have concrete 
kerbs sloping back at about 45° from the road or vertical kerbs and drainage 
gratings at frequent intervals (10m or less): this is now the case for the whole 
of the Newmarket bypass and much of A45 east of Quy. The Cambridge 
northern bypass is mostly on an unstable and ill-drained embankment of Gault 
clay which has developed spectacular rotational landslips as well as lateral 
fissuring and slumping on several of the slip-roads. Where the drainage is 
particularly bad near Girton (TL 46), the verge next to the carriageway has 
developed into a fair approximation to a saltmarsh (with Spergularia marina: 
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see p. 53) and about 2 m from the road there is an incipient freshwater marsh 
with Sanguisorba officina/is and Hypericum tetrapterum 

Very recent (1993) road improvements, including the Cambridgeshire section 
of the All Red Lodge bypass and the much-delayed 'dualling' of All from Six 
Mile Bottom to Four Went Ways, have an elaborate and no doubt costly 
drainage system. The kerbs incorporate a longitudinal v-shaped trough with 
gratings at frequent intervals and a high kerb bounding the verges. How well 
these will take the run-off from the roads remains to be seen: in the winter of 
1993/94 the Red Lodge bypass had many of the drains choked by all manner of 
rubbish - and at the Chippenham crossing a rather splendid plant of Oilseed 
Rape was flourishing in a crevice of the tarmac! 

It is clear that in Cambridgeshire the abundance of Puccinellia distans is not, 
as in Kent or Northumberland, correlated with high traffic densities. Much 
more important is the efficiency of the drainage of the salty run-off from 
the roads: where this is most effective, as on A604 (the Huntingdon Road), 
A45 from Quy to the Newmarket bypass, and Mil , very few or no plants of 
P. distans have been seen (except on slip-roads or fly-overs). In contrast, the 
old Newmarket Road, now Al303, with inefficient drainage, has quantities of 
P. distans west of Quy Church and on Nine Mile Hill. Compacted and 
impermeable soil also favours P. distans , whether clay or the Lower Chalk 
marl - especially where heavy traffic has run, intentionally or not, onto the 
verge, where salty puddles with P. distans persist long after the verges 
elsewhere are dry. Similar phenomena are widespread in Norfolk, in many 
places on AlO to King's Lynn and beyond and on A47 (the Norwich- King's 
Lynn road). 

The special case of Cochlearia danica 
Cochlearia danica has been widely recorded on the central reservations of 

many dual carriageways, right across England and into Wales. On A45 in 
Suffolk, although it was formerly almost continuous from the Ipswich area to 
the Cambridgeshire border on the central reservation, it was uncommon on the 
sides of the road. On the A45 Newmarket bypass in Cambridgeshire too, it 
was during the 1980s a very conspicuous feature of the central reservation in 
the early spring, but rare on the verges. 

However, in the last few years the situation on A45 has dramatically 
changed. The central reservation of the Newmarket bypass was completely 
reconstructed early in the 1990s: coarse 'cobbles' replaced the earlier fme sand 
and gravel which as recently as 1988 supported almost continuous strips of 
Cochlearia danica, with occasional clumps of Smyrnium olusatrum (flowering 
at the same time), Artemisia absinthium and, just over the border in West 
Suffolk, Verbascum pulverulentum. All of these have now (1994) gone from 
the central reservation, except for C. danica in places. However, the drainage 
of the verges has been improved by filling trenches parallel to the road with 
finer gravel, possibly taken from the central reservation. At all events, 
Cochlearia danica flowered abundantly along much of both the north and south 
verges in March and April 1994, and again in June, presumably on plants that 
had germinated later, perhaps because of the cold, wet spring. 

The first record I have traced for C. danica on Mll in Cambridgeshire was 
on the edge of the road (near Whittlesford) in 1991. However, Philip Oswald 
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and I saw it in several places on the central reservation in March and April 
1994, but not on the verges- and we have seen no Puccinellia distans on any of 
several journeys in 1993 and 1994. We also found on 24 March 1994 that, 
where Cochlearia danica occurred on one side of A1303 at Girton, it was on the 
higher side of a cambered curve and abundant on sharply drained coarse sand 
and fme gravel; on the opposite side of the road, on the poorly drained Gault 
clay loam, there was no C. danica, but plenty of Dipsacus fullonum and other 
plants characteristic of impeded drainage. 

Some of the hypotheses to account for the 'preference' of C. danica for 
central reservations of motorways and dual-carriageway roads are far-fetched, 
for example lack of predation by small mammals or birds (P. Roper in B.S. B./. 
News, No. 65 (January 1994)). It is clear that C. danica (unlike most of the 
'maritime' plants of roadsides) requires sharp drainage and a fine sandy or 
gravelly soil in which seeds germinating in the autumn can still reach the light 
(not possible on coarse gravel or cobbles) and where summer drought reduces 
competition from other plants. Salt per se is not necessary, but any that reaches 
the verge will further reduce competition. I have not tried to grow Cochlearia 
danica from seed but suspect that seedlings will quickly 'damp off in winter on 
a clay loam or peat/coconut fibre compost 

Like Enid Hyde in Suffolk and myself in Cambridgeshire, S.J. Leach (also 
in B.S. B./. News, No. 65) notes that C. danica' s "preference for central 
reservations is becoming less obvious". Many of the roads constructed in the 
early 1970s at the time of an oil crisis and 25% inflation in Britain were built to 
lower specifications than competent road engineers would have preferred. 
Predictably, many of these roads have had tO be reconstructed twenty (or fewer) 
years later with, inter alia, better drainage. Perhaps, while Cochlearia danica 
increases inland, Puccinellia distans may diminish, as ill-drained, salted verges 
are 'improved' - like Relhan's dunghills on the Madingley Road. 

Conclusion 
Scott (1985) thought that invasion of salted roads originates from nearby 

coastal sites, the seeds being carried on vehicles, and Kitchener (1983) related 
the spread of maritime plants to traffic densities and to the source of material 
used in road construction. In Cambridgeshire, the busiest roads tend to 
have few species and (with the notable exception of Cochlearia danica) low 
densities of 'maritime' plants. The source of each species has to be considered 
separately. The perennial salt-tolerant Puccinellia distans has a prodigious 
output of small seeds produced over a long period, is readily dispersed in the 
slipstream of heavy traffic, and favours compacted, ill-drained and heavy soils. 
On the other hand, the winter annual Cochlearia danica requires sharp drainage 
and a substrate liable to drought in summer to reduce competition; it may well 
be introduced in some places with coastal shingle from, for example, Suffolk. 
Some species such as Hordeum jubatum almost certainly come in as a seed 
contaminant on newly-sown verges (e.g. the Chatteris bypass) and, where 
these are salted, the natural habitat of this facultative halophyte is mimicked. 
Lepidium latifolium is clearly native on the muddy estuaries of the Thames 
and Essex rivers, but its persistence inland as a relict of ancient cultivation 
as a condiment tends to obscure its origins, as does its occurrence along 
railways. 
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Puccinellia dis tans had a very wide distribution inland in England in the 18th 
and 19th centuries both in ruderal habitats (quarries, dunghills, canal-sides) and 
perhaps as a native on the River Wye and on tributaries of the Trent near 
Nottingham and Leicester: in these Midland localities it persisted until recently. 
In Cambridgeshire, plants could have come from the tidal River Nene (which 
runs alongside A47 from Wisbech to Guyhirn), or be relicts of Relhan's 
dunghills, or have arrived as a contaminant of the huge quantities of rock salt 
used since the 1960s or on vehicles from Felixstowe or further afield- or have 
been spread unintentionally by botanists (as I accidentally introduced Plantago 
coronopus to Christ's College and Scott (1985) believed he had inadvertently 
spread Puccinellia distans and Spergularia marina). 

The use of salt for de-icing is causing worrying problems of corrosion of the 
steel reinforcements in concrete bridges over or under motorways. If an 
alternative means of combating ice and snow is adopted, perhaps 'maritime' 
plants along roads will vanish like Relhan's dunghills - or the mound of 'dust' 
made famous by Charles Dickens in Our Mutual Friend. 
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Review 

Will's Shoot 
Will Garfit. The Sportsman's Press, London, 1993. 117 pp.+ 16 pp. of plates 
(8 coloured). £14.95. 

When European Conservation Year 1970 opened, it found the (then) 
Cambridgeshire and Isle of Ely Naturalists' Trust in confident mood preparing 
to launch an appeal for the Ouse Washes and to open its newest reserve, 
Knapwell Wood. So, when in early January 69 acres of gravel-pits at Hauxton 
came on the market, the Trust determined to buy them and, empowered to 
spend up to £8,000, I went to the auction on its behalf. All went well and, with 
the bidding slowing, the Trust was still in at £8,000 and I was very hopeful, 
but, after a lengthy pause, came another bid of £8,250, the hammer fell and we 
had lost. 

My initial concern was not only that we had failed to buy an area we believed 
had enormous potential as an educational reserve just three miles south of 
Cambridge but that the new owner would be unsympathetic to wildlife. 
However, when I found that he was a young art student, William Garfit, who 
wanted to develop the area for wildlife and sport, I congratulated him and told 
him we would use the money to buy another more threatened area. 

Will Garlit records the auction in this book, which goes on to describe how 
he has since managed the Hauxton pits, initially for shooting and fishing but 
with ever increasing enthusiasm for wildlife. His ability to accommodate all 
these interests to such a high standard is astonishing, as I was able to appreciate 
during a recent conducted tour. Over the twenty years he has created woods, 
marshes, lakes and wader scrapes which have attracted 132 species of birds 
(68 breeding) and nearly 250 wild flowers (and still counting). To finance the 
work he has not gone cap in hand to grant-giving bodies but has developed 
nurseries to grow specimen trees for sale and has let the fishing and shooting. 

Will's success was recognised in 1988 when he was given the Laurent 
Perrier Award for game and wildlife management This has led to an increasing 
demand by the Game Conservancy for him to run day courses on what he calls 
'Gardening for game', and, when I visited him, he had just said goodbye to 
over 200 budding land managers. It is now clear that our hopes that Hauxton 
pits should become an educational reserve have been realised and that the people 
Will is getting at have more power to help (rather than harm) wildlife than the 
droves of children we would have attracted. 

There may be some who still feel that shooting and conservation are 
incompatible: can I ask you to read this enchanting little book objectively and 
then think again? You will certainly enjoy the vignettes of pheasants and 
flowers, dogs and ducks, and peewits and pigeons which enlighten the text 
and, even if you still find the enthusiasm for shooting difficult to understand, 
you will surely learn much from Will about how to manage wildlife based on 
his intimate knowledge of behaviour which comes only from sympathetic 
understanding and experience. Would there be more wildlife at Hauxton today 
if the Trust had bought those gravel-pits in 1970? I very much doubt it. 

Franklyn Perring 
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Changing land-use in south Cambridgeshire: 
its effect on Serotine Bats 

Mark F. Robinson & Robert E. Stebbings 

Introduction 
Floristically rich grasslands have declined greatly over the past 40 to 50 years 

(Wells, 1989). This has mainly been brought about by conversions to arable 
during the war and again in the 1970s when cereal prices were high. In 1984, 
unimproved grassland in England and Wales occupied 3% of the area occupied 
in 1930 (Fuller, 1987). Williams & Hall (1987) found a decline in coastal 
marshland in East Essex from 11,749 ha to 2,083 ha over the period 1938 to 
1981. This represents a reduction of 82%. 

Deciduous woodland and old pasture provide a rich supply of insects for 
foraging bats. However, as a result of deforestation, an increase in intensive 
agricultural techniques, the ploughing up or 'improvement' of old pastures and 
the use of fertilisers and pesticides, insect numbers are greatly reduced. 

There is evidence to suggest that most bat populations are declining in Britain 
(Stebbings, 1988, 1989, 1993) as well as in the rest of Europe, although some 
recovery may be taking place in a few areas (Braaksma, 1980; Voute, 1980). 
In Britain, a survey of house bats conducted since 1978 shows that 
Pipistrelle Pipistrellus pipistrellus (Schreber), our most abundant bat, has 
declined by at least 60% (Stebbings, 1993). The population and distribution of 
Greater Horseshoe Bat Rhinolophus ferrumequinum (Schreber) has declined 
dramatically in the past 100 years. Stebbings (1989) estimates a 99% decline in 
abundance since the early 1900s, and it now occupies about half of its 
previous range. Reductions have also been recorded for Barbastelle Barbastella 
barbastellus (Schreber), which is now rarely found in Britain, although 
between 1921 and 1951 breeding clusters of Barbastelles could be found in and 
around Helmsley, North Yorkshire (Booth, 1921; Gordon, 1938; Hazelwood, 
1946). 

Declines in bat numbers may be caused by several factors, such as the 
increased use of insecticides for remedial timber treatment, building renovations 
and habitat destruction (Braaksma, 1980; Voute, 1980; Stebbings, 1988, 
1989). 

As part of a research project looking at the behaviour and population ecology 
of the Serotine Eptesicus serotinus (Schreber) in Great Britain, changes in 
land-use were investigated to establish their likely impact on the potential 
foraging area available to Serotines and how it has changed historically. Work 
was conducted in south Cambridgeshire, where there was a group of four 
Serotine colonies (Robinson, 1992). The area covers approximately 285 km2 
of mixed arable, grazing farmland and small pockets of deciduous woodland. 

Methods 
Aerial photographs and land-use maps were reviewed to identify changes in 

land-use since the 1930s and to assess their impact on the availability of 
foraging areas. The earliest land-use map for the study area was for the period 
1932- 37 (Land Utilisation Survey of Britain, 1932-37). The present land-use 
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was assessed with the use of current aerial photographs (1988 Colour Survey 
of Cambridgeshire, Committee for Aerial Photography, University of 
Cambridge), combined with site visits between 1989 and 1991. 

Maps were produced showing three categories of land-use, pasture/parkland, 
woodland and arable/urban. Gardens containing large proportions of mature 
trees were classified as woodland, those with mainly grass and borders as 
pasture/parkland. Large gardens were split into their respective categories. The 
maps were reproduced on stabilised drawing film, which has little variation in 
density per unit area. The individual areas of pasture and woodland were cut 
out. The resultant pieces of film were then weighed and the areas of 
pasture/parkland, woodland and arable/urban land calculated. 

To determine the habitat use of foraging Serotines, radio transmitters were 
attached to bats so that their movements could be tracked. Transmitters were 
attached to the bat mid-dorsally, over the scapulae. A rapid-setting epoxy resin 
(Epoxi-Patch 608) was used to glue the transmitter onto the bat's fur. This was 
a technique used previously with success (Stebbings, 1982; Fenton et al., 1985; 
Fleming & Heithaus, 1986). Bats to be tagged were caught either in cone traps 
as they emerged from their day roosts or in mist-nets while they were foraging. 
Serotines were caught and tagged under licence issued by English Nature. 

Bats were tracked with a single A VM portable radio-telemetry receiver 
(model LA 12) with a hand-held three-element Yagi aerial. The position of a 
tagged bat was determined by closely following it and, where possible, 
maintaining visual contact. Access was gained to fann tracks and large fields, 
which enabled bats to be followed to feeding areas. 

An individual bat's movements were recorded in the field on a 1:25,000 
map. The path taken by the bat was plotted every two minutes to the nearest 
100 x 100 metres, using six-figure grid references. Spot locations were 
classified by the type of habitat over which the bat was flying. 

Results 
Habitat change 

Within an area of 285 km2 in south Cambridgeshire, the amount of 
pasture has declined from 46.7 km2 (16.4%) in 1932- 37 to 17.4 km2 (6.1 %) in 
1988- 91 (Table 1). This represents a loss of 62.7% in 54 years. However, in 
the same period deciduous woodland has declined little, from 11.5 1an2 (4.0%) 
to 11.0 km2 (3.9%). At the beginning of the first season's fieldwork (1989), 
about 100 ha of permanent grazed pasture surrounding the roost at Newton 
were ploughed up. 

Table 1: Change in land-use from 1932-37 to 198S-91 

Habitat 

Pasrurelparkland 
Deciduous woodland 
Arablelurban 
Total 

1932-37 
km2 % 

46.7 
11 .5 

226.8 
285.0 
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16.4 
4.0 

79.7 
100.0 

1988-91 
km2 % 

17.4 
11.0 

256.6 
285.0 

6.1 
3.9 

90.0 
100.0 
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Figure 1: Pasture and woodland in the study area {black), showing the 
fragmentation and loss from 1932-37 to 1991. In the 1930s wet pastures 
were contiguous along each river valley {e.g. that of the Cam/Granta). 
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Land-use maps for 1932-37 and 1988-91 showing the change in the 
combined distribution of woodland and pasture are given in Figure 1. In the 
1930s it was possible for bats to fly continuously over corridors of pasture 
from roosts, but now bats can fly no more than five kilometres without having 
to cross arable or urban areas. 

Foraging behaviour 
Over the period of May 1989 to October 1991, 32 Serotines were radio

tagged. A total of 6,810 spot locations were recorded while Serotines were 
active (i.e. flying, not roosting) (Table 2). Of these, 922 were recorded as bats 
commuting (i.e. travelling from roosts to feeding areas and between feeding 
areas), mostly (70.5%, n = 649) over woodland, garden or pasture habitats. 
For 16% (n = 147) of the time spent commuting it was not possible to assess 
accurately the habitat over which the bats flew because of their fast flight. The 
remaining 5,888 spot locations were regarded as foraging sites. Most spot 
locations were recorded while bats were over pasture and woodland (83.2%, 
n = 4,897). 

Table 2: Time spent by Serotines in various habitats foraging and 
commuting 

(n = number of observations or two-minute periods) 

Habitat Foraging Commuting Total (n) Total (%) 

Woodland 2,568 272 2,840 41.70 
Pasture 2,329 212 2,541 37.31 
S lreet lights 428 1 429 6.28 
Gardens 417 165 582 8.55 
Hedgerows* 90 41 131 1.92 
Reedbeds 32 32 0.47 
Arable 81 81 1.19 
Urban 2 2 0.03 
Railway 1 1 0.02 
Unknown 24 147 171 2.51 
Total (n) 5,888 922 6,810 100 

* These do not include large hedgerows, as these were classified as woodland. 

Discussion 
All Serotine roosts found in the study area were within 300 metres of pasture 

or woodland. These habitats are thought to be vital for the bats' survival. 
Serotines from these roosts spent 83% of their time foraging over pasture and 
woodland, 43.6% over woodland and 39.6% over pasture. In 1989 two areas, 
totalling about 100 ha, of what had been old permanent pasture were ploughed 
up for cereal cropping. These were both important feeding areas for Serotines. 
Losses of this kind are occurring every year, reducing available foraging habitat 
and perhaps seriously compromising a colony's chance of survival. In the 
54-year period (1937 to 1991) over which the habitat survey was conducted, 
there was a 63% loss of pasture in the study area and much of the remaining 
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pasture was 'improved' . Fuller (1987) reported that the total amount of 
grassland in Britain had declined by 38%, from 78,000 km2 in 1937 to just 
48,000 km2 in 1987, with much of what remained having been 'improved' by 
drainage, ploughing, reseeding, intensive grazing and the use of herbicides and 
inorganic fertilisers. Only 6,000 km2 of semi-natural and rough grassland 
remain in lowland England and Wales, representing 11% of the total grassland 
area (Fuller, 1987). Often grassland is converted into arable, because of the 
profitable advantage of specialising in cereals rather than sheep or cattle. 
Pollard et al. (1974) estimated that some 193,000 km of hedgerows were 
removed in England and Wales between 1946 and 1974. This has resulted in a 
loss of feeding habitat, shelter and potential roosts in hollow trees. 

A loss of pasture can be expected to have two principal effects on Serotines. 
Not only will bats have to travel further to feeding areas, but the fragmentation 
of feeding habitats will increase the cost of commuting, with bats being unable 
to catch prey en route to high-quality feeding areas. Indeed, only 53% of 
commuting time was spent over woodland or pasture. In 1932-37 bats in the 
study area could have travelled over 25 km without having to leave pasture, but 
in 1991 they were unable to travel more than five kilometres without having to 
cross arable or urban land where feeding was not likely to be profitable. It is 
important that woodland and pasture are not allowed to become fragmented, so 
as to maintain wildlife corridors along which bats, as well as other wildlife, can 
commute to feeding areas. Although Serotines are highly mobile, nevertheless, 
when colonies are present within close proximity as in the present s tudy area 
(Robinson, 1992), they may be unable to expand their range in response to 
reducing habitat because of competition for feeding areas from neighbouring 
colonies. Many species of insectivorous bat have been shown actively to 
defend feeding areas (Bradbury & Emmons, 1974; Nyholm, 1965; Rydell, 
1986; Wallin, 1961). 

It is to be hoped that the recent agricultural policy whereby land is set aside 
will result in an increase in pasture, which will benefit Serotines. Indeed, one 
farmer, within two kilometres of the Newton breeding roost, is planning to set 
aside land by creating pasture. Permanent hay meadows and grazed pasture 
with a diverse flora need to be created. Their value to bats will be increased 
if they are surrounded by areas of mixed deciduous woodland. It is possible 
to re-create a species-rich pasture over a relatively short period, either by 
slot-seeding or inserting pot-grown plants (Wells, 1989) or by selective grazing 
with sheep (Gibson et al., 1987). 

Pastures are vital habitats for the occurrence of insects, especially those such 
as dung beetles and chafers (Jessop, 1986) on which Serotines (Blackmore, 
1963; Cranbrook, 1964; Robinson & Stebbings, 1993) and many other species 
of bats (Poulton, 1929; Cranbrook, 1964; Stebbings, 1989) depend. Serotines 
have been shown to feed almost exclusively on Coleoptera which are associated 
primarily with pasture and woodland (Robinson & Stebbings, 1993). 

Serotines feeding on dung beetles are faced not only with the decline in 
suitable foraging habitat, but also with the problem of the increasing use of anti
helminthic drugs such as Ivermectin, which is routinely administered to grazing 
farm animals. This practice prevents dung beetles surviving in treated dung 
(Wall & Strong, 1987). lvermectin remains active in cowpats for several 
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months after its initial application. This kills not only dung beetles but also all 
other insects associated with the dung, increasing the time a cowpat takes to 
degrade. Ideally, livestock on grazed pastures should not be wormed until 
November, when Serotines are hibernating, and further worming throughout 
the year should be avoided where possible. 
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Bird populations and communities in 
Madingley parish 

P.M.M. Bircham, A.A. Weedon, G.P. Weedon & T.J. Murfitt 

Introduction 
In autumn 1991 a research group, organised under the auspices of the 

University of Cambridge Board of Continuing Education, began to monitor 
birds along transects in three areas within the parish of Madingley - Madingley 
Wood, the grounds of Madingley Hall and an area of mainly arable farmland 
running from just opposite the wood down to and across A45 and up to 
Madingley A venue. Selected results from the first year have already been 
published (Bircham et al., 1992). 

Site descriptions 
Madingley Wood 

The Wood is dominated by Ash, which dates from the 1850s. In the 
northern projection is a stand of Sycamore with a small area of conifers. In the 
west, the area of oldest Ash contains addditional mature oak and elm saplings. 
The understorey in the whole wood is mostly Hazel and Snowberry with 
abundant fallen dead wood. There is no standing water, and clearings have 
recently been replanted. The wood is surrounded by arable fields except to the 
east, where there is a clearing of rough grass and shrubs beside the lawns of the 
American Cemetery. The transect was 1.75 km long. 
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Madingley Hall 
The Hall stands in the centre of its landscaped grounds. Two areas of 

pasture are adjacent to the drive, which is lined with mature lime trees. To the 
north of the Hall there are lawns and informal gardens with flowers and 
shrubs. 

Along the north, south and west perimeters the grounds are mixed 
woodland. Individual specimens of most of the commoner British tree species 
can be found within the grounds. There are also two ponds, extending to 
approximately half an acre. The total length of the transect was 1.5 km. 

Woodpigeon over Madingley Hall Graham Easy 

Agricultural area 
This area is almost entirely planted with cereals, except that in 1992 two large 

fields were planted with oil-seed rape. In addition, there are a small field left 
fallow and a large field of pasture. The fields in the part to the north of A45 are 
bordered by thick, tall hedgerows, which are mainly Hawthorn interspersed 
with mature oak standards. To the south of A45, with the exception of a small, 
predominantly Ash copse, the area is open land with virtually no scrub or tree 
cover. The transect was 3.5 km long. 
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The count methodology 
The transects, which were walked simultaneously, were designed to 

encompass the major habitat types within each of the above areas and to take 
about an hour to walk. The group undertook counts in both winter (late 
October. to early March) and the summer breeding season (late April to 
late July) in the years 1991192 and 1992/93, with seven to ten transect counts 
per season. Throughout the winter periods, counts were undertaken within 
two hours of dawn. Summer counts were undertaken largely in the morning 
before 10 o'clock, but at least three visits took place in the evening in an 
attempt to make contact with some species which were silent in the morning 
(seep. 74 below). 

Population changes 
In so far as transect counts allow, it is possible to make some comparisons of 

the seasonal population levels between the two years. There can be no doubt 
that there are some short-term variations from count to count; it is therefore 
more acceptable to compare the mean seasonal counts from year to year, and 
these are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Seasonal mean counts from each area (together with total means 
where applicable) for common species of birds (with standard errors in 
brackets) 

Winter Summer 
1991192 1992/93 1992 1993 

Partridge spp. Farmland 4 [2.9) 3 11.1 I 3 [1.1) 4 [1.0] 

Pheasant Farmland 2 [1.8) 1 [0.3) 3 [0.6) 3 [0.9] 
Hall 3 [1.4] 3 [1.31 3 [0.8] 2 [0.7) 
Total 5 4 6 5 

Woodpigeon Farmland 24 [11.3] 23 [11.3) 14 [2.7] 17 [3.2] 
Hall 21 [1.8) 14 [4.5) 22 [3.9) 22 [2.5) 
Wood 16 [4.9] 33 [7.2) 36 [3.2) 44 [4.8) 
Total 61 70 72 83 

Skylarl<: Farmland 50 [16.0) 8 [2.3) 8 [1.4) 9 [1.8] 

Wren Farmland 3 [0.6) 5 [0.6) 5 [0.7] 7 [0.8) 
Hall I [0.5) 3 [0.7) 3 [1.31 4 [0.7) 
Wood 5 [0.41 9 [1.0] 13 [1.5) 15 [ 1.6) 
Total 8 17 21 26 

Dunnock Farmland 2 [0.8) 4 [1.0) 3 [0.3) 4 [0.6) 
Hall 3 [0.7) 1 [0.5) 1 [0.5) 1 [0.4) 
Wood 1 [0.3) 1 [0.5) 2 [0.7] 2 [0.31 
Total 6 6 6 7 
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Robin Farmland 6 [1.6] 10 [1.4] 6 [0.8] 12 [1.6] 
Hall 4 [0.8] 6 [0.7] 3 [1.1] 4 [0.8] 
Wood 6 [1.0] 9 [1.2] 8 [1.1] 11 [1.4] 
Total 16 25 17 27 

Blackbird Farmland 18 [5.0] 26[2.3] 7 [1.3] 10 [1.5] 
Hall 13 [1.8] 9 [1.8] 11 [4.0] 15 [2.2] 
Wood 10 [1.5] 15 [1.3] 13 [2.0] 13 [2.9] 
Total 41 50 31 38 

Song Thrush Farmland 2 [1.3] 2 [0.7] 1 [0.6] 1 [0.3] 
Hall 1 [0.4] 1 [0.5] 1 [0.5] 2 [0.9] 
Wood < 1 < 1 4 [1.0] 3 [0.7] 
Total 3 3 6 6 

Redwing Farmland 17 [8.2] 
Hall 9 [3.2] 3 [2.4] 
Wood < 1 2 [1.1] 
Total 9 22 

Blackcap Farmland 2 [0.5] 4 [0.8] 
Hall 1 [0.3] 1 [0.2] 
Wood 5 [1.6] 9 [1.6] 
Total 8 14 

Willow Warbler Farmland 1 [0.3] 3 [0.6] 
Hall 1 [0.3] 1 [0.2] 
Wood 1 [0.4] 1 [0.4] 
Total 3 5 

Blue TiL Farmland 9 [2.0] 19 [3.1] 17 [5.2] 25 [6.4] 
Hall 18 [3.7] 12 [1.5) 4 [1.3] 3 [1.1] 
Wood 17 [2.5) 25 [2.9) 12 [4.2] 14 [5.2) 
Total 44 56 33 42 

Great Til Farmland 3 [0.8) 7 [1.6) 6 [1.2) 7 [2.3) 
Hall 9 [1.9] 8 [0.8) 2 [0.7) 2 [0.8) 
Wood 11 [2.7) 15 [1.7] 11 [1.9] 12 [1.9) 
Total 23 30 19 21 

Magpie Farmland 6 [1.9] 4 [0.9) 3 [0.7] 5 [1.0] 

Jackdaw Hall 23 [6.0) 18 [3.4) 6 [2.0] 8 [2.0] 

Carrion Crow Farmland 14 [1.8] 9 [2.0] 5 [0.9) 6 [1.8] 

Chaffinch Farmland 7 [0.5) 13 [3.6] 9 [1.6] 11 [1.9] 
Hall 7 [1.3] 8 [1.3) 8 [1.3) 6 [1.8) 
Wood 1 [0.4] 3 [1.2] 6 [1.1] 8 [1.6] 
Tolal 15 24 23 25 
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Winter Summer 
1991192 1992/93 1992 1993 

BuUfmch Farmland 4 (1.4] 4 [0.6) 3 (1.0) 3 [1.1) 
Hall 1 (0.7) 2 [0.5) < 1 < 1 
Wood 1 [0.5) 3 (0.3) 1 [0.4) 2 (0.9] 
Total 6 9 4 5 

Y ellowhammer Fannland 7 [5.3] 12 (5.6) 6 [1.2] 9 [1.2] 

The following species were also recorded: Mallard, Sparrowhawk, Kestrel, Hobby, 
Moorhen, Woodcock, Common Gull. Black-headed Gull, Feral Pigeon, Stock Dove, Collared 
Dove, Turtle Dove, Cuckoo, Long-eared Owl, Tawny Owl, Swift, Green Woodpecker, Great 
Spotted Woodpecker, Lesser Spotted Woodpecker, Swallow, House Martin, Meadow Pipit, 
Yellow Wagtail, Pied Wagtail, Fieldfare, Mistle Thrush, Reed Warbler, Sedge Warbler, 
Whitethroat, Lesser Whitethroat, Garden Warbler, Chiffchaff, Spotted Flycatcher, Goldcrest, 
Long-tailed Tit, Coal Tit, Marsh Tit, Willow Tit, Nuthatch, Treecreeper, Jay, Rook, Starling, 
House Sparrow, Brarnbling, Greenfinch, Goldfinch, Linnet, Siskin, Redpoll, Reed Bunting, 
Com Bunting. There was a total of 72 species. 

The main finding was !hat almost all species were more numerous in the 
second year. The total of all !he mean counts for all species in all habitats rose 
between !he years- by 8.5% in winter and by 22% in summer. A possible 
explanation for this could be that, as the observers became more experienced, 
they also improved their efficiency at counting. However, this cannot be the 
sole reason, since the changes occurred as much on the agricultural area as 
elsewhere and !his area was always counted by an experienced observer. The 
most likely explanation for this rise in numbers was the mild winter of I 992/93, 
and !his is further suggested by the dramatic rise (+40%) in !he mean number of 
Wrens, a species notoriously susceptible to hard weather. It is also significant 
!hat around the Hall, the most hospitable site in a spell of bad weather, the total 
visit mean declined by 22% from 1991/92 to 1992/93, whereas in the Wood it 
rose by 69% and on the farmland by 10% (despite the dramatic fall in numbers 
of Skylarks in winter: seep. 74 below). 

Site-to-site variations 
Madingley Wood 

Between the winters of 1991/92 and 1992/93 significant increases were 
recorded in Woodpigeon (+106%), Blackbird (+50%), Great Tit (+30%) and 
Blue Tit ( + 11% ), all from a high base, and Chaffinch ( +200% ), Wren ( +80% ), 
Robin (+50%) and Bullfinch (+50%) from a low base, while Dunnock and 
Song Thrush counts were unchanged. In the summer counts, most common 
species showed little change between 1992 and 1993, and such differences as 
were detected were almost entirely increases, notably in Blackcaps (+80%) and 
Robins (+37%). When winter is compared with the succeeding summer, 
substantially more Woodpigeons (+63%), Wrens (+100%) and Chaffinches 
(+250%) were contacted in summer and fewer Blue Tits (- 38%) (see below). 
The other main species (Robin, Blackbird and Great Tit) were present in 
roughly the same numbers. 
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Madingley Hall 
For almost all species the changes in numbers around the Hall were 

insignificant and fell within the likely error of the method. An exception was 
the Blue Tit, whose numbers dropped by 33% between the two winters. This 
may have been a result of milder weather (see p. 72 above); alternatively, 
counts were probably influenced by the removal during the winter of the single 
peanut feeder (owing to building operations). Remarkably little difference was 
noted between numbers of most species in winter and summer. Only Blue Tit 
(- 77%) and Great Tit (-76%) showed any dramatic change, together with 
Jackdaws, whose winter flocks broke up for breeding. 

Skylark, a species which declined by almost 
half between the two winters of tbe survey 

Graham Easy 
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Agricultural area 
The largest year-to-year changes were the rise in mean numbers of Robins in 

both winter (+66%) and summer (+100%). Robins (and also Dunnocks) can 
be regarded as 'indicator' species, since, in holding territories throughout the 
year, they are largely sedentary and do not flock. This means that changes in 
numbers counted are likely to reflect a genuine rise in the permanent population. 
The other exceptional feature was the decline in Skylark numbers (- 92%) 
between the winters 1991/92 and 1992/93. This was due to the crop-planting 
regime. In the first winter this species fed in the open fields among the barely 
emerging oil-seed rape, but in the second winter the cereals did not prove as 
attractive. 

When summer counts are compared with those of the preceding winter, 
Woodpigeons decreased (- 34%) and Blue Tits increased (+33%), the opposite 
of the results from the Wood. 

Effect of time of counting 
In the summer, evening counts were undertaken, specifically to contact 

certain species, particularly Song Thrush. This was largely successful, but 
there was some evidence that Blue Tit numbers in the Wood were much lower 
on evening counts than on morning counts. Thus the fall in Blue Tit counts in 
summer in woodland may be partly due to the methodology. This phenomenon 
was not thought to have adversely affected counts of other species or in the 
other habitats. 

Migration 
It has long been established that continental migrants pass through East 

Anglia. Some of these, being winter visitors (e.g. Red wing and Fieldfare), are 
obvious, but other species, such as Chaffinch, Skylark and Blackbird (some of 
which are also resident) , are less so. Our counts show migration in both 
autumn and spring for Chaffinch and Skylark. 

Table 2: Counts of Chaffinches and Skylarks (21/1 0/92-6/3/93) 

Chaffinch (all habitats) 
21/10 14/11 29/11 12/12 9/l 23/l 6/2 20/2 6/3 
23 42 13 11 9 13 15 42 51 

Skylark (agricultural area only) 
19 15 0 1 3 8 3 9 16 

Seasonal bird communities 
Table 3 shows the percentage compositions of the winter and summer bird 

communities recorded in Madingley. These are based on calculations of relative 
abundance, with extrapolations to take account of the fact that some habitats 
were not fully covered by the transects. This is fully explained in the appendix. 

In both seasons, the four most abundant species were Woodpigeon, 
Blackbird, Blue Tit and Chaffinch, all of which were found in relatively large 
numbers in all three areas. Even with the extrapolation, site specialists such as 
Skylark on the agricultural area and Jackdaw at the Hall did not make up more 
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than 3% of the total. While these results are in line with prior expectations, it is 
worth noting the lowly positions of the Song Thrush (0.9% in winter and 1% in 
summer), which are a local reflection of a well-documented dramatic national 
decline (Marchant et al., 1990). 

Table 3: Percentage compositions of bird communities in Madingley 

Winter Summer 
14.8 Blackbird 14.2 Woodpigeon 
13.2 Woodpigeon 8.8 Blue Tit 
10.8 Blue Tit 8.0 Blackbird 
6.0 Chaffmch 6.4 Chaffinch 
5.9 Redwing 5.4 Starling 
5.5 Robin 5.2 Robin 
5.3 Great Tit 4.9 Wren 
4.1 Rook 4.4 Great Tit 
3.8 Jackdaw 2.8 Yellowhammer 
3.7 Yellowhammer 2.7 Skylark 
3.3 Wren 2.5 Long-tailed Tit 
2.9 Carrion Crow 2.4 Carrion Crow 
2.5 Skylark, Long-tailed Tit 2.3 Rook 
2.4 Starling 2.0 Jackdaw, Blackcap 
2.0 Bullfmch 1.8 Durmock 
1.7 Duonock 1.6 Pheasant, Magpie 
1.2 Magpie 1.4 Partridge spp. 
0.9 Pheasant, Song Thrush 1.3 Bullfinch, Swift 
0.8 Partridge spp. 1.1 Chiffchaff 
0.7 Moorhen 1.0 Song Thrush, Willow Warbler, 
0.6 Goldcrest Linnet 
0.4 Great Spotted Woodpecker, 0.8 Greeofioch 

Treecreeper, House Sparrow 0.6 Swallow 
0.3 Mallard, Kestrel, Black-headed Gull, 0.5 Moorhen, 

Stock Dove, Fieldfare, Greenfinch Great Spotted Woodpecker, 
0.2 Mistle Thrush, Coal Tit, Jay, Whitethroat, House Sparrow 

Goldfmch, Linnet 0.4 Stock Dove, Collared Dove, 
0.1 Sparrowhawk, Common Gull, Jay, Goldfmch 

Collared Dove, Pied Wagtail 0.3 Reed Bunting 
<0.1 Woodcock, 0.2 Mallard, Sparrowhawk, 

Lesser Spotted Woodpecker, Kestrel, Pied Wagtail, 
Green Woodpecker, Meadow Pipit, Sedge Warbler, Lesser Whitethroat, 
Marsh Tit, Willow Tit, Nuthatch, Spotted Flycatcher, Treecreeper 
Brarnbling, Siskin, Reed Bunting 0.1 Turtle Dove, Green Woodpecker, 

Garden Warbler 
<0.1 Little Grebe, Heron, Hobby, 

Tawny Owl, Long-eared Owl, 
Cuckoo, Yellow Wagtail, 
Mistle Thrush, Reed Warbler, 
Goldcrest, Coal Tit, Willow Tit, 
Com Bunting 
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Similarly, the commoner finches, Greenfinch (0.3% in winter, 0.8% in 
summer), Goldfinch (0.2% in winter, 0.4% in summer) and Linnet (0.2% in 
winter and l% in summer), and the seed-eating Turtle Dove (0.1%) were all 
recorded in small numbers. All these species have also been in decline 
nationally (Marchant et al., 1990). 

One species whose increase has attracted considerable national attention is the 
Magpie, and our counts show this species to be very successful in Madingley 
and almost as abundant as the Dunnock (which owing to its inconspicuous 
nature may have been under-counted). 

Comparison with a previous study 
The only previous study of birds within a parish known to us was published 

in 1976 and related to nearby Hilton, on the Cambridgeshire/Huntingdonshire 
boundary (Wyllie, 1976). This study used a mapping technique to count 
breeding birds. Table 4 shows the relative abundances of the top 20 breeding 
species at Hilton in summer 1973 compared with those of the top 20 recorded at 
Madingley (all habitats) in summer 1993. 

Table 4: Relative summer abundances of bird species at Hilton (1973) and 
Madingley (1993) 

Hilton Madingley 

Skylark 14.4 Woodpigeon 14.2 
Blackbird 9 .0 Blue Tit 8.8 
Dunnock 8.0 Blackbird 8 .0 
Song Thrush 7.4 Chaffinch 6.4 
Robin 6.9 Starling 5.4 
Woodpigeon 6.2 Robin 5.2 
Wren 6.0 Wren 4.9 
Greenfinch 3.7 Great Tit 4.4 
Y ellowhammer 3.6 Y ellowhammer 2.8 
Partridge spp. 3.1 Skylark 2.7 
Blue Tit 2.9 Long-tailed Tit 2.5 
Chaffmch 2.5 Canion Crow 2.4 
Com Bunting 2.1 Rook 2.3 
Reed Bunting 2. 1 Jackdaw 2 .0 
Stock Dove 1.9 Black.cap 2 .0 
Great Tit 1.9 Dunnock 1.8 
Moorhen 1.8 Pheasant 1.6 
Collared Dove 1.7 Magpie 1.6 
Swallow 1.6 Partridge spp. 1.4 
Pheasant 1.6 Bullfinch 1.3 

Among the most obvious differences are the lower figures at Madingley for 
Song Thrush, Greenfinch and Com Bunting and the higher ones for Magpie 
and Carrion Crow, which follow national trends (Marchant et al. , 1990). 

It should be observed that some species, notably Starlings and House 
Sparrows, were not recorded in the Hilton survey. Many of the remaining 
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differences can be attributed to the lack of woodland in Hilton, contrasting 
markedly with Madingley, which, in addition to Madingley Wood itself, has 
many small copses scattered over the farmland as well as the not insignificant 
woodland around the Hall. This may explain the prominence of the Blue Tit in 
the Madingley list. It should also be borne in mind that the prominence of 
woodland species in the Madingley list reduces the relative abundance of other 
species there. Even when allowance is made for that habitat difference, the 
discrepancy in Skylark values is surprisingly high (14.4 in Hilton, 2.7 in 
Madingley) and may be a reflection of a recently noted national decline in this 
species. 

Finally, readers will note that the House Sparrow has a surprisingly low 
profile in Madingley. (It was not monitored in Hilton.) With only 0.4% in the 
counts in winter and 0.5% in summer, it is one of the more unusual species of 
the village! 
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Appendix: The calculation of relative abundance 
The data from which the relative abundances were calculated were drawn from our transect 

counts on the basis of the mean of the two-year seasonal mean visit counts for all sites where 
the species wa~ recorded. However, while the Madingley Wood count covered all that habitat, 
the Madingley Hall count covered only about half of the area of human habitation in the 
parish and the agricultural area count covered only about a third of all the fields and copses; so 
we have used a rough extrapolation and have multiplied the counts for the Hall by two and 
those for the agricultural area by three. 

After this extrapolation, all the species means were added together to provide a total of the 
(mean) numbers of all contacts with birds per visit for each of the two seasons. Next, each 
species total was divided by this overall total and multiplied by 100 to give a figure which 
expresses the occurrence of that species as a percentage of the total number of contacts with all 
birds (relative abundance). For example, Blackbird two-year mean contacts in summer were 
8.4 on the agricultural area, 13.1 around the Hall and 13.2 in the Wood. By extrapolation, the 
farmland figure of 8.4 was multiplied by three, giving 25 (to the nearest whole number), the 
Hall figure of 13.1 was multiplied by two, giving 26, and the products were added to the 
figure for the Wood (13), giving a total of 64. This was then divided by the overall total of 
mean numbers of contacts with all birds (again with extrapolations), which was 797, to give a 
relative abundance of 8.0% for the Blackbird in summer. 
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Cynipidae (Hymenoptera) galls at Conington Hall, 
Cambridgeshire, with particular reference to their 

occurrence on introduced oaks 

R. Colin Welch 
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, Monks Wood, Huntingdon 

Introduction 
Between 1979 and 1986 I made a study of the galls on non-native oaks 

planted in 10 Arboreta and Botanic Gardens in Great Britain (Welch, 1993). Of 
the 74 species and hybrids of Quercus examined, I found 16 to be galled by a 
total of 11 species of gall wasp (Hymenoptera, Cynipidae). In more recent 
years I have accumulated some additional records from other sites in southern 
England. 

In the autumn of 1992 I noticed that Mitchell & Hallett (1985) had in 
1983 recorded a Lebanon Oak Quercus libani Oliv. from Conington Hall, 
Cambridgeshire, as the stoutest known British specimen. I contacted Mr Colin 
Williams, the present owner of Conington Hall (TL 3166, 3266), near 
Fenstanton, who unhesitatingly gave me permission to examine the oak trees 
in the gardens and grounds of his property. Apart from a few very large 
Pedunculate or English Oaks Q. robur L., which could date from when the 
house was built in the 18th century, most of the large trees are specimens of 
Turkey Oak Q. cerris L., some of them its variety 'Laciniata' , or of Lucombe 
Oak Q. x hispanica Lam. 'Lucombeana', a variable hybrid between Q. cerris 
and Cork Oak Q. suber L. These are distributed throughout the paddocks to the 
south and east of the Hall. There is also an avenue leading into The Wilderness 
to the north of the gardens. Some of the oaks have been labelled, but 
Mr Williams regretted that he possessed no estate records to indicate their 
planting dates or origins. 

I was unable to visit Conington Hall until 1 December 1992, by which time 
recent gales had denuded most of the oaks of their leaves. This visit did, 
however, reveal the presence of a surprising variety of non-native oaks, with 
larger trees from early plantings supplemented by some recent additions. This 
collection warranted further study earlier in the season, so arrangements were 
made to return during the autumn of 1993. Visits were consequently made on 
26 September and 14 October 1993. 

Non-native oaks at Conington Hall 
In addition to the numerous Turkey and Lucombe Oaks already mentioned, 

15 other species of non-native oaks were found in the grounds of Conington 
Hall (see Table 1). No tree fitting the description of Q. libani was located 
anywhere in the gardens or paddocks surrounding Conington Hall . A small 
tree planted in The Wilderness about three years ago, although labelled 
Q. libani, has leaves unlike specimens collected from the Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Kew, and its identity remains uncertain. Mr Jack Rossin, the head 
gardener, informed me that it was one of a small selection of oaks supplied 
by Mr Stuart Leigh-Smith of Hampshire. A specimen labelled Q. serrata, a 
synonym of Q. glandulifera Blume, planted nearby, had died by the time of 
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my second visit. The Q. mongolica Fisch., which I saw as a dead standing tree 
in December 1992, had been felled early in 1993. All these specimen oaks are 
planted in the gardens on the north side of Conington Hall. 

Table 1: Fifteen non-native species of Quercus planted at Conington Hall, 
Cambridgeshire 

Species Origin Specimens 

Q. acutissima Carruth. Japan, China, Korea 1m 

Q. a/baL. Eastern North America 1m 

Q. bicolor Willd. Central & Eastern North America 1 s 
Q. glandulifera Blume (dead) Japan, Korea, China 1 s 

Q. ilex L. Mediterranean area, S.W. Europe lm 
Q. imbricaria Michx. Central & Eastern U.S .A. lm 
Q. ?libani Oliv. Syria, Asia Minor 1 s 
Q. macranthera Fisch. & Mey Caucasus to Northern Iran 2m 
Q. macrocarpa Michx. Central & Eastern North America lm 
Q. mongolica Fisch. (dead) Mongolia, Japan, Korea lm 
Q. phillyraeoides A. Gray China, Japan 1 s 
Q. pubescens Willd. Central & S. Europe, Crimea, Turkey lm 
Q. pyrenaica Willd. S.W. Europe, Northern Morocco 2m 
Q. rubraL. Eastern North America 1m, 1 y 
Q. trojana Webb Balkans, S .E. Italy lm 

s = small tree 1 metre high or less; y =young tree c. 3m high; m =mature tree 

To avoid any possibility of confusion over the location of Mitchell's 
Q. libani, I also contacted Mr Guy Belcher of Conington House (TL 1785, 
1885), in the 'old' Huntingdonshire village of Conington, near Sawtry, 
who gave me permission to examine trees in his grounds. During a visit 
on 12 November 1992 I located a single tree of Q. cerris and at least five of 
Q. ilex, but no other non-native oaks. No galls were recorded. 

Since my visits I have learned from Mr Mitchell that in 1983 the large 
Q. libani which he measured was situated among other introduced oaks to 
the rear of Conington Hall. However, in 1990, when he was invited by the 
new owner to tag all trees of interest, he found very few oaks extant and he 
was "reasonably certain that the [Q. libani] tree had gone". Meanwhile, a larger 
tree with a greater girth had been identified at Dyffryn, Glamorgan, in 1988 
(Mitchell, Hallett & White, 1990). 

Galls on Turkey and Pedunculate Oaks at Conington Hall 
In view of the abundance of sexual-generation galls of Andricus 

quercuscalicis (Burgsd.) observed on the catkins of Q. cerris in the Hall 
grounds, the Knepper Gall, formed by its agamic generation, was suprisingly 
scarce on Q. robur acorns. This gall has only been recognised as occurring in 
Britain for just over 30 years and was first recorded from Huntingdonshire (at 
Houghton) in 1972 and from Cambridgeshire (at Gamlingay) in 1978. Since 
1983 it has been widely distributed throughout this region (Welch, 1984), 
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although it has been noticeably less abundant in recent years. Turkey Oak also 
acts as the intermediate host for the sexual generation of three other species 
of Andricus. These form inconspicuous bud galls (Redfern & Askew, 1992), 
none of which were found at Conington. A. kollari Hart. spread rapidly after it 
was intr9duced into Britain around 1830 (Redfern & Askew, 1992), and its 
Marble Galls, formed by the agamic generation, are common and widespread 
especially on young and scrub oaks (Stubbs, 1986). These galls proved to be 
uncommon on the large trees of Q. robur at Coning ton. Although first recorded 
in Britain only 20 years ago (Quinlan, 1974), A. lignicola (Hart) is now widely 
distributed. The agamic Cola Nut Galls of this species were quite common on 
Q. robur at Conington, particularly on young trees to the east of the Hall. The 
fourth species associated with Q. cerris, A. corruptrix (Schecht.), is rare and, 
although known as far north as Northamptonshire, was not found at 
Corrington. The presence of so many large Turkey Oaks in the grounds of 
Conington Hall appears to provide potentially ideal conditions for some of the 
above species of Andricus to colonise one or more of the non-native oaks 
planted nearby. 

In addition to the above species requiring alternate oak hosts, many other 
Cynipidae which complete both sexual and asexual generations on the same 
host are capable of developing on introduced species of oak. Those species 
observed on Q. robur during my visits to Conington, in roughly decreasing 
order of abundance, were Neuroterus albipes (Schenck), N. quercusbaccarum 
(L.), N. numismalis (Oliv.), Andricus anthracina (Curt.), Cynips divisa Hart., 
Biorhiza pallida (Oliv.) and A. fecundator Hart. I have previously recorded all 
of these Cynipidae galling introduced oaks in Britain (Welch, 1993). 

Galls on introduced oaks at Conington Hall 
The leaves on the lower accessible branches of each of the non-native species 

of Quercus planted at Corrington Hall were searched for cynipid galls. Those 
found were removed for examination in the laboratory. A total of eight species 
of Cynipidae were recorded from the following three introduced oak species, 
including 10 new host/gall records. 

Q. macranthera Fisch. & Mey 
Caucasian Oak, a native of the Caucasus and northern Iran, is known to be 

one of the most galled species of oaks introduced into Britain, with eight 
species of Cynipidae recorded from it (Welch, 1993). This total compares 
favourably with that of seven species recorded by Zerova et al. (1988) from this 
oak growing in European Russia. At Conington I found it to be galled by six 
species, two of them not previously recorded from this host in Britain. 

Rather surprisingly, the agamic Smooth Spangle Galls of Neuroterus 
albipes were more abundant on this host than the Common Spangle Galls of 
N. quercusbaccarum. I have previously recorded the gall formed by the sexual 
generation of N. albipes on Q. macranthera at Speech House Arboretum in the 
Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire, and have also observed Common Spangle 
Galls at the same locality as well as in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, and 
at Queen's Wood Arboretum, Herefordshire (Welch, 1993). Over 50 galls 
of these two species were present on leaf samples collected at Corrington. 
Ten Oyster Galls of Andric us anthracina were found on this host. (This species 
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is still frequently referred to under its old synonym, A. ostreus Hart. 
(e.g. Stubbs, 1986).) I have also recorded this gall on Q. macranthera 
at Queen' s Wood. In addition to some 20 agamic Silk Button Galls of 
N. numismalis, seven Blister Galls, formed by the sexual generation of 
this species, were found on the leaves of this host for the first time in Britain. 
I had previously recorded the agamic galls at Kew. 

Galls of two of the Andricus species associated with Q. cerris were found on 
Q. macranthera for the first time at Conington. I collected seven agamic Cola 
Nut Galls of A. lignicola from one of the specimen trees and found six agamic 
Knapper Galls of A. quercuscalicis on the second tree. This last gall appears 
to be virtually restricted to Q. robur in Britain, being rarely recorded from 
Q. petraea (Mattuschk:a) Liebl. and with a single record from Q. x turneri 
Willd., the hybrid between Q. robur and Q. ilex, at Kew (Welch, 1993). This 
is the first known record of this gall on Q. macranthera and the first record from 
any non-native oak introduced into Britain (but see Q. pyrenaica below). 

Q. pubescens Willd. 
Downy Oak is widely distributed throughout southern Europe from France in 

the west to the Crimea in the east. During my earlier survey (Welch, 1993) 
I recorded only three species of Neuroterus galling Q. pubescens, but in 
October 1992 I found four additional species on this oak at Bicton, South 
Devon (Welch, in press). These latter galls included a single agamic Marble 
Gall of A. kollari, which confirmed a record over a century earlier from the 
same park by Barnes (1868). 

At Corrington Q. pubescens appeared to be galled equally by the agamic 
generation of both N. numismalis and N. quercusbaccarum, with 63 and 43 
galls respectively present on the leaf samples I collected during my two more 
recent visits. Although I had previously recorded five agamic Smooth Spangle 
Galls of N. albipes at Bicton, the single Schenck's Gall found at Conington is 
the first record of the sexual generation of this cynipid galling Q. pubescens in 
Britain. The 10 agamic Oyster Galls of A. anthracina on this oak at Corrington 
represent a similar level of infestation to that seen at Bicton, where 11 galls 
were recorded. 

Q. pyrenaica Willd. 
The natural distribution of Pyrenean Oak is restricted to south-western 

Europe and northern Morocco. During my earlier survey of introduced oaks 
(Welch, 1993) the only three species of cynipid I found galling Q. pyrenaica 
were A. kollari, Biorhiza pallida and N. quercusbaccarum. Not only did I find 
galls of all three of these species on this oak at Coning ton, but I also recorded a 
further five species for the first time in Britain. 

By far the most abundant gall on this oak at Corrington is the agamic Silk 
Button Gall of N. numismalis, nearly 70 specimens of which occurred equally 
commonly on leaves sampled from both specimen trees. The other new records 
for this host are seven A. lignicola, five A. quercuscalicis, four A. anthracinus 
and one N. albipes, specimens of all of which, except the last, I recorded from 
both trees. The Knapper Gall of A. quercuscalicis has been recorded by Gauss 
(1977) on Q. pyrenaica growing as an introduced tree at Stuttgart, Germany, 
but this is only the second non-native oak (after Q. macranthera above) on 
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which this gall has been found in Britain. 

Q. trojana Webb 
No cynipid galls have ever been found on Macedonian Oak when grown as 

an introduced tree in Britain or Europe outside its natural range in south-east 
Italy and the Balkans. Damage to the midrib of one leaf collected at Conington 
did look as though it might have been caused by A. anthracina, but dissection 
revealed a dead larva which was clearly not that of a hymenopteran. 
Comparison with similar damage associated with completed leaf mines in 
the leaves of Q. pubescens from the same locality identified the causal agent 
as the larva of Rhynchaenus quercus (L.). I have previously recorded this 
leaf-mining weevil (Coleoptera, Curculionidae) attacking Q. trojana at Kew and 
Q. pubescens in the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens (Welch, 1994). 
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Ferns in Girton drains 

Hilary Belcher & Erica Swale 

The countryside around Cambridge is relatively poor in ferns, even by the 
standard of South-East England, and those that do occur generally eke out a 
'hole and comer' existence (Walters, 1969). When we were listing the higher 
plants of Girton a few years ago we were disappointed to find no ferns at all 
except for those cultivated in gardens. There are no old sheltered walls or 
basement areas like those that provide habitats for ferns in Cambridge city, there 
are no ferns on the church, and nor does the neat churchyard contain the 
decaying tombs which can harbour various fern species (Jenkins, 1993). 

However, it now appears that we had not exhausted all the possible sites. 
Having noticed fronds of Male-fern Dryopteris filix-mas protruding through the 
bars of a roadside drain, we started to look in drains around the parish. At least 
eleven were found to have ferns growing in them, mainly small, at varying 
distances between the water level and the grid, often with several plants to a 
drain. Of these, five supported plants of Male-fern, which Merryweather & 
Hill ( 1992) say is found "even down drains", and eight had plants of 
Hart's-tongue Phyllitis scolopendrium. They were growing rooted in a black 
incrustation on the surface of the pipe. Their fortunes seemed to be variable, 
sometimes growing luxuriantly and at others losing their larger fronds and 
dying back considerably before the onset of favourable conditions once more. 
Part of this fluctuation is probably due to drought, and part undoubtedly due to 
the annual cleaning of the drains. This is carried out by District Council 
workmen with the familiar yellow tanker lorry and was watched at a drain under 
observation on 16 November 1993. The grating is swung back on its hinges, 
the solid matter held by the trap is removed, and the sides of the drain are then 
hosed down with a powerful jet of water about 40 rom in diameter. Naturally, 
after this the ferns look battered and dishevelled and appear reduced in number, 
but many of them obviously survive. 

The ferns are mostly in three quiet side roads with little or no through traffic, 
with houses built in the 1930s. None was found in the drains of the busy route 
through Girton from the Huntingdon Road (A1307/A604) towards Oakington 
(Girton Road, Cambridge Road, part of the High Street and Oakington Road, 
which are all contiguous). This carries a fair amount of rush-hour traffic and is 
therefore the first road to be gritted and salted in snowy or icy weather. It may 
be the salty run-off from this activity that inhibits growth, and motor oil 
mixed with substances leaching from the road asphalt may also have an effect. 
Mr A. Sharp, of the Cambridgeshire Highways Department at Ely, told us that 
the road-sweepers put down a herbicide when plants become conspicuous. It is 
probable that drains on main roads would receive the first attention. Ferns do 
however grow in drains next to a grass verge to the edge of which a herbicide is 
regularly applied for some not immediately obvious reason. 

One drain with a good crop of ferns was looked at in more detail. The sides 
sloped inwards from the rectangular grating to a circular shaft about 230 mrn 
down and 30 rom in diameter, which descended vertically to the water level 
about 580 rom below the road. Most of the plants of Hart's-tongue and 
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Male-fern grew on the sloping upper portion near the grid, though a few small 
ones occurred lower down. 

The ferns seem to have found a habitat in the drains resembling the grikes 
(or fissures) of limestone pavements in its shelter from wind, sun and extremes 
of temp~rature and humidity, though the scanty rooting medium and the 
chemical hazards are far less congenial. The habitat also has much in common 
with that of wells, where Hart's-tongue is also a conspicuous element (Page, 
1988, p. 156), but it differs in that the smooth-sided, formerly glazed, sides of 
drains lack the root-holds provided by joints between bricks or stones. 

Wind-borne spores are everywhere and will germinate in any suitable damp 
shaded place, such as a drain. Some old damp bricks from the garden that we 
put into closed polythene bags for another purpose and placed in a subdued 
light became covered with prothalli. Among other ferns, a plant of Rustyback 
Ceterach officinarum grew on a seed-tray of sterilised compost put out to 
catch spores of soil algae. In Crompton & Whitehouse's (1983) Checklist this 
fern is listed only for grid square 52/34, from Royston Station, just over the 
Hertfordshire border but within v.c. 29. 

Finally, ferns are not the only plants growing in Girton drains. Among other 
higher plants, we have noticed willowherbs, Common Nettle and even a 
seedling of Ash. The way these survive, and in particular how they attach 
themselves to the walls of the drains, often of salt-glazed earthenware, might 
well be worth investigating, as well as the composition of the deposit that builds 
up on the walls. However, these plants are never sufficient in number to 
compete with the ferns for light. 
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Reports of the Wicken Fen Local Management 
Committee 1990-1992 

Laurie Friday 
Hon. Secretary, Wicken Fen Local Management Committee 

The following account is a synopsis of the Annual Reports of the Wicken 
Fen Management Committee for the years 1990, 1991 and 1992. A new five
year Management Plan (1992-1997) came into operation in 1992. 

There were major changes to the Committee at the Annual Meeting in 1991: 
Dr J.M. Lock resigned as Secretary and was succeeded by Dr L.E. Friday; 
Dr Y.Z. Erzinclioglu was appointed Zoological Secretary; Mr Simon Ward 
was succeeded as National Trust representative by Mr Philip Broadbent-Yale. 
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On the staff, Mr Neil Harris, Assistant Warden, left in 1991 and was replaced 
by Mr Graham Foxall. 

The numbers of visitors to Wicken Fen increased by 50% during the 1980s 
to 28,819 in 1990, 32,824 in 1991 and 31,730 in 1992. The total number of 
education visits rose from 5,191 individuals (170 groups) in 1990 to 7,241 
(238 groups) in 1992. 

A comprehensive education programme has been developed by Ms Sylvie 
Ballard. Three new ponds for pond-dipping were excavated in the Education 
Area in 1991, with the use of funds donated in memory of the ecologist 
G. Evelyn Hutchinson. A rotation for pollarding the old willows alongside the 
ponds has been initiated, to remove potentially dangerous large branches and to 
prolong the life of the trees without completely destroying this important 
habitat. 

Routine work 
The run of exceptionally dry winters and hot summers continued into the 

second half of 1992, but the Fen's water table remained higher than it had in 
previous droughts, probably as a result of the waterproofing of the boundary 
banks. In the second half of 1992, above-average rainfall and high water levels 
hampered the autumn cutting programme. 

Low summer water levels and late spring frosts conspired to reduce the reed 
harvest from 6,000 bundles in 1990 to 2,070 and 823 bundles in 1991 and 
1992 respectively. The loss of income was partly offset by the increased 
efficiency of the new arrangements, in which part of the work is carried out by 
the thatcher's own staff. 

The policy of completing the sedge-cropping as early as possible in the year 
appears to have improved the vigour of the Great Fen-sedge Cladium mariscus 
in many areas; in 1992, with the help of Acorn volunteers, the harvest was 
completed by the end of July for the first time. 

The three litter-harvesting periods (May, July and September/October) were 
generally blessed with good weather, so that it was possible to carry out the 
complex programme according to schedule. Some of the July crop was baled 
and sold as organic hay. On 5 July 1991, the clearing of a field on Verrall's 
Fen led to a fire which destroyed the ground vegetation over much of the 
southern half of Compartment 04. This rather alarming incident had the 
beneficial effect of making possible the clearance of dead carr to increase the 
size of the field fourfold; it also resulted in improvements to the Fen's fire drill. 

In late summer 1991 , a new path was cleared by volunteers between 
Malcarse Drain and New Dyke, to replace the route lost to flooding along 
Howe's Dyke. Drove- and path-cutting has been rendered relatively easy by the 
acquisition of new machinery, and the purchase of a new vehicle with low 
ground-pressure has greatly improved efficiency on the Fen. 

A new ditching programme has begun, which attempts to reconcile the need 
both to keep some ditches open and to conserve the ditch flora and fauna, 
including those elements associated with late hydroseral stages. Short (50-m) 
stretches of ditch are excavated at any one time, with a strict rotation of the 
stretches in each ditch on four- , eight- or 12-year cycles. The programme 
began in the winter of 1991192 with the opening of North Dyke and the 
re-excavation of Malcarse Drain. Work was interrupted by an unfortunate 
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accident that led to the demolition of the Cross Dyke bridge and the 
unintentional creation of a new pond. The effectiveness of the new programme 
in conserving species diversity is being studied by Mr Duncan Painter of 
Cambridge University's Department of Zoology. 

Developments 
Works were completed on Adventurers' Fen in 1990 as part of the National 

Rivers Authority' s scheme to prepare the area as a flood relief wash in the event 
of the failure of the normal means of controlling water levels in the lode system. 

Plans were submitted in 1992 for the development of South Adventurers' 
Fen, along the southern boundary of Wicken Fen, as a water sports and leisure 
complex. The plans were opposed by the National Trust on the grounds of 
visual and noise intrusion, and the application has since been withdrawn 
pending an environmental impact assessment. 

In 1992, the Committee began work on a new management plan for the part 
of the reserve bounded by Wicken, Monks and Burwell Lodes, with a view to 
restoring the area to resemble the pre-war fen described by Eric Ennion 
(Ennion, 1949). A preliminary hydrological survey of the whole area (and of 
the Sedge Fen) has been carried out. In December 1992, land at Priory Farm 
came on the market and the Committee set in train plans to buy 128 acres of 
arable land which would consolidate the south-eastern boundary of the Fen. 
The restoration of this land to wet grazing, together with the management of the 
existing Adventurers' Fen, will be one of the Committee's major concerns for 
the next decade. 

Planning for the reorganisation of the National Trust's buildings began in 
1992. The workshops will be resited, so freeing the present building for 
educational purposes and making possible the redevelopment of the internal 
space and the interpretative display in the William Thorpe Building. 

The Fen archives were relocated in 1991 on long loan to Cambridge 
University's Scientific Periodicals Library. Mrs Lorna Walters has begun to 
catalogue recent material, with the ultimate aim of conserving the entire 
collection. 

In October 1990, the newly renovated Fen Cottage became the smallest 
National Trust building open to the public. In 1991, the Fen was presented 
with an award from Europa Nostra in recognition of its achievements in 
conservation through restoration of the cottage, provision of the boarded 
walkway and the waterproofing of the northern boundary of the reserve. 

Flora and fauna 
Two species that were previously present on the Fen but became extinct 

locally have been reintroduced to the Fen. Eggs of the Swallowtail butterfly 
Papilio machaon were collected in Norfolk in 1992 by Dr J.P. Dempster and 
Mrs Mamie Hall. These were reared in the glasshouse in preparation for the 
release of adults and larvae on the Fen in 1993. The abundance of the larval 
foodplant, Milk Parsley Peucedanum palustre, has been monitored at Wicken 
Fen by Dr Dempster and Mrs Hall since the 1970s; the plant declined 
dramatically in the 1970s and 1980s, but has recently recovered, possibly 
because of the improved hydrological conditions. Some areas particularly rich 
in Milk Parsley will now be managed specifically to encourage this plant. 
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This project is funded by English Nature and the British Butterfly Conservation 
Society (seep. 15). 

Aowers of Fen Ragwort Senecio paludosus can be seen on the Fen for the 
first time for nearly 150 years. In May 1992, 50 plants which had been raised 
from seed collected at Stuntney were planted out on the Fen as part of a study 
by a team from Monks Wood led by Mr Terry Wells. This project is part of 
English Nature's Species Recovery Programme. 

The lichen flora of the Fen was resurveyed in 1991 by Dr Jack Laundon, 
20 years after his original study. Little has changed, but two lichens were 
recorded as new to the Fen- Placynthiella icmalea and Xanthoria calcicola. 
A moss new to Cambridgeshire, Orthotrichum pulchellum, was recorded on 
Elder on Verrall's Fen in 1990 by Dr J.M. Lock. 

Bee Orchid Ophrys apifera was recorded for the first time at the Fen, in 
the North Field, in 1991. The population of Fen Violet Viola persicifolia has 
continued to decline, and there were no records of the species on the Fen in 
1992; this species is to be the subject of a Species Recovery Programme project 
in 1993. Monitoring of Fen Dandelion Taraxacum palustre on the Fen has been 
resumed (see Harvey, 1986). 

The Botanical Secretary, in conjunction with staff from Monks Wood and 
Silsoe College, began monitoring vegetation on the Sedge Fen in relation to 
water levels in 1991. The project is sponsored by the Ministry of Agriculture. 
Mr P. Varney of the University of Hertfordshire initiated a monitoring scheme 
to study the effects of cutting regimes on the composition of vegetation on the 
Sedge Fen and to map the populations of Bog-myrtle Myrica gale and Early 
Marsh-orchid Dactylorhiza incarnata. 

Studies of fish in the Lodes were carried out in 1990 by Dr G. Copp of the 
Institute of Freshwater Ecology and the National Rivers Authority. Roach, 
Rudd, Perch, Pike, Eels and Bitterling were the most abundant species. Two 
rare freshwater molluscs were found by Mr Duncan Painter in the course of his 
research - Valvata macrostoma and Pisidium pseudosphaerium (Painter, 1994). 
A survey of rotifers has been carried out by Mrs Ros Pontin. 

The Wicken Fen (Bird Ringing) Group conducted more than 3,000 person
hours of ringing on St Edmund's Fen, the Northern Field and the reed-beds 
during the three-year period. There has been a continuing decline in the 
numbers of Song Thrushes ringed: in 1992 these totalled only 12, or 16% of 
the number of Blackbirds, whereas in the 1970s Song Thrushes regularly 
outnumbered Blackbirds. Two new species, Stock Dove and Barn Owl, were 
ringed in 1991, and two, Coot and Green Woodpecker, in 1992. 

In 1992, the Committee reviewed its policy on predatory species and 
concluded that there is no evidence that the level of predatory birds and 
mammals is having a measurable effect on the Fen's fauna. The situation will 
be kept under review in the interests of good-neighbourliness. 
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Some records of aquatic Coleoptera 
and Mollusca from Wicken Fen 

Duncan Painter 
Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge 

Wicken Fen is owned and managed by the National Trust. In January 1992, 
I began a three-year research project designed to study the effects of current 
management practices of ditch excavation on the freshwater invertebrate fauna. 
Macroinvertebrates were sampled from all types of water-bodies (ditches, 
lodes, ponds and wet depressions) on the Sedge Fen and Adventurers' Fen. 

Coleoptera 
In all, 170 species of water beetles were recorded from Wicken Fen over the 

period of 160 years from 1828 to 1988 (Friday, 1990). Table l shows those 
species from this Wicken list whose existence is perceived as threatened on a 
national scale, that is Red Data Book species (Shirt, 1987). ROB l taxa are 
regarded as endangered (in danger of extinction), RDB 2 taxa are regarded as 
vulnerable (likely to become endangered soon if the causal factors continue 
operating), and RDB 3 taxa are rare (with small populations regarded as at risk 
though not at present endangered or vulnerable). I have recorded 78 of these 
water beetles to date, that is 46% of the Fen's original species list, and five 
further species previously unrecorded on the Fen (Table 2). 

One of my most notable records was the rediscovery of Hydraena palustris 
(RDB 2) in Gardiner's Ditch, last seen by Allen (1959) in an unspecified ditch. 
Sections of Gardiner's Ditch were excavated in March 1993, and three distinct 
types of sections can now be recognised - excavated, reeded and densely 
reeded areas. Hydraena palustris has most frequently occurred in the reeded 
sections, while none were taken from the densely reeded sections and only one 
from an excavated section. In Britain this species is otherwise now known only 
in Norfolk (Shirt, 1987). 

Agabus undulatus (ROB 2) is relatively common across the whole Fen, 
though it seems to occur in greater numbers in water-bodies on the 
Adventurers' Fen side. 

Hydrochus elongatus (ROB 3) is rare on the Fen; two individuals have been 
recorded from separate unconnected ditches on Adventurers ' Fen. 

Dryops anglicanus (ROB 3) is the commonest of the six species of 
Dryopidae recorded from the Fen; it occurs in good numbers in Phragmites
fringed water-bodies on Adventurers' Fen and the Sedge Fen. 

Are current management practices having a beneficial effect for the 
conservation of water beetles? Fourteen ROB water beetle species have been 
recorded at Wicken Fen, but the current survey has recorded only four. The 
question of whether the remaining ten species still exist at Wicken Fen is being 
addressed. The number of rare species a habitat possesses should not be the 
only criterion taken into consideration when conservation management issues 
are being considered. The typicality of the site's species list, that is how 
characteristic it is of a lowland fen habitat, should also be considered. Table l 
identifies those water beetle species which are most frequently associated with 
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low-lying fen conditions (Shirt, 1987; G.N. Foster, pers. comm.). It is 
encouraging to see that, of the original list of 37 fen-associated water beetles, 
23 (62%) have been recorded in the present study. In addition, two species, 
Limnebius aluta and Dryops auriculatus, have been recorded for the first time. 

Table 1: Water beetles recorded from Wicken Fen (1828-1988) that are Red 
Data Book species and/or that are specially associated with lowland fen 
habitats 

Species 

HALIPLIDAE 
Peltodytes caesius 
Haliplus heydeni 
H. mucronatus 
H. variegatus 

HYGROBIIDAE 
Hygrobifl hemumii 

DYI1SCIDAE 
Hygrotus decoratus 
H. versicolor 
Suphrodytes dorsalis 
Hydroporus ruji.frons 
Graptodytes flavipes 
G. granularis 
Scarodytes halensis 
Copelatus Jzaemorrhoidalis 
Agabus wuiu/atus 
llybius quadrigunatus 
Rhamus grapii 
Hydaticus seminiger 
H. transversalis 
Dytiscus circumcinctus 
D. dimidiatus 

HYDROPHILIDAE 
Spercheus emarginatus* 
Hydrochus carinatus* 
H. elongatus 
H. ignicollis 
Helophorus nanus 
Cercyon bifenestratus 
C. sternalis 
Helochares lividus 
Enochrus melanocephalus 
E. quadripunctatus 
E. testaceus 
Cymbiodyta margine/la 
Hydrophilus piceus 
Berosus afjinis 

ROB status 

RDB 3 
RDB3 

RDB2 
RDB2 

RDB2 

RDB 1 
RDB3 
RDB3 
RDB3 

RDB3 

RDB3 
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+++ 

+ 

+++ 

++ 

+++ 

++ 
+++ 
+ 
++ 
+++ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
++ 
+ 
+ 
+++ 
+++ 

++ 



Species RDB status Frequency 

HYDRAENIDAE 
Ochlhebius nanus 
HydraeTUl palustris RDB2 ++ 
Limnebius papposus ++ 

DRYOPIDAE 
Dryops llllglicll!lus RDB3 +++ 
D. griseus RDB3 

* 
+ 
++ 
+++ 

RDB species not specially associated with lowland fen habitats 
Rare (0-5 beetles recorded from all water-bodies to date) 
Occasional (6-20 beetles recorded from all water-bodies to date) 
Frequent (21 +beetles recorded from all water-bodies to date) 

in this study 

Table 2: Species of water beetles found in the present study but not 
previously recorded from Wicken Fen 

Species Frequency 

HYDROPHILIDAE 
Helophorus obscurus 
ATUlCaeTUl lurescens 

HYDRAENIDAE 
Ochlhebius dilaratus 
Limnebius alutat 

DRYOPIDAE 
Dryops auricularust 

t Species specially associated with lowland fen habitats 
Frequency categories as in Table I. 

Mollusca 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

Three RDB species of molluscs (Bratton, 1991) have been recorded during 
the present study (Table 3). 

Valvata macrostoma seems to have a limited distribution at Wicken Fen. 
I have recorded it only from the brick-pit ponds on the Sedge Fen. It was last 
recorded from the Fen in 1931, but its past distribution at Wicken remains 
unknown (Ellis, 1931). 

Pisidium pseudosphaerium has been recorded from the recently excavated 
Malcarse Drain, where it was one of the commonest Pisidium species, and 
Gardiner's Ditch, where it occurs in both recently excavated and reeded 
sections. This is a new record for Cambridgeshire (v.c. 29) (Kerney, 1994). 

Vertigo moulinsiana has been recorded in the vegetation along the length of 
the old ditch depressions that run either side of Sedge Fen Drove. 
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Table 3: Red Data Book species of molluscs recorded at Wicken Fen in the 
present study 

Species RDB status Frequency 

VALVATIDAE 
Valvata macrostoma RDB2 +++ 

SPHAERIIDAE 
Pisidium pseudosphaerium RDB3 +++ 

VERTIGINIDAE 
Vercigo moulinsiana RDB3 ++ 

Frequency categories as in Table I. 
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Vascular plant records 

C.D. Preston, D.A. Wells & G. Crompton 

Progress on the Historical Flora of Cambridgeshire has centred on pre-1600 
records in the works of the famous herbalists Turner and Gerarde and on the 
many interesting Cambridgeshire specimens in the Herbarium in Wisbech 
Museum, including many of our earliest specimens of 1792- 1820. 

Our present-day recorders are making splendid contributions to the current 
Parish Flora, and we think everyone will enjoy reading the following account 
by John Rathmell, one of our most indefatigable monitors of scarce species: 

"I eventually found the Aconitum napellus by the stream south of Barrington 
but only after macheting my way through a dense jungle of nettle and willow 
scrub, tripping over some ivy and falling into the water down the sheer bank. 
As I was very wet anyway, I thought I might as well wade to the far bank and 
hack my way through the Heracleum forest on the east bank, and after about 
100 yards I found a stand of 16 plants in flower on the west bank (but 
inaccessible from that side). After another 40 yards I found another group of 
c. 18 plants, also on the west bank. Wading back to the west side of the stream 
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and clambering up the bank, I was unamused to discover that I could have 
found it quite painlessly by walking down the edge of the cornfield (alongside 
the stream) after leaving the public footpath ... , there being at this point no 
intervening willow scrub to penetrate." 

So fa~ we have had records for 154 parishes. Obviously some of these 
parishes require further visits, but at least a 'foot' has been set in them. But 
there still remain about 25 parishes from which we have not yet had a post-1990 
record card. The following list includes some of the most interesting recent 
records, but we should like to express our appreciation to more than a hundred 
recorders who have contributed to the Flora of Cambridgeshire between 1990 
and 1994. Over fifty of these have already had at least one record published in 
'Vascular plant records'; while the rest have not yet reached such heights, many 
of them have made very substantial contibutions. We look forward to your 
continuing to send us all your records in the future. 

Apium inundatum (L.) Reichb. f. Cattle-!Iampled ditch bank, Nene Washes, c. 1L 275993, 
J.O. Mountford, 1.8.1993, CGE. Only the third locality in which this species has been 
recorded since 1950, the others being Wicken Fen (1953, 1972) and Chear Fen, Cottenham 
(1980). 

Calluna vulgaris (L.) Hull Tall plants in a grassy area, March railway sidings, 1L 414987, 
G.M.S. Easy, 23.8.1993, Herb. G.M.S.E. An interesting record of this calcifuge 
species, which is rare in the vice-county because of the scarcity of suitable habitats. 

Cotoneaster sternianus (Turrill) Boom Many plants in bramble thickets on waste ground, 
Wisbech, TF 462103. 463103, G.M.S. Easy, 12.7.1993, Herb. G.M.S.E. First vice
county record of this species, which until recently has been confused by British botanists with 
C. franchetii. It has probably been brought to these sites by roosting birds. 

Cynodon dactylon (L.) Pers. With Atriple.x littoralis and Plan/ago coronopus, on 
roadside verge just W. of the third milestone on N. side of Al303, Fen Ditton, 1L 488592, 
D.E. Coombe, 29.9 .1993; flowering profusely on both sides of AI303, TL 48859112, 
D.E. Coombe & P.H. Oswald, 8.8.1994. Third vice-county record of this grass, which 
(pace Stace, 1991) may well be native in S.W. England but is certainly an in!Ioduction 
in our area. (See also pp. 46-47 .) 

Datura fero.x L. SIIip of land planted for pheasants, Blacklands, Whittlesford, 1L 447487, 
A. Arbon, 25.9.1993. First vice-county record of this casual. 

Oenanthe silaifolia M. Bieb. At least 3,350 plants in three hay meadows, Middle Fen, 
Swavesey, 1L 359702, C.J. Cadbury, 30.5.1993. At least 273 plants in rather rough, 
ungrazed washland in the north-easternmost of six small washes adjacent to Cradge Bank, 
Ouse Washes, 1L 455826, C.J . Cadbury, 26.5.1993. This easily overlooked plant of 
seasonaJly flooded grassland is not quite as rare in the vice-county as it appeared to be when 
the 1964 Flora was compiled. Nevertheless, it is nationaJly scarce and is threatened by habitat 
destruction, so records of two substantial populations are very welcome. 

Plantago arenaria Waldst. & Kit. Weed in Unwins' !rial grounds, Histon, 1L 444636, 
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G.M.S. Easy, 8.9.1993, Herb. G.M.S.E. First vice-county record of this alien species, 
which is a common weed in southern Europe. 

Potamogeton praelongus Wulfen Wicken Lode, Wicken Fen, 1L 56-70-, N.F. Stewart, 
1.8.1992; 1L 560701, C.D. Preston & S.E. Yates, 26. 12.1993, CGE. This species was 
thought to be extinct at Wicken. It was formerly regarded as frequent in the Fens, but it has 
declined in recent years and this is only the second locality in which it has been seen since 
1970. 

Pteris cretica L. Large, vigorous clump, mixed with Phyllitis scolopendrium, in hole in 
wall by drainpipe 4.5 metres above ground level, Market Passage, Cambridge, 1L 449585, 
C.D. Preston, 2.3.1993; G. Crompton & C.D. Preston, 7.3.1993, CGE, conf. J.R. Akeroyd. 
New vice-county record of a fern which is commonly grown as a house plant and occasionally 
becomes established on walls in southern England. The plants were producing spores when 
first seen and by 1.10.1993 four small plants had appeared below the main clump in cracks 
in the paint covering the wall. Still present on 7.9.94, P.H. Oswald; main clump and 
13 smaller plants in cracks in the paint below it. 

Rorippa x anceps (Wahlenb.) Reichb. (R. amphibia (L.) Besser x R. sylvestris (L.) Besser) 
Waste ground by Carnbs side of river, Earith, 1L 37, S.M. Walters, 25.7.1951, CGE, 
det. B. Jonsell as "most probably" this hybrid in CGE but without qualification in 
Symbolae Botanicae Upsalienses, 19: 131 (1968). With R. amphibia, by river near Welney, 
1L 53-93-, S.M. Walters, 13.7.1954, CGE, det. B. Jonsell. Until last year, when two 
records of this hybrid were published in Nature in Cambridgeshire (p. 84), this hybrid was 
known to Cambridgeshire botanists only from an unlocalised record in C.A. Stace's (1975) 
Hybridization and the flora of the British Isles. In addition to the further records cited above, 
there are specimens in CGE from Upware and the banks of the River Nene at Guyhirn which 
have been tentatively determined as this hybrid by Jonsell. This suggests that a search of 
riversides in the vice-county might reveal the hybrid at further localities. 

Ruppia cirrhosa (Petagna) Grande Salt water ditches, Wisbech, no collector, no date, 
WBCH, del. C.D. Preston, 1993. "Gathered in a salt water ditch at Walton, near the river, 
about 3 miles below Wisbech. I have also gathered it in a ditch which admits the tides, in a 
lane on the right hand side of the road from Wisbech to Tidd between the 3rd and the 4th 
milestone. It grows plentifully at Long Sutton Washway, below Wisbecb." W. Skrimshire, 
1795, WBCH, det. C.D. Preston, 1993. The locality between Wisbech and Tidd [Tydd] is in 
v.c. 29, at c. TF 45-15-, and represents a new vice-county record for R. cirrhosa. The sites at 
Long Sutton and Walton are in West Norfolk (v.c. 28) but are cited here to show that all the 
Ruppia specimens from the Wisbech area in WBCH are R. cirrhosa. 

[Ruppia maritima L. Ruppia maritima was reported by W. Skrimshire from ditches below 
Wisbech in Relhan's Flora Cantabrigiensis (2nd ed. , 1802; 3rd ed., 1820). At this time the 
name covered both species of Ruppia which are now recognised in Britain, R. cirrhosa and 
R. maritima. Babington commented in his Flora of Cambridgeshire (1860) that Skrimshire's 
plant was probably the segregate then known as R. rostellata Koch (and now called 
R. maritima) and this identification was accepted without qualification by the authors of the 
1964 Flora; but G. Crompton has recently rediscovered Skrimshire's specimens at WBCH 
and these are all R. cirrhosa (see above). R. maritima must therefore be deleted from the vice
county list.] 
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Verbascum x duemsteinense Teyber (V. speciosum Schrader x V. thapsus L.) Edge of rails, 
Chesterton/Milton sidings, TL 474607, G.M.S. Easy, 9.11.1993, Herb. G.M.S.E. 
Second vice-county record of a hybrid between the native V. thapsus and an introduced species. 

Bryophyte records 

C.D. Preston & H-L.K. Whitehouse 

Mosses 

Cryphaea heteromalla (Hedw.) Mohr One very vigorous clump on Elder, RSPB Nature 
Reserve, Fowlmere, TL 408453, C.R. Stevenson, 13.2.1993. A further record of this 
epiphyte which was formerly rare in our area but has been discovered at several new localities 
in recent years. 

Grimmia rrichophylla Grev. Detached plants (apparently fallen from rooO lying on a cushion 
of Tortula inJermedia on the north wall of Balsham church, TL 587508, H.L.K. Whitehouse, 
24.4.1993, CGE. This calcifuge species is scarce in the vice-county. 

Orthorrichum cupulatum Brid. On horizontal top of grave east of the church, Balsham 
churchyard, TL 588508, P.W. Richards, 24.4.1993, CGE. A further record of this species 
which was once thought to be extremely rare in the vice-county but may have been overlooked 
in churchyards. 

Orthotrichum pulchellum Brunton One fruiting tuft on Elder, RSPB Nature Reserve, 
Fowlmere, TL 407454. M.O. Hill, 13.2.1993. Second vice-county record of an epiphyte 
which was frrst recorded at Wicken Fen in 1990. 

Ulota phyllanJha Brid. Numerous vigorous tufts on Elder, RSPB Nature Reserve, Fowlmere, 
TL 408453, M.O. Hill, 13.2.1993. Third vice-county record of a predominantly coastal 
species which has been recorded with increasing frequency at inland sites in S.E. England in 
recent years. 

Liverworts 

Frullania dilatata (L.) Dum. One patch on trunk of willow in flooded ditch, Gamlingay 
Wood, TL 243534, C.D. Preston, 4.12.1993. This liverwort was last found in Gamlingay 
Wood by R.H. Compton, a record published in 1913. The recently discovered plant probably 
represents a recent colonist rather than a survival of the population known to Compton. 

Nowellia curvifo/ia (Dicks.) Mitt. On two rotten oak logs, Hayley Wood, TL 29-52-, 
0. Rackham, c. 2.5.1993. Confirmation that this western liverwort is still present at one of 
its two sites in the vice-county, where it was first recorded in 1962. 

Ricciocarpos natans (L.) Corda In a ditch, Adventurer's Fen, Wicken, TL 553696, 
D. Painter, 13.9.1993. A new locality at Wicken for a species which is one of the 
noteworthy bryophytes of the Fen. 
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Weather notes for Cambridgeshire 1993 

J.W. Clarke 

January: Frosty and cold for first four days, with freezing fog all day on 2nd. 
Changeable, mild and wet thereafter. Temperatures above normal, especially 
the daily minima. Rainfall above average, on 16 days. 
February: An anticyclone became established on lst and persisted almost 
throughout apart from a few changeable days in the middle of the month, 
bringing fine and generally mild days until 26th, when the wind became 
northerly, giving heavy snow showers on 27th with frost and snow lying all 
day on 28th. Maximum temperature below average; minimum above. Rainfall 
much below average, on only 6 days. 
March: Although snow was still lying on 1st, warmer, drier and sunnier than 
usual. First half of the month anticyclonic, fine and mild. Changeable towards 
the end, with most of the rain for the month falling on 21st and 31st. Total 
rainfall half the average, on only 5 days. 
April: Changeable apart from the last three days. Wet and rather sunless. 
Maximum temperature about average; minimum much above. Rainfall 1 inch 
above normal, on 10 days. (On 20th Aprill893 the temperature reached 84°F 
at Cambridge, the highest April temperature ever recorded in Great Britain.) 
May: Anticyclonic settled weather for the first week. The remainder of the 
month was mainly changeable and unsettled. Temperatures near average. 
Rainfall much above average, but on only 9 days. 
June: Unsettled for first three days. Fine and warm to lOth, then changeable 
until 19th, when an anticyclone became established to the N.W. in the Atlantic, 
bringing a northerly airstream to Carobs and fine but rather cool weather until 
25th, when the high moved over to Europe, giving fine, warm weather in 
the last week. Temperatures slightly above average. Rainfall below average, 
on 10 days. 
July: The anticyclone persisted during the first eight days, giving settled and 
very warm weather. The rest of the month was changeable and rather cool, 
with a few warmer days at the end of the month. Daily maximum temperature 
2°F below average. Rainfall slightly below average. 
August: Changeable and rather cool to 16th, then fme and warm to 22nd, 
when another anticyclone became established to the N.W. in the Atlantic, 
bringing northerly winds down the North Sea over Carobs with very low 
temperatures. On 24th the maximum temperature did not reach 60°F. Daily 
maximum temperature 2°F below normal. Rainfall below average. 
September: Fine and warm on 1st. Thereafter changeable, unsettled and 
cool, with many days of northerly winds. On 27th the maximum temperature 
only reached 48°F (the coldest September day since 1947). Daily maximum 
temperature 6°F below average. Much wetter than usual; rainfall! inch above 
average. 
October: Very wet, cold and unsettled, with air frost at night in the middle of 
the month (minimum 28°F on 19th). Most rain fell in the first fortnight, with 
1.41 ins on 12th. An anticyclone gave settled but cold weather in the second 
half, with several night frosts. Despite being wet and cold, the month as a 
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whole was much sunnier than usual. Daily maximum temperature 4°F below 
average. 
November: Fine and mild in the first week; wet and mild in the second, 
becoming cold and fme after 15th with an anticylone persisting unW 29th, when 
mild.and wet weather returned. Frost almost every night from 16th to 29th and 
temperatures not rising above freezing point all day from 21st to 23rd. A snow 
shower in the early morning of 21st gave two days with snow lying, which 
persisted here and there until 25th. Temperatures much below average. 
Rainfall above average, but on only 6 days. 
December: Changeable throughout, and mild until 25th, when cold weather 
returned, with slight night frosts and snowfall on 28th, not settling at Swaftham 
Prior but giving considerable snow cover in some higher parts of Cambs. Daily 
maximum temperature 3°F above average. Much sunnier than usual, though a 
wet month, with rainfall 1 inch above average, on 21 days. 

Weather records at Swaffham Prior 1993 

Temperature °F 
Mean Mean 

Month max. min. 
January 46 37 
February 41 37 
March 49 38 
April 55 44 
May 62 46 
June 69 50 
July 70 52 
August 68 50 
September 62 49 
October 52 43 
November 45 35 
December 44 38 

Annual means 55.3° 43.0° 

Number of days over 800F 
Number of days over 70°F 

Highest 
56 on 16th 
49 on 7th 
61 on 15th 
68 on 27th 
76 on 11th 
79 on 9th 
81 on 3rd 
77 on 14th 
73 on 1st 
61 on 11th 
57 on 4th 
58 on 18th 

Number of days with a maximum under 32°F 
Number of days with a minimum under 32°F 
Last air frost of the spring 
First air frost of the autumn 
Days with snow lying 
Days with thunder 
Days with fog persisting all day 
Highest temperature 
Lowest temperature 
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Lowest 
20 on 3rd 
26 on 28th 
27 on 1st 
35 on 3rd 
36 on 5th 
42 on 15th 
43 on 11th 
41 on 23rd 
37 on 18th 
28 on 19th 
24 on 21st 
30 on 14th 

Rainfall 
(ins) (rain days) 
1.75 16 
0.81 6 
0.83 5 
2.39 10 
2.48 9 
1.68 10 
1.88 13 
1.74 8 
2.66 13 
3.32 14 
2.01 6 
2.88 21 

Totals 24.43 131 

1 
54 
4 
31 

28th March 
16th October 

3 
8 
3 

81°F on 3rd July 
200F on 3rd January 
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